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COUNTY

CONVENTION.

Large and Harmonious Gathering. A
Strong Ticket Nominated.
Speech by
Hon.

Win. T.

Cobb.

The Republican county convention, held
in the court house in Belfast Saturday,
August 6th, was one of the largest and most
spirited ever held in this county. The
court room was well tilled with delegates
and interested spectators, and although
there were sharp contests on two of the
nominations the best of feeling prevailed
among the candidates and delegates. All
went into the convention with the feeling
that whoever won they would go into the
campaign and work for the success of the
genera] ticket.
The convention was called to order at
10.45 a. in. by lion. Geo. E. Johnson, chairman of the county committee.
Prayer was
offered by Rev. J. W. Hatch of Belfast.
Ellery Bowden, Esq., of Winterport was
chosen temporary chairman and made an
opening address in which he reviewed in a
brief
and comprehensive
manner the
record of the Republican party in Waldo
county and the State of Maine. Ten years
ago, he said, the Republicans resumed control of Waldo county, after several years of
Democratic rule. In December, 1893, there
were 105 prisoners in jail, and one month
later, a Republican sheriff and board of
county commissioners had succeeded in
reducing the number to 17. The county was
in debt to its full legal limit and there were
floating debts aggregating $2000 or more.
In the ten years that have since elapsed an
extension has been built to the court house,
a law library has been fitted
up and supplied with the latest books, fire proof vaults
have been provided for the records of the
Supreme and Probate Courts and Registry
of Deeds, the debt has all been paid and the
county tax reduced nearly one-half. Democrats claim that there has net hppn a
sufficient enforcement of certain law's, but
voters should look back and compare the
condition today with what it was when the
Democrats had the enforcing of those laws.
It is our duty to investigate this, as well as
the charge that there has been an increase
in State taxes. Compare 1882 and 1902. In
1882 the rate of State tax was 44
mills; in
1902 it was 2f mills.
Waldo county’s State
tax in 1882 was S43,168.88; in 1902 it was

$26,800.00, a reduction of $16,368.88. What
benefit does Waldo county receive from
this State tax? She receives back, from the
State for common schools, free high schools,
State roads, State pensions, 60 per cent,
more than she pays out in State taxes. As
to the claim that the rate of taxation has
been reduced by increasing the valuation,
it is true the valuation of the State has
been increased, but it is a bona fide increase
in value in summer resorts such as liar
Harbor,

new
manufacturing places like
Rumford Falls, Millinocket, etc., and in an
increased valuation placed on wild lands
held unimproved by rich speculators for

speculative purposes. Who will say that
this is not right? Mr. Bowden then referred to National issues, showing that the
present “expansion” policy of President
Roosevelt is identical with the policy pursued by President Jefferson in regard to
ail the present territory of the United
States west of the Mississippi river. That
territory was transferred from France to
the United States and the people living
there were not asked to give their consent.
In fact the act created great opposition at
the time, but no one now' questions the
wisdom of the policy. With Roosevelt and
Fairbanks at the head, and with William
T. Cobb leading the forces in Maine, the
issues of this campaign can be safely submitted to the people.
Sidney C. Thompson of Winterport, John
S. Fernald of Belfast and John C. Carey of
Montville were chosen secretaries.
The county committee was made a committee on credentials. They subsequently
reported a full delegation present from
every town, a total of 88 delegates.
On motion of C. O. Poor of Belfast the
temporary organization was made permanent.
The following were appointed a committee on resolutions: Albert Peirce, Frankfort; X. I). Ross, Lincolnville; M. T. Dodge,

ly what I have said. I want this eleetton,
but if the platform doesn't mean
what it
says I am willing to go down to defeat
The Republican party has made
Maine
prosperous. Facts and figures substantiate
this.
The Republicans will again
place
Maine in line in September, and I
hope in
that victory the people of this
county will
join.” (Applause and cheers).
The business of the convention was resumed at the close of Mr. Cobb’s
speech.
Rev. H. W. Abbott of Liberty made a
patriotic speech with many telling
points, and
named Hon. Lucius C. Morse of
Liberty a;
candidate for Senator.
Mr. Morse wei
nominated by acclamation.
For sheriff Hon. Albert Peirce of Frank
fort presented the name of Amos F. Carle
ton of Winterport.
Daniel L. Pitcher c
Belfast spoke in his own behalf as a candi
date. Chas. R. Hill of Winterport seconder
the nomination of Mr. Carleton,
giving hit
record as a business man and a public official.
Henry R. Dawson of Monroe presented the name of Jere. Bowen of that
town.
John C. Carey of Montville presented the name of Samuel G. Norton ol
Belfast, the present sheriff, and was seconded by A. W. Fletcher of Burnham ana
Otis D. Wilson of Searsmout.
Thomas E
Gushee of Lincolnville presented the name
of Phineas G. Hurd of Northport. Geo. C.
Ward of Prospect presented the name of
Josiah Colson of that town.
The following were appointed a committee to receive, sort and count votes for
sheriff:
S. 11. Bowler, Palermo; H. R.
Dawson, Monroe; Geo. C. Ward, Prospect;
J. II. Kneeland, Searsport; M. S. Stiles,
Jackson.
Two ballots were required, resulting as
follows

:

Whole number of votes.88
Necessary for a choice.45
Samuel G. Norton.39
Amos F. Carleton. 28
Phineas G. Hurd. 8
Josiah Colson. 7
Jere Bowen. 5

Scattering.

1

No choice.
Messrs. Boweu and Hurd withdrew their
names and the second ballot resulted as
follows:
Whole number of votes.88
45
Necessary for a choice.
Amos F. Carleton.47
Samuel G. Norton.39

Scattering.

2

And Mr. Carleton was declared the nominee of the convention.
On motion of Hon.
C. 0. Poor, in behalf of Mr. Norton, the
nomination of Mr. Carleton was made
unanimous.
For county attorney four candidates were
presented and four ballots were required.
Dr. John Stevens of Belfast presented the
name of
Arthur Ritchie of Belfast, the
present county attorney; H. R. Dawson
presented the name of llodgdon C. Buzzell
j[ Monroe; J. C. Carey presented the name
jf Burton F. Foster of Moutville, and I. G.
Reynolds presented the name of Fred W.
Brown, Jr. of Brooks. Charles R. Hill of
Winterport, W. G. Fuller of Unity and 1.
8. Reynolds of Brooks were appointed a
uommittee to receive, sort and count votes
tor county attorney. The ballots resulted
as follows;
FIRST BALLOT.

Whole number of votes.84
Necessary for a choice.43
Arthur Ritchie.29
Burton F. Foster.28
Fred W. Brown, Jr.21
H. C. Buzzell. 6
No choice. Mr. Buzzell withdrew.
SECOND

BALLOT.

Whoie number of votes.85
Necessary for a choice.43
Foster.35
Ritchie.34
Brown.II!
No choice.
THIRD BALLOT.
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abuse aud we propose to abolish
it. The Democrats have an able and accomplished gentleman for their nominee,
who will do all in his power to awaken the
dormant Democratic vote in the State. I

to

the summary for July i
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those issues need defense we should defend
them; if they need explanation we should
explain them; if they need our moral support we should give it. If there are abuses
we should acknowledge them and try to
eorreet them. We should strive first of all
for good citizenship. If we cannot stimulate the reasoning voter to act w ith us we
deserve to fail. We welcome discussion
because we thoroughly believe in the principles of the Republican party. The Republican party stands for the abolishment
of the fee system. That system has grown
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12
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29
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do net question his sincerity, but I do question those who say that the Republican
party is made up of office holders and office
seekers. The people of the State will he
better satisfied, in my judgment, by continuing the Republican party in power,
The Republican party stands for the impartial enforcement of the laws favoring

prohibition as they are to-day. (Applause.)
The people placed these laws upon the
statute books and I believe that they are

entitled and should receive a demoustration
that the prohibitory law cau be fairly enforced in all the counties of the State. It
;
GKEAT RAILROAD DISASTER.
may not stop the sale of liquors in the State
of Maine, but if these laws are enforced as
Mur© tuan 100 lives lout.
successfully as the laws against other
1
'.‘■•o, Col., Aug. 8, 1904. The wrecl
,
"mid’s Fair Flyer on the Denver J ; crimes, I believe the people will be satistande railroad near Eden, sevei [ fled. The Republican party assembled in
m th of
pueblo, last evening, prove
Bangor stated clearly its stand on this
been one of the greatest railroai 1
‘1' in
question and as a nominee of that party I
the history of the country
4'1
stand upon that platform.
If platforms
"wiled passenger cars and a baggag.
a.
engulfed in the torrent that tor. ! and pledges made in solemn faith mean
,restle spanning Steele’s Hollow, and nothing now is the time to find it out. I
“ Hs
we know tonight,
!,.
only three o believe that the
party meant it—that that
'Wants of these cars escaped death
Uiately two sleeping cars and
law should be honestly enforced. If 1 am
the
"miipleting
train, remained oi 1 elected Governor every legislative right and
k "t the
edge of the abyss and noni 1
if "m
every proper influence that I can bring to
occupants were killed or injured
li
perished probably never will b j bear will be used by me in the enforcement
it*,
determined, for the treacherou ( of the law as it stands on the statute books.
ami
drifting over the bodies. At * 1 don’t want any man to misunderstand me
o'e
118 evening 76 bodies had been re
e<1’aMl
on this matter, and I don’t want any man’s
ot these 49 have been ident!
tied
vote unless he believes that I mean precisefrom 1859 to date,
from 1859 to date.

C"VlYk,

A Full Ticket

Nominated.

The Resolutions

Adopted.
The Democrats of Waldo county held
their county convention in the court house
The conin Belfast Friday, August 5th.

for

Pr.imfir

PnniniiecinTior

Willium
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Bragg of Lincolnville, on motion of X. D.
Ross of Lincolnville.
The following county committee was
chosen: George E. Johnson, Belfast; Mark
T. Dodge, Troy; H. R. Hichborn, Stockton
Springs; Thomas E. Gushee, Lincolnville;
Charles F. Drake, Frankfort.
The committee on resolutions reported,
and their report was unanimously adopted,
as follows:
The Republicans of W aldo county in convention assembled invite all their feilow
citizens to join with them in supporting
the following resolutions :
Resolved, That we believe in the principles of the Republican party as set forth in
the platforms adopted at the late national
and State conventions, and we pledge ourselves to use every effort to br ing about the
election of the nominees of these conventions.
Resolved, That we endorse most heartily
the able and brilliant administration of
President Roosevelt; that we commend the
record made by our congressional delegation at Washington, and fully appreciate
their untiring efforts in behalf of our State,
and it is a pleasure to call attention to the
clean and business-like administration of
our Governor, John F. Hill.
Resolved, That we regard with satisfaction the good condition of our county affairs, and that we promise to the nominees
of this convention our loyal support.
The convention adjourned at 2.10 p. in.
$100 Reward $100.
The readers of this paper will be pleased
to learn that there Is at least one dreaded
disease that science has been able to cure
in all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution
and assisting nature in doing its work.
The proprietors have so much faith in its
curative powers, that they offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it fails to
cure. Send for list of testimonials.
Address, F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
O.
Sold by druggists, 75c.
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
3w32

support to the nominees of this convention,
and earnestly recommend the candidates today nominated and ask for them the support of all voters of Waldo county irrespective of all past political affiliations.
The following county committee was
chosen: F. A. Greer, Belfast;
Voiney

Thompson, Montville; John H. Sullivan,
S. W. Shibles, Morrill; W. B.
vention was called to order at 10.30 o’clock Searsport;
F. Twombly, Monroe.
by Franklin A. Greer, Esq., of Belfast,

H. V. Siarrett is in Belfast
Maine Register.

PERSONAL.

II. L. Woodcock left
Hosea W. Rhodes visited friends in Rockland last week.
Mrs. L. W. George visited friends in Portland the past week.

chairman of the county committee, who
read the call and announced that the county

The convention then adjourned.

Mrs. II. E. Jepson of Howard, R. I., is
visiting at Wm. F. White’s.

committee had decided on Hon. Robert F.
Dunton of Belfast as temporary chairman,
as Hon. Wm. H. McLellan, who had previously been selected, was unable to attend.
Harry Littletield of Brooks, Daniel B.
Plummer of Montville and Earl D. Bessey
of Brooks were chosen secretaries.
On
motion of F. A. Dickey of Northport the
temporary organization was made per-

THE WALDO COUNTY VETERANS

Mr. and Mrs. G. Osborne Lord spent
few days in Camden last week.

manent.

Mr. Dunton spoke about an hour on the
issues of the campaign, devoting himself
chiefly to an analysis of the opening speech
of the campaign by lion. Wm. T. Cobb,
the Republican candidate for Governor, at
Camden. Mr. Dunton spoke in the highest
terms of Mr. Cobb, as a man of the strictest integrity, of high standards and a total
abstainer. The Republican party, he said,
did itself great honor in placing Mr. Cobb’s
name at the head of the ticket. (He stands
high above the party that nominated him.
He intends to do as he says and will, if
elected, conscientiously perform the duties
of his oftiue to the best of his ability. Mr.
Dunton ridiculed the statement of Mr.
Cobb that the taxes of the State have not
been increased and that burdens of taxation do not rest more heavily on the people
than before.
Why, he asked, should taxes
be increased?
What credit is due to the
party in power on account of not increasing the taxes ? f Mr. Dunton commented at
some length on Mr. Cobb’s reDorted advocacy of a revision of the laws, but we
omit this part of his address as Mr. Cobb
was misreported. The editor of the Waterville Sentinel, thinking there must be an
error somewhere, called Mr. Cobb up bylong distance telephone and questioned him
on the subject.
In an emphatic manner he
replied that in his Camden speech he made
no reference to the fish and game laws.
“Our platform made no mention of the fish
and game laws,” said Mr. Cobb. “That
was in the Democratic platform.
I did refer to what the Republican platform said
about the State finances, the abolition of
the fee system and the enforcement of the
prohibitory law.”] Continuing, Mr. Dunton
said Mr. Cobb advocated abolishing the fee
system, and on this point Democrats and
Republicans agree. The declaration of Mr.
Cobb that he stands squarely on the prohibitory plank of the Republican platform
is a noble declaration, and Mr. Cobb means
what he says. Hut his party does not mean
it.
The Republican party is the rum
party today in this State. Mr. Cobb has
Hut what can he
got into bad company.
do as Governor of Maine?
The Republican legislature in its last two sessions has
repealed every law which gave the Governor any power—the appointment of
special
liquor constables when sheriffs fail to do
their duty, and appointing new men in the
place of delinquent county attorneys. The
Democrats want to test the prohibitorylaw, and learn if it is upheld by public sentiment.
The Republicans do not want the

question re-submitted.
They want the
liquor question for making votes. Aftergoing through with Mr. Cobb's statements
ou the different points of the State platform, Mr. Dunton referred to the Republican national platform.
The statement that
shipping has not received adequate encouragement is a fatal confession by the party

that has made our national laws.
The
Whole number of votes.82
Necessary for a choice.42 trusts have been fostered at the expense of
Ritchie.37 the shipping.
The omission of the labor
Foster.36
from the Republican platform is
Brown. 9 question
peculiar, whether intentional or otherwise.
No choice.
There never was a time when the cost of
FOURTH BALLOT.
was so high as compared with a
Whole number of votes.82 living
Necessary for a choice.42 working man’s earnings as today. The
Foster.44 prosperity of a country does not consist in
Ritchie.38 the amount of wealth hoarded
by a few
Burton F. Foster was declared the nomi- muiti-millionaires and trusts, but in the
nee of the convention.
number and comfort of its happy homes.
The other nominations were made by acThe county committee, as committee on
clamation, as follows:
credentials, reported 80 delegates present
For Judge of Probate, George E. John- out of a possible 93.
son of Belfast, on motion of C. O. Poor,
The nominations for county officers were
seconded by Otis D. Wilson.
all made by acclamation, as follows:
For Register of Probate, Charles I1. IlaFor Senator, Adelbert Millett of Searszeltine of Belfast, on motion of W. W. inont, presented by James Libby of Unity.
Clark of Prospect.
For Sheriff, Willard U. F. Twombly of

plaints have been received by
es.
Inspector Snow said to a
ual reporter: “This is one of
Troy.
swindles Unearthed in Boston
lion. Win. T. Cobb of Rockland, Repub\o one knows how many hun=
lican nominee for Governor of Maine, then
-■ were victimized.
We have
entered and was greeted with hearty cheers
against the defendants. They and calls for a
speech. Mr. Cobb opened
ng oilers to struggling people,
by stating that he should confine himself to
live up to them.
As is nearly
State issues and not discuss national matuse in such deals, it was the
ters except incidentally. The country looks
-e who could ill afford to lose
to Maine to sound in September the key
For County Treasurer, Alfred A. Small
were trapped.
Some of them
note of the national campaign. State issues of Belfast, on motion of A. P. Mansfield of
\ cent they had.
The scheme
should appeal to our citizens first of all. If Belfast.
but a
■

DEMOCRATIC CODHTY CONVENTIOH.

.Monroe, presenieu oy

Aiisei

wauswortnoi

Belfast.
For County Attorney, John R. Dunton of
Belfast, presented by lion. Win. I’. Thompson of Belfast, who spoke at some length
on the shortcomings of Republican officials
ir the enforcement of the liquor law, and of
Sir. Duntou’s integrity and ability to do
efficient work in the enforcement of all
Sir. Dunton briefly accepted the
laws.
nomination, promising, if elected, to do his
full duty in the interests of good government.

For County Treasurer, Cyrus B. Hall of
Belfast, presented by F. A. Greer of Belfast.
For Judge of Probate, James Libby of
Unity, presented by John R. Dunton of
Belfast.
For Register of Probate, Daniel B. Plummer of Montville, presented by Albert J.
Bkidmore of Liberty.
For County Commissioner, Henry SI.
Cole of Burnham, presented by James
Libby of Unity.
The chairman appointed Franklin A.
Greer, 11. P. Farrow and Ansel Wadsworth
committee on resolutions. They reported
and the report was adopted, as follows:

We, the Democrats of Waldo county, in
convention assembled, at the court house,
Belfast, Slaine, August 5, 1904, believe in
the following declaration of principles:
First, we renew our allegiance to the principles of the Democratic party as enunciated in platforms adopted by the State and
national conventions.
Second, we believe that true Democracy
means a government for the many and not
for a favored few.
Third, we believe in an honest, impartial
and zealous enforcement of the laws against
the sale of intoxicating liquors, for the purpose of closing, and with the intent to close,
all bar rooms, and abolish said illegal sale,
in whatever manner or form it is attempted
to be carried on in Waldo county. We condemn the present policy of neutrality, compromise, concession and passive co-operation with violators of the law, whereby the
statutory penalties are diverted from theii
intent and administered for purposes ol
revenue

only.

Fourth, we heartily endorse the nomination of Hon. Cyrus W. Davis of Waterville,
our candidate for Governor, and Hon. Ellioi
N. Benson of Bar Harbor, our candidate
for Congress, and pledge to them the united
and earnest support of the Democrats ol
Waldo county.
Fifth,

we as

loyal Democrats, pledge

otu

Hospitably Entertained at East Belfast August 4th.

The regular meeting of the Waldo County
Veteran Asssociatiou was held Thursday,
August 4th, in Carrow’s Hall, East Belfast,

Miss Lena Colson of
Mrs. Herbert Carter in

a

Prospect is visiting
Rockport.

Mrs. J. W. Wilkins went to Ait. Desert
last week to visit her childhood’s home.
Miss Alabel Pottle has returned to Rockport from a visit with friends in Belfast.

by invitation of the comrades and their
Mrs. Charles M. Welch went to Winterwives living in that vicinity. The weathport last Thursday for a visit of two weeks.
er was warm and pleasant, although there
Aliss E. Gertrude Lowe of Waterville
was a heavy fog at early morning and fog
banks were seen in the distance all day. spent the past week with friends iu this
The attendance was large despite the city.
Otis D. Wilson of Searsmout returned
fact that this is a time of strenuous
work on the farm.
The forenoon was
devoted to sociability and reminiscences.
At noon the dinner call sounded and the
veterans, their wives and friends were
invited into the Curtis store, now owned by
Bradman A Rogers, which had been converted into a dining room. The tables
accommodated 16 persons, and before all
had been fed they were tilled and cleared
four times. The dinner was ample for all,
and was well prepared and nicely served.
The bill of fare included baked beans,
brown bread, white bread, doughnuts, cold
meats, cake, pastry, pickles, coffee, etc.,
furnished by the ladies of East Belfast, and
from the lunch baskets of the visitors.
At about 1.30 o’clock the veterans and
ladies to the number of over one met. in

last Thursday from
setts.

Duet,

1

Come, Holy Spirit,”

Misses Ethel Navery and Florida Harrow
Recitation, “Yankee Doodle’s good enough

me,”
Raphael Leavitt, dressed as Uncle Sam
Recitation, “Nothing but flags,”
for

Miss Helen Brown

Song. “I do love the Lord,”
Misses Carrie, Mary, Martha and Bessie Johnson.
Encore, 1, “My Lord delivered Daniel”
2, “Swing low, sweet chariot.”
Recitation, “The Volunteer,”
Miss Lena Leavitt
Recitation, “Barbara Freitcliie,”
Miss Julia Leary

Solo, “Good-by,
rtecitanon,

my

love,”

Miss Ethel Savery

"Asieep

ai me

switcn,

L. t'. Putnam

Miss Ktliel Staples
Song, “Calvary,”
Johnson sisters
Song, “I’m a roaming,”
Song, “Mother’s hymn to me,”

11. L. Davis.
the farm.”
The committee on time and place of next
meeting reported, recommending that the
association meet with Dana It. Carter Post,
Freedom, Thursday, Sept. 1st. The report

Encore, “Down

was

accepted.

on

visit in Alassachu-

Aliss Ethel Runnells of Ataterville visited
Conductor and Mrs. Owen W. Clements
last week.
Airs. C. I. Davis and Mrs. D. A. Gates
and two children of Dixlield are
visiting
Air. and Airs. B. L. Davis.
Charles F. Wildes and wife are at Airs
»tides’ home in Belfast, Ale., for August
Somerville, Alass., Journal.

—

Airs. Alargaret O’Brien and
granddaughter, Aliss Jennie Ryder, of Thomaston are
guests at Mrs. S. R. Crawford’s.
Mrs. B. B. Graut of Boston and her sis-

ter, Miss Trussell of Searsport, are visiting
their father, Joseph H. Trussell.
/v

farrow’s Hall, which was appropriately
decorated with flags, bunting and evergreens, with the letters and figures in evergreen, “G. A. R. 1861-1864.” The exercises
opened with “America” by the audience
and prayer by Rev. William Vaughan.
Herbert T. Scribner, president of the association, presided. Mr. Vaughan gave a
hearty address of welcome, in which he
stated that he had always entertained a
hearty respect for the Grand Army veterans and it was a pleasure to give them
words of welcome. The Grand Army, however, needs no spoken words of welcome.
When those in authority issue an order to
occupy a place that order is obeyed whether
the soldiers are welcome or not. In this
case they occupy East Belfast and are
warmly welcomed. When the Grand Army
passed through the South the chickens,
hogs and other eatables were confiscated.
To-day the Grand Army encamps at East
Belfast and much food is disposed of by
them. But the people of East Belfast are
the gainers, in the pleasure received from
meeting the veterans, their wives and families. We receive an inspiration from the
red, white and blue—three colors that the
Grand Army of the Republic has taught
the nations of the world to honor.
Past founty President Ilenry R. Dawson of
Monroe responded in a patriotic
speech, in which he referred to the results
of the death, sacrifices and hardships of
those who wore the blue. Had they not
prevailed in that struggle we should now
have no national existence—a mere federation of independent States, or possibly subjects to the great powers of Europe. The
surrender at Appomattox gave us back the
old flag as we received it from Washington
and his associates—the emblem of a united
people. Mr. Dawson recalled many incidents of heroism, sacrifice and devotion of
the boys in blue, notably the charge of the
1st Maine Heavy Artillery, when more
than 600 men were killed or wounded ; the
act of the Kith Maine in tearing their flag
to bits and hiding the fragments when surrounded and taken prisoners.
A literary and musical program was then
given as follows:

a
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.III.

Mr. Walter H. Bingham of the New
York Sun’s Washington staff was the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Johnson the
past
week.

Mary

L. de Sibour of

Washing-

ton, D. C., is visiting her brother, Mr. Edward Johnson, after an absence of 30
years.

Dr. F. E. Follett and Miss Kathie Mugridge returned Wednesday afternoon from
visit iu Rumford Falls.-Rockland Courier-

a

Gazette.

Mr. and Mrs. John i). Wilson and two

daughters of Concord, Mass., arrived Monday to visit Mr. Wilson’s cousin, Mrs. Elmer

Small.

Miss Annie Ilowe of Natick, Mass., came
to Belfast Saturday and went to Sandy-

point, where she is

a guest of Jlrs. A. li.
Meade at the latter’s cottage.
Mr. and Jlrs. B. 0. Norton and son
Charlie of Portland arrived last Friday to
visit relatives iu Waldo county. Mr. Norton has returned to Portland.

I). F. Stephenson was called to SkowheSaturday by the serious illness of his
brother, Jlelvin A. Stephenson, who was
visiting their sister in that town.

gan

Miss Rose A. Jones of

Washington,

1).

C., and her brother’s widow and children,
are visiting her sister, Jlrs. J. W. Nash
and her brother, Capt. J. W. Jones.
Jlrs. William 1'. Thompson and son Donald, and Mr. Thompson’s sister, Jlrs. Maria
S. lirainard of Lawrence, .Mass., left last
Thursday to spend a month at Alton Bay,
N. 11.
JI. JI. Bickford of Augusta, accompanied
by Jliss Annie Lleath of that city, spent a
few days last week with the Bickford family, who are occupying the Elwell cottage
at Little River.
Mrs. \\

m.

Rowe and

laston, Jlass.,

Misses Stella and Bessie Black returned
a visit in Boston.

Sunday from

Miss Cora A. Eames of Boston is
visiting
her sister, Mrs. George A. Leavitt.
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Marsh went to Boston Saturday for a visit of two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Witherley of Boston
visiting his sister, Mrs. I. V. Miller.

are

Mrs. L. C. Harrimanof Cambridge, Mass.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. True S. Heagan.
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Wright and children
returned Saturday from a visit in Burnham.
Mrs. A. C. Burgess and son Kenney returned home yesterday from a visit in Boston.

George F. Harriman, Esq., and wife of
New York city are visiting re'atives in Belfast.
Mrs. F. B. Witherspoon tf
Worcester,
Mass., is visiting her niece, Mrs. G. G. Abbott.
Miss Celia Nash of Boston is
spending
her vacation with her father, Frank E.
Nash.
Mr. and Mrs. B. A. Spencer of Knox
spent Sunday with her brother, W. C.
Bowen.
Jones E. Davis of Boston is
visiting his
father, Jones S. Davis, and his sisters in
this city.

Henry Hangh
ing

son

a

two

Mrs. M. E.

of Lynn, Mass., is spendweeks' vacation with his mother,

Haugh.

A Im.Tn

-.,.1

llUU

Mrs. Ralph Ji. Bucklin in Camden last
week and later visited friends in Portland.

Madame

for a week’s

Mrs. Ella Critehett returned
Saturday
from a visit in Bar Harbor.

Mrs
UCU

Monday

outing at Mt. Eineo.

o -:_
»

delivering the

Gordon of Wol-

gie

are

visiting Mrs. B.’s father, John

Choate of Windsor.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Staples will attend the deaf mutes convention in Portland
Aug. 27th and 28th.
Prof. L. D. Smith, wife, and daughter
Martha of Hartford, Ct., are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Adelbert Knight.
Mr. and Mrs. True S. Heagan returned
last week from a visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Auspland in Hallowell.
Lewis Barker, Esq., of Bangor was
among the visitors from out of town at the
Republican county convention.
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Howard were
called to Newburgh yesterday by the sudden death of her father, Elijah Clements.
Mrs. G. W. Stoddard left Monday for
Omaha, Neb., called there by the death of
her niece, Mrs. Gertrude Wright Barber.
Mrs. J). E. Dickey returned Tuesday from
visit to her husband in Lewiston, where
he is employed in the Maine Central
depot.
a

Mini P. Sargent and son Ralph of Searswere in
Belfast Saturday. The son
went to Portland that day to visit his sister.
Mrs. Laura S. Bowker of Somerville,
Mass., is a guest of Mrs. C. F. Wildes at
the latter's summer home, No. s Union
street.
port

Calvin II. Monroe resumed his duties as
station agent at Citypoint Monday. He had
been off since July 4th on account of in-

juries.
Mrs. Edgar Campbell, formerly Miss
Alice Atkinson of Belfast, now of Miles
City, Mont., is visiting Miss Carrie E.
White.
Mrs. J. O. Hayes is in Bangor with her
husband while his vessel, the schooner
Pendleton Brothers, is discharging and re-

loading.
Mr. and Mrs. F. K. Seger arrived last
Sunday from Somerville, Mass., for a few
days’ visit with Mrs. Soger’s sister, Mrs.
True S. Heagan.

visiting Jlrs. Carrie
Jfattliews and other relatives, who are
lion. J. P. Taliaferro, w ife and daughter
spending August at the Cottrell cottage of Jacksonville, Fla., arrived yesterday
near the Pavilion.
morning and are at Rev. L. M. Bui ringlon’s,
are

B. A. Moulton, formerly* express messenon the Belfast and Burnham
run, and
now on
the Bangor and Bar Harbor, is
taking a short rest, and called on his Belfast friends last week.
ger

Frank I. Wilson of Orange, Mass., arrived
last Saturday* for a visit in Belfast and
Mrs. Wilson and son Evan
vicinity.
visited in Camden before coming to Belfast, arriving here Tuesday.
Jlrs. Herman 0. Stevens and her nephew,
Guy Pattershall, returned to Portland last
week from a visit to her parents, Jlr. and
Jlrs. Howard F. Mason.
Jliss Lillian
Mason went with them to remain until fall.
Dr. A. B. Hagerthy of Bucksport has
completed his duties as interne in the
Eastern JIaine General hospital, Bangor,
and has located in Ashland, where he has
bought the practice of Dr. II. JI. Chapman.
Rev. I. W. Gowen, wife and four children of Union Hill, X. J., and Chas. L.
Smyth, son of Councilman Smyth of JerseyCity, arrived last Thursday to spend a few
weeks at the Towle farm iu “Camp Com-

lion. A. E. Xiekerson of Swanville made
brief remarks, in which he spoke in praise
of the hearty welcome, good dinner, and I fort.”
hospitality of the people of East llelfast.
John W. Beckwith returned last week to
An invitation was received and accepted
to hold the meeting one year hence in East Springfield, Mass., from a visit to his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Win. 11. Beckwith, lie
Helfast, with a clambake on the shore.
is a fireman on the Boston & Maine RailJohn O. Johnson of Liberty in a brief adbetween Springfield and
dress said that wars have existed since the road, running
White River Junction.
nations began, and that every war has been
When a nation bea means of civilisation.
F. W. Angier writes from Denver, ('ol.,
gins to neglect its soldiers it begins to do- under date of August 1st: W. F. Bean
He related a few incidents of heroism spent a few days in Denver last week and
cay.
equaling the deed of Hobson, that came is now at the Sunnyside Hotel, Manitou
under his own observation, and in one of Springs. B. F. Wells visited Denver the
which he was a participant.
past week on his way from Belfast to
A rising vote of thanks was given the Sacramento, Calif.
good people of East llelfast for their hospiUncle Abner I). Dunton of Hope, who is
tality and the meeting closed at about 4
the guest of his niece, Miss Fannie Dunton,
o’clock, by singing “America.”
in Camden, celebrated his 97th birthday
Aug. 1st. Miss Dunton’s birthday falls on the
KILLS GERMS OF CATARRH.
same day and the celebration was a double
oue.
Mr. Dunton is planning to celebrate
Hyomei Goes to the Root of the Disease and his 100th birthday with friends ill Camden
Makes Astonishing Cures.
and the genial old gentleman is enjoying
Catarrh cannot be cured by the use of
excellent health.
and
so-called
medicines
liquid
system
pills,
tonics. Under such treatment the germs
Dr. Jeffry R. Brackett, who built the firsl
of the disease will still live in the air
cottage at Dark Harbor and who lias since
passages and increase and multiply.
Hyomei is theonly scientificandthorough been one of the most prominent summci
way tt> cure catarrh. Killing the germs in residents of Islesboro, is to be the head of a
the air passages, it enters the blood with
the oxygen, destroys the microbes in the new school to give instruction in the whole
blood and effectually drives from the field of philanthropic endeavor, and is now
system all traces of catarrhal poison.
abroad preparing himself for the duties ol
Probably the strongest evidence that can
The school is founded by the
be offered as to the powers of Hyomei to the position.
united efforts of Harvard, the oldest col
cure catarrh is the fact that R. H. Moody
will agree to refund the money if you say lege in America, and Simmons College, the
Hyomei has not cured you.
institution of higher education in
The complete Hyomei outfit costs but newest
$1.00 and consists of an inhaler that can be Boston, and will be situated at the North oi
carried in the vest pocket, a medicine West End of Boston.
Dr. Brackett ha*
dropper and a bottle of Hyomei. The in- been prominent in work and organization ol
haler lasts a lifetime, and if one bottle does
not cure, an extra bottle of Hyomei can be this nature in Baltimore, where he formerobtained.
ly resided, and will be greatly missed there.

No. 23 Cedar street.
Arthur Wisdom and Walter Anderson of
Boston arrived by steamer Sunday morning, to spend their vacation at John ().
Johnson’s in Liberty.
Mr. and Mrs. Lindley
Bailey and daughof Framingham, Mass., arrived in Belfast Sunday to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 1. G. Reynolds of South Brooks.

ter

Mrs. Lillian G. Smith and

son

Victor of

Manchester, N. IF, Garland Emerson and
George Garland of Old Town are spending
the month at the Garland cottage, Temple
Heights.
Rev*. Clifton M. Gray of Charleston, S. C.,
is spending his vacation with his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Gray. He. preached
in Stockton Springs last Sunday for Rev.
A. A. Smith.
Thomas Gannon returned Tuesday from
week's visit in Hyde Park, Mass. He
was
accompanied by his sister, Mrs.
Joanna Loftus of Hyde Park, and her
daughter Helen.
a

Mrs. F. L. Toothaker, after spending a
month with relatives in Nova Scotia, has
returned home. She was accompanied by
her sister and her sister’s husband, l)r.
and Mrs. Hoell Tyler of Redlands, I’alif.,
who will remain for a short time.
Dr. F. C. Gay of Brooklyn, N. Y., arrived
to join his family, who are spending
their vacation with his wife’s mother, Mrs.
George II. Brier, at the Head <*t the Tide.
Mrs. Frank R. Downes of Boston, his wife’s
sister, came.with him.

Sunday

Bertram L. Smith, Esq., and wife "f Patspent Friday and Saturday in Belfast
Mr.
on their way home from Portland.
Smith attended the Republican county convention, listened to the remarks of Mr.
ten

Cobb and met many old friends.
Geo. T. Rowe of Togus, a veteran of the
Civil War and also a veteran railroad conductor of llie European & North American
road and later of the Bangor and Vanceboro division of the Maine Central, is
spending a short furlough in Belfast.
Dr. 11. J. Bogardus and daughter of Jersey City, N. J., are guests at Rev. William
Vaughan's. Dr. Bogardus is connected
with the New York Orthopaedic Dispensary and Hospital, for the treatment of
crippling and deforming diseases of children.
J. Manchester Haynes, Esq., of Augusta,
President of the Augusta Trust Co., and of
the Peoples Bank of Belfast, was in this
city last week and expressed himself as
highly pleased with the condition of affairs
in the local bank. F. E. Smith, treasurer
of the Augusta Trust Co., arrived Saturday
and remained over Sunday, returning to
Augusta by the 1.30 p. m. train Monday.

The

Republican Journal,

THE ROCKLAND DISASTER.

BACK NUMBERS.

j

Gen.

John B. Gordon’s Book.

Since reading Senator Hoar’s book I
have read “Reminiscences of the Civil
War” by General John B. Gordon of
Published Every Thursday Morning by the
Georgia, a noted Confederate officer,
Republican Journal Publishing Co. 1 and equally noted since the war for his
efforts to promote harmony between
CHARLES A. PILSBURY,} Busi“m M?mger. the
North and South. That he accomplished much in this direction the
SUBsoiiii’Tiox Tkkms: 111 advance, $2.00a
writer can testify from personal knowl$1.00 for six months; 50 cents for three months, j
and yet he retained his following
Advertising Terms: For one square, one inch edge,
length in column, 75 cents for one week and ; in the South while winning many
insertion.
25 cents for each subsequent
friends and admirers in the North. His
book is one of permanent value and
FOR PRESIDENT,
absorbing interest. Ilis pictures of
THEODORE ROOSEVELT
battles, skirmishes and life in camp
OF NEW YORK.
and on the march are both brilliant and
graphic. The chapter on Gettysburg
FOR VICE PRESIDENT,
is not excelled by anything written or
CHARLES W. FAIRBANKS,
spoken concerning the Civil war, and
OF INDIANA.
passages are worthy to rank with Lincoln’s memorable address. A feature
FOR GOVERNOR,
of this book that marks it as a rare
WILLIAM T. COBB
literary achievement is that while written from the Confederate standpoint
OF ROCKLAND.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, AUGUST 11, 1904.

Ayers
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J

Feed your hair; nourish it;
give it something to live on.

j

nothing in it to excite resentoh the part of those who wore the
In the opening chapter Gen.

there is
FOR REPRESENTATIVE IN

EDWIN

C.

ment

CONGRESS,

blue.

BURLEIGH

Gordon reviews the

that led up
to the war, and while this is a vexed
question that may never be satisfac-

OF AUGUSTA.
FOR

REPRESENTATIVE

TO THE

LEGISLATURE,

Hair Vigor
|

he very abort. But after
using Ayer’s flair Vigor a short time it began
to grow, and now it is fourteen inches long.
This seems a splendid result to me after being
almost without any hair."
Mrs. J. U. Fiver, Colorado Springs, Colo,

My hair used

f 1.00

a

bottle.

J. c. ayer oo.,

Short Hair
MAIVE AT ST. LOUIS.

has

presented

the northern

More About

Another Maine editor has been heard
from. J. II. Ogier, president of the
Maine Press Association and editor of

Boston

j

fjPi.

Dupont’s Badger Tooth |{r,Kt)es
For sensitive
mouths.

Colgate Old English (il> cerine
I
Soaps 10c. per cake.

What is CASTORIA

Great Comfort in Trusses,
Cool Water Pads.

Castoria is

a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

New

CASTORIA

GENUINE

THE MISSING TRUNKS.

patterns.

All

material

Every New Medicine
QUALITY.

BEST

LOWEST PRICES.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

trip.

Returns from the missing trunks of
St. Louis hotel rates are said to be and southern standnoints.
the City of Rockland are coming in
coming dow n. Whatever goes up must,
daily, but nothing has been heard from
At the time Gen. Gordon lectured in the Camden
Herald, in writing of his j tlie valuable stock of laces lost by
sooner or later, come down.—Portland
Belfast I wrote my recollections of him visit to the St. Louis
Exposition says: ! Madame Mokarzel. Letters come to
Express.
an acquiutauce formed while a
Let us hope that this may prove true from
Hut, some one may say you have■ Agent Sherman from way landings daily
newspaper correspondent in Washing- not mentioned Maine. You have not ! containing statements of claims for
of the price oi coal and of beef.
ton. He had the faculty, characteris- told us how Maine is represented. M'o, damages to their personal effects and
I hate to merchandise. “There are enough claims
The tug Coulidence, bound east from tic of Mr. Blaine and of few other men I have not. I hesitate.
that I should have occa- j piling in,” remarked Mr. Slierman, “to
acknowledge
last
in
a
dense
fog
in public life, of imparting informa- sion
Boston, went ashore
anywhere to blush for my native bankrupt the company.”
week on the southeast coast of Monlie- tion in such language that it was easi- State, but I did at the St. Louis Fair, ; Many trunks and satchels are being
returned since the Eastern Steamship
gau. it was a case of misplaced C'enri- ly retained in the memory of the inter- Letter had Maine taken no part in the !
Exposition than been represented, or Company sent detectives on the trail of
dence.
viewer. During reconstruction in South rather
misrepresented, as she is there. | missing baggage. A Boston detective
of' To be sure, we have a State building, lias visited Monroe’s Island and others
It is up to Waterville now, or rather Carolina a Congressional committee
that much discussed $20,000 log cabin, are visiting places along -the coast. A
to the Central Maine Fair Association, which Gen. Gordon was a member vissituated in the most unattractive and j fisherman called at Mr. Sherman’s ofto give us a show that w ill more than ited the State, and the New York Trib- out of the
A fice in Rockland and said that in passing
way part of the grounds.
une induced him to send daily desfew people go there. Very few Maine Monroe’s island lie heard sounds of revtake the place ot the Eastern state
i
on the situation.
They were people stay there long. They hate to elry by night and the thumping of a
Fair at Bangor. And w e believe they patches
models in their 'line, fairly eclipsing the see our beautiful State of comfortable, piano from the depths of the island boatwill do it.
homes represented by a log cabin. ed out on the calm night. A piano is
work of tlie picked journalists who ac- cosy
It is not even the log cabin of the among the missing freight.
Beef ouaht to be abundant and cheap companied the committee. 1 think it sporting
A North End man had four trunks
camp or the lumberman. Said
in a country like this, with so vast an was before that time that a Maine man, an Illinois man to me: “1 have never stored in a barn and refused to give
There are
aiea suitable for pasturage.
them
up to Agent Sherman, who ofEered
South Carolina been in Maine, but ! don’t wonder you
few States which could not supply James S. Hike, visited
Maine people feel you are not properly him $20 for his trouble. The man reYork
as a representative of the New
themselves with meat.—Bath Times.
Within the building fused the offer and Sheriff Tollman went
represented.”
Very true, and we believe that beef Tribune, and his letters to that paper there is really nothing to show up to his place of residence, broke open the
It is the were subsequently published in book Maine’s resources, a few mounted deer shed and took the four trunks. The foris neither scarce or dear.
and moose heads, several small pieces mer holder will now have to go to the
meat trust that makes it dear to thp form under the title of “The Hrostrate
of granite, some samples of Sanford courts for salvage. Other parties are
this
is
a
consumer, the stock raisers benetitting State.”
digression plush, some excellent pictures of the holding trunks, refusing oilers for reAlthough
little if any by the advance.
I must add here that no more faithful Poland Spring House and Samoset, and turn and the authorities will go after
them.
picture of the condition of a Southern three large portraits of Maine men.
A young man named Richards fished
WAMiiNOTox, -Inly 28. The United state under reconstruction has ever
Hut one would not feel so badly about up a drummer’s dry goods trunk near
States has notiiied Russia that this
is marked by the building and its contents, if Maine : Owl’s Head. The trunk had been burst
government w ill present a claim on be- been drawn; and the book
half of tLe American dims that have the rare literary skill which character- were properly represented in the other ! open. He didn’t know how much the
buildings. It certainly is a shame that > contents were worth and thought lie
merchandise on the Arabia consigned ized all of Mr. Hike’s work.
our State lias paid $-40,000 for its repre- i ought to have $50 for his trouble.
Mr.
to neutral ports.
But to return to Gen. Gordon. Al- sen tuition at the Fair and is not
really I Sherman offered him $5. Nearly all
The Russian bear has roused the
him
with
for
trunks
!
checked
to
Rockland are acmost daily intercourse
represented. Maine with her varied
British lion and the American eagle,
several years at the National Capitol, resources, the summer playground of i counted for, but several bound to Ban:
the
and .with the Japs making things unare
still
lime
gor
nation,
granite, ice, lumber,
missing.
and recollection of his journalistic
producing State, the largest manufactcomfortable in bis rear must realize
work in the columns of the New York urer of pulp and paper in the world,
that trouble is bruin. It is quite cerTHK LOOTING.
Tribune, led me to expect in his book a with her miles of beautiful seacoast,
tain that be will be made to respect a
The City of Rockland has furnished
and thousands of lakes and ponds, goes
work of great literary merit as well as
to the great Fair and fails to tell in the great sensation of the summer seaneutral Hag, whether it is the Stars and
one of personal and historic interest;
emblematic ! son in this vicinity, says the Rockland
proper
pictorial and
Stripes or the blood red ensign of Great and I have not been
disappointed. Nor, language the story of what she is and Courier-Gazette. Now that she is beachBritain.
I think, will any who read these “Rem- what she dots. We ask any Maine ed on the shores of our harbor and in
fair way soon to make the trip to BosThe advent of the golden rod is a re- iniscences of the Civil War" by a Con- person, is this not a shame?
ton for repairs that shall put her back
minder that the summer is waning, federate General.
As if to accentuate the lack of enter- into active service, it is proper to pause
for
a moment in thankful contemplahowever
we
must adand,
reluctantly,
priso in getting up the Maine exhibit, !
news ui
new
vessels.
there is in the Agricultural building a tion of the escape from a disaster that
mit tiiat the season will goon record as
have been extended to dreadful
few bushels of Aroostook
in some respects a failure. Here and
j might
That there was no loss of
| C. s. Glidden, R. W. Hopkins, the while a whole section, which potatoes,
was evi-1 proportions.
at adjacent resorts there are fewer Thomas Brothers, James Bliss & Co.
reserved for our State and is 1 life attending the wreck can be attributaently
I
of
of
Boston
and
Balano
Port
('apt.
marked “Maine,” is entirely bare. In ed to a number of causes, hut most peopeople than usual and less gaiety than
will recognize that Providence diClyde have bought a controlling inter- the Mineral
last year. There are various ways of Ij est
building, where our State j ple
in the new four-masted schooner
rected the affair to a conclusion in
might have made a remarkable exhibit which
accounting for this condition. Possi- which is to be launched from the yard of
the sorrow connected with death
Maine granite and slate there, is
did not have to play a part. One feature
bly the fact that this has been a year oi of Washburn Bros, in Thomaston early nothing from
Maine
the very
except
great disasters may have had some- next month. The price was $72,000. neat and attractive exhibit of Poland we feel must always occasion regret.
The schooner is to be commanded by
We refer to the looting.
With the
thing to do w ith it. Then it is a politi- Capt. J. W. Balano of Port
Spring water maintained by the Picker Rockland floated
and likely soon to be
Clyde, late Pros. In the building devoted
to Forcal year, w ith a strenuous campaign in
captain of the schooner Mabel Jordan. estry, Fish and
back upon this coast, people must
Game, our State’s
At Bath, Captain James W. Hawley
ask why her owners should
prospect, and perhaps some have respecialties,
many of the States like naturally
to
on
a
foursoon
work
be at the expense of restoring the furnbegin
mained at home to look after their expects
and
masted schooner in the Reed yard. Washington, Oregon, California
of
the boat which were so ruthhave simply beautiful ex- ishings
fences. Others have taken their vaca- This
will be a vessel of 700 tons, and Michigan
less stripped out of her while she lay
tion in a trip to the St, Louis Exposi- I her frame is now being cut in Canada. hibits that "make one think they were
on
the rocks. The steamer was
right in the midst of forest lands, but aground
tion.
Another explanation is that She will be launched in December. Maine
has not a single exhibit. And private property; in danger, it is true,
but so long as she was not abandoned
the losers by the slump in the stock With the Reed yard in operation, Bath so it is
throughout the various buildwill have eight shipyards at work—
Maine is not represented. What by the owuers her cargo and equipment
market are now watching the tickers
ings.
Deerings’, Percy & Small’s, Hawley’s, opportunities our State offered for ex- could be in no sense a legitimate object
witli a view to retrieving their impairCrosby’s, New England Co’s., Ivelley- tra good exhibits. The commissioners, of salvage—much less of loot.
ed fortunes. But whatever the reason Spear Co’s., C. Y. Minott’s and Bow- it is to
be presumed, spent the $40,000
THE CENTRAL MAINE FAIR.
the fact remains that the Maine resort ker’s, the last two named being in according to their best
judgment, but
which is included in the
Phippsburg,
failed to represent or to
season of 1904 is not up to the average.
they
certainly
An Interesting Program Arranged.
Bath district.
advertise their State.
It seems to be
Work will soon be resumed in the
A meeting of the trustees of the Centhe general feeling of the Maine people
The Ft. Pierce News is another ad& Dix shipyard at Verona, and who visit the
tral Fair association was held Aug. 3d
vocate for the assessment of property McKay
Fair, that our State would
orders have been received to get the
have been far better off without any in the office of the president, E. P.
at its full value,—Jacksonville Metropmechanical department into running owll iKH of oil
1* in AAA --3 l-; .3
Mayo, when the final program for the
olis.
order at once. The schooner Helena
big fair, to be held at the association’s
»* nv
OliClll
» lint
UCUUC
10
IUC
lull
has arrived from Pascagoula with 500,park in Waterville in September, was
the
Against
Tug.
value of property; or rather, as that 000 feet of hard pine lumber, which is
made out. The program, in substance,
be used in the construction of a fivefollows:
Decision of 17. 8. Circuit Court of Appeals
duty would seem to devolve on the as- to
masted schooner, and it is understood
Tuesday, the opening day of the fair,
in a Maine Case.
sessors, how shall they determine the that other vessels will be built. This was
will be “Governor’s day.” On this day
full value? Shall it be the price the
Elias Burr of Silverton, N. J., owner Gov. Hill and staff, Commissioner of
formerly the William Beazley yard,
of the schooner Mary Manning, is to Agriculture A. W. Gilman, President
owner puts upon it in offering it for and in 1900 three four-masted schoonthe
T.
StotesEdward
get damages from the Knickerbocker Fellows of the University of Maine,
Thallium,
sale? In that case the tax receipts ers,
and George C. Thomas, were built Steam Towage Company of Bath for Hon. Cyrus W. Davis and Hon. William
would be largely increased from prop- bury
there, and in 1901 the five-master Jas. the injury caused to his schooner by the T. Cobb will be present and assist
erty that is held by its owners at so » i-aui, r.
company’s tug Seguin while towing her in the inauguration of the big fair.
on the westerly shore of the Penobscot
high a price that no one will buy it. Or
Wednesday will be “Old Folks day.”
Transfer* in Real Estate.
river on August 20, 1900, in addition to On this day a silver loving cup is to be
will it be assessed at the price it will
the $1162 damages awarded to him for presented to the oldest couple present,
bring in the open market. We know
The following transfers in real estate the injury done his vessel by the same and a s'uitable remembrance will also
of one instance in which thirty times
company’s tug, Ice
later, in res- be given to the largest family present.
were recorded in Waldo County
Registry of cuing her from the King,
the assessed value was refused for a
peril in which the All persons over 75 years of age will be
Deeds for the week ending Aug. 3, 1904:
had placed her. A decision was admitted free of charge. A prize will
property, and of another where the Wm. S. Drinkwater et als., Brooklyn, N. Y., Seguin
handed down by Judges Colt, Putnam also be given on this day to the lady
was
sold
for
less
than
to Annie E. Rhodes, Northport; land in
property
$1,000
and Browu in the United States Circuit who will harness a horse to a wagon,
the assessment. Everybody who has Northport. Town of Troy to Mrs. A. L. Court of Appeals, Boston, Aug. 3d.
drive once around the track, unharness
Burr’s recovery was limited by the and return the horse to his place, in the
looked into the matter will admit that Nutt, Troy; laud in Troy.
Charles N.
district
court
of
Maine to the damage shortest time.
it is next to impossible to devise a sys- Black, Belfast, to Fred L. Toothaker, et
which the Ice King had caused, but that
Tuesday, the last day of the fair, will
land in Belfast. Mary L. Pottle,
tem of taxation that will be just and als., do.;
court is now directed to give him dam- be devoted to the grange. A prize will
Belfast to, Henrietta Weymouth, do.; land
for
what
be
the
in
had
ages
case.
beThe
small
Seguin
equitable
given to the grange rallying the largdone,
every
and buildings in Belfast. James P. But- cause
the latter was responsible, as it est number of members on this day.
property owner who depends upon his man, Searsport, to Charlotte B.
Ford, do.; did not prove fault upon the schooner’s
The members of the grange must regdaily labor pays a higher tax now, pro- land in Searsport. Aubert N. Hurd, Win- part, and gave no reasonable explana- ister in the president’s office at noon,
than
tion why she did not keep the schooner and the prizes will be given to the
his wealthy neigh- terport, to Albert H.
portionately,
Wheeler, Orrington;
under control and prevent her from grange showing the largest attendance.
bor, and will no doubt continue to do so land in
Winterport. Wm. W. Monroe, Linwhatever reforms may be accomplishgrounding
upon a ledge two miles below State Master Obadiah Gardner and
to
Jennie
M.
colnville,
Dunton, Vinalhaven; Bangor. The
ed in the method of assessment.
damage done by the Ice other officers of the State grange will be
la nd and buildings in Lincolnville. B. B.
King was in later grounding her on present on this day.
The Eggemoggin Association.
Toothaker, Searsinont, to Alanson C. Bry- Wheeler’s rock. The total damage was
ant, do.; land and buildings in Belmont. $2200.
Sunday School Convention.
It. Will Boom Little Veer Isle as a SumJ osiah K. Davis, Searsinont, to Alanson C.
mer Kesort.
The executive committee to arrange
To Honor the Old Schooner Polly.
Bryant; land and buildings in Searsmont.
Little Deer Isle, a few miles from Stona program for the annual convention
Maria B. Manter estate, Winterport, to
ington, is well filled with guests this year,
A venerable relic of tbe maritime glory of the Sunday Schools of Knox, -LinChas. A. McKenney, do.; land in Winter- of
as is the pretty village of Northeast Harthis coast, the schooner Polly, tbe oldest coln and Sagadahoc counties met rebor on Deer Isle proper, and Captain C. L. port. J essie S. Knowlton et als., Boston, to sailing vessel afloat,
dropped anchor in the cently in Damariscotta and completed
Babson, who owns the hotel at Little Deer Ab by Pillsbury, Belfast; land and build- Newburyport harbor Sanday.
for this season.
The
Isle, has interested summer visitors in formThe Polly, famous as a privateer in the arrangements
ing what is known as the Eggemoggin As- ings in Northport. Charles Beal, Frank- war of 181% when she brought home many convention will be held at Noble boro
sociation. It was organized with D. H. fort, to Abby E. Beals, do.; land and build- rich prizes of far
bigger tonnage than her- Campground on August 18th. This
Andrews of Boston, president; Capt. Bab- ings in Frankfort. FredH.
will be the 26th convention to be held
Knowlton, Bel- self, was bnilt in Amesbnry in 1805. Sunson, secretary, and J. H. Haynes of Banto Eiva A. Bryant, do.; land in Bel- day afternoon she proceeded up river to and plans are being made which will
gor, treasurer and manager.
Under the mont,
the town of her birth, where she will be make this the best of all. Some of the
new regime the resort is expected to
enjoy mont. Carrie F. Black, Belfast, to Her- one of the leading features of Amesbury’s finest speakers in New England are
still greater popularity.
bert L. Stevens, do.; land in Belfast. Lewis Old Home Week celebration which begins
engaged to be present. A fine band
Nearly all the islands in Eggemoggin S mith,
Belfast, to Herbert L. Stevens; land today.
and many of the best singers are to be
Reach and in the vicinity of Stonington
She will anchor off the Winnesquam, B.
and
have been bought within the past few in Belfast. E. E. Goodrich, Bangor, to A. C., and on one day of next week a
and a fine male
big re- present will sing,
assist.
years.
Recently Thomas W. Lawson F. Gerald, Fairfield; land in Palermo.
quartet
ception will be held on board.
bought several of them east of Stonington
The Polly is 61.4 ft. long, 13 ft. beam, 6.3
A Perfect Painless Pill
and his name appears in the annual town
Mrs. C. H. Jennings, Boston—“Our baft. deep and has a displacement of 48 tons
report of that town as a non-resident tax is the one that will cleanse the system, set gross. She hails from Belfast, Me., and is bies (twins) were sickly. Had several
payer. His tax is $18.73. Mr. Lawson hat the liver to action, remove the bile, clear still used in the carrying trade.—Glouces- doctors, but no results.
Hollister’s Rocky
not visited the islands recently, and has
Mountain Tea made them strong and rothe complexion, cure headache and leave a ter, Mass., Daily Times, August 1st.
bust.” 35 oents. Tea or tablet form.—R.
given up yachting for the present to devott good taste in the mouth. The famous little
his time to bis crusade against the Stand- pills for doing such work
H. Moody.
pleasantly and
ard Oil Co.
OAMTOaXA,
effectually are DeWitt’s Little Early Risers.
Bob Moore of Lafayette, Ind., says: "All Bsmths
Kind YouHawIlwafS
Itching piles? Never mind if everything
.4
A lazy liver makes a lazy man.
Burdock other pills I have used gripe ana sicken,
else failed to cure you. Try Doan’s OintBlood Bitters is natural, never failing rem while DeWitt’s Little Early Risers are
ment. No failure there. 50 cents, at any
edy for a lazy liver.
simply perfect.” Sold by R. H. Moody.
drug store.

cleanses the teeth, sweeten,,,
purities the brcaih.

—

head about four inches, caused apparently by striking the first time. Her
stern post is split and a piece of keel
fifteen feet long is twisted off, caused
when she was floated. It is thought
that her boilers are lifted also from the
effects of the first blow.
The crew
were busy cleaning out the compartments of everything not nailed fast.
The berth sections and the glory hole
will be swept clean in order not to interfere with the suction pipes on the

i

FORMOLID CREAM

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne-the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
/-cCCCAtfri
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

between the two boilers caused evidently by her resting upon the Northwest
ledge. The stanchions between the
boilers are also badly bent. The bilge
on the starboard side has left the bulk-

to

Poorly Represented.

WE GET THEM AS
FUr
'T
AS THEY COME u,
1
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The State

kept going all day and

glancing blow, opening a seam wide
enough so that the divers could put a
hand through. There is an indentation

hair food you can buy. For 60
years it has been doing just
what we claim it will do. It
will not disappoint you.
'*

was

she was leaking as badly on
the beach at the Five Kilns as when
she lay stranded on Northwest ledge.
The divers found the extent of her injuries to be as follows: The most serious
leak is on the starboard side under the
boilers about amidships forward, in No.
2 compartment. The injury here appeared to the divers to have been caused
striking the Gangway ledge a

causes

torily settled, we think he
the case fairly from both

Clarence O. Poor.Belfast.

One pump

night, for

Th£n it will stop falling, and
will grow long and heavy.
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is the only

year;!

^NEWZJ

Serious Injury her Boilers. Fifteen
Feet of keel Twisted off. Sternpost Split
The Missing
and Other Minor Injuries.
Baggage. The Looting.
#
Two divers were at work all day Aug.
1st examining the City of Rockland to
ascertain the extent, of her injuries.
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Sugar-coated,

nm- ctb. o? deuguisib oe e. k

■

OAK

easy to

take,

O mild in action. They cure
^ constipation, bilio usness,!
sick-head ache.
fc&traS;:

BUCKINGHAM'S-DTE

n DCEQtiiQl Drown or ricn Dl&ck ? Use

TINWARE,
WOODEN WARE,
GALVANIZED WARE,
PIPS AND

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST TRICES
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BAILEY INSTITUTE,
VASSALBORO,

|

l S WPS,

NICKEL PLATED

!

XEEP REPAIR-

MAINE

Xow is the time to

Inn

promptly.
FIVE POINTS WORTH CONSIDERING :
1. A school where development of character is equally important with development of mind. Sufficiently
distant from cities as to render pupils safe from evil influence, and yet uear enough to enjoy their advantage.
A college preparatory course which fits thoroughly
2.
for New England colleges; a carefully arranged general
course; a commercial course of breadth and thorough-

OPTICIANS.
Satisfaction

ness.

3.
and

A situation unexcelled for beauty of surroundings
landscape, in a region of remarkable healthfulness.

in every

healthy interest in athletics and out-door life.
5. Expenses low; $150.00 per year covers board, tuition, books and stationery, light and heat.
4.

euarair.

department

A

H J. LOCKE &SW

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER THIRTEENTH.

Year opens

For catalogues, and

more

particular information, address

w

.

.
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Harnesses

_

FRED ATWOOD, wlSPORT'

Insurance and Real

Estate,

REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought, and sold.

Whitten

and Mercy M. WhitWhereas. Fred E.
ten, both of Burnham, Waldo County, State of
Maine, by their mortgage deed dated December
18,1900, and recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 260, Page 105, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate in said
Burnham, and bounded and described as follows,
commencing at a cedar stake at the Leonard roaa
(so-called): thence north, one hundred rods (100);
thence north, fifteen degrees east one hundred
and eighteen rods to stake and stone and on lineof land of J. D. Ward lot (so-called); thence
south, 64 degrees east, one hundred and sixty’
five rods to land occupied by B. M. Parsons
heirs; thence south, 25$ degrees west, or at right
angles to the Leonard road; thence on the line of
said road to the first mentioned bound, containing
one hundred and fifty acres; and whereas the
condition of said mortgage has been broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said

mortgage.
Waterville, July 27,1904.
CHARLES WENTWORTH.
3W31

1 have a fine line of Carriage*
and Harnesses from the...

\
I

j

MAINE STATE FB

Insurance and Inspection.

Notice of Foreclosure.

and

Carriages

GEORGE L. JONES, Principal,

J. F.

WILSON, President.
FRED RACKLIFF, Secretary.

Also Carriages of all kinds fr

F. O. BAILEY CABli I
OF PORTLAN i

Iv

j

>

I will discount five dollar

Waldo County

riage after .J une 1st.

Agricultural Society

—Repository

ANNUAL FAIR AT BELFAST,

SEPT. 6, 7 ft 8, 04.

Call and

see

them and be

!

cm

H.C. MARDEN,
Rear

Windsor

j

BELFAST, MAINE

Boston Universit)
Offers

j

Advanta..
MetropolitanKind.

Every

tf8

College off Liberal Arts
Address the Dean. 12

School of

Somerset

"

Theology

Address the

!
!

Dean, 72 Mt. V

School of Law
I Have a SPRING OP PURE WATER,
thoroughly protected from all impurities,
and with sanitary convenience for bottling, and am prepared to furnish

SEVEN

Bmtf|

|

PREMIUMS! Pure Highland

Six Dining Chairs and 1 „ivdm
u
Large Arm Rocker
)
with $10 assortment of our Soaps,
Extracts, Spices, Tea, Coffee,
Cocoa, Toilet Goods and Standard groceries. Catalogue of
200 OTHER PREMIUMS.
HOME SUPPLY CO..
Dept. 4, Augusta, Me.

Spring Water

delivered anywhere in the city. Orders
left at Fogg & Brown’s, W. B. Wadsworth’s, E. F. Bramhall’s or A. A. Moore’s
will be promptly attended to.
All are invited to visit this spring and see for
themselves my method of handling the water.

J.W.BUROESS,

Waldo Ave., Belfast
2m25

Address Dean Melvillk M >
Isaac Rich Hall, Ashburton 1'

!

School off Medicine.
Address Dean J. P. Suthkih
296 Commonwealth Ave.

Graduate

Department
Philosophical and

Literal)
For Graduates only.
Address Dean B. P. Bownf,
12 Somerset St.

W. E. HUNTINGTON,

Paesidf111

j

Things in Paraguay,
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Full Dress’’ Consists of

■

C
*

Gold

Everything Toted
Cbemese.
Which Gives the
Head, a Habit
;

nlt,

a

e

,

rheir Erect Carriage.

|

.,,...|.<mdence
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The Journal.] g

1’akauuay, July 3, 1904.
mg your trunks and boxes,
i;le, carried on a woman’s
•he landing straight up hill
That
,,r more to the hotel!

,N

happen!

,i s

when you come

of women, where the

ntiv

performs all the
accomplished, while the
creation lounge about
lently to appropriate tlie
their wives, mothers,
v

aker sex

,,

;

!

it

fording little privacy
are

so

far

as

sounds

article and she replies
whimperingly, in a reluctant, deprecatory way, as
if it pained her to part with it.
The
purchasers appear to be in no better
spirits—their bare feet gliding noiselessly along, each with the inevitable
cigar between her lips, rumative and
Fannie B. Ward.
unsmiling.
an

concerned.

miles to the town of

|

■

rely

as a

productive

Lee and other animal
stories.
Ingersoll, E.
Friends worth knowing.
Wild neighbors.
Lang, A., editor.
Animal story book.
Long, W. J.
Little brother to the bear and
other animal stories.
Secrets of the woods.
Way of wood folk.
Wilderness ways.
Miller, O. T.

Paraguari._

Funny friends.
Little folks in feathers and fur...
Our home pets.
With the birds in Maine.
Noel, M.

ele-

huge, twenty-foot-high skeleton, with
weeds and wild flowers springing upon
to eat at the table with
Ruz, or the life and adventures
it in the dust of passing years. There
of a honey bee.
and, however faithful
an
old
is
theatre, l'ttle used in these Pierson, C. I).
v
may ue, ail occasional
of poverty, but much handsomer
Among the farmyard people_
considered indispensable days
and more elegantly fitted up than one
Among the forest people.
and
spiritual good.
temporal
often finds theatres in towns of this
Among the meadow people.
.on not speaking of the few
Among the pond people.
size in the United States. It is lighted
.!
ed and traveled citizens,
G. D.
there are three Roberts, C.
by
entirely
electricity,
like
the
ladies
and
11- much
Kindred of the wild.
tiers of boxes, and in each box an elecof tlie world,
!I other
Ernest
Women are

iitn-hearers.

mer

parts
classes—those who do

Seton,
Thompson.
biography of a grizzly.

tric bell to call for refreshments. There

--Z

335.28

590

L8-5

590

L8-3

At the

they out-IIerod Herod
Argentina,

lenee

■

the Guachaus of

590 L8-1
590 L8-2
335.23
335.20
636 MO
598 M6-4

■

bamboo carts, pack-mules, oxen, donbordered at both ends with
native lace.
Over this is a keys, mangy dogs, and children absoas naked as they came into the
>u
skirt with two flounces, lutely
world. The ox-carts of Paraguay are
.■■Iy a white cotton manta, or smnllne than fl.o
_»>
■

~

partly
1a
: ses

conceal the bust and

of Argentina, and of different shape.
the seclusion of home
These are extremely primitive and picwith the shawl and the
turesque, with massive wooden axles,
has on

nothing
onsequentlv
the camisole, perhaps
end the waist by a ribbon or
v calico. The bulge, or pouch
binding the chemise at the
;.;ized as a pocket for carryThe hair is
y, cigars, etc.
: .(shed straight back from the
iml plaited in two long braids
■

hut

open wheels and wooden frames, sides
and lioor of wild bamboo and roof of

hide.

In front, directly

over

the driv-

er's head, there is always an iron ring
which helps to uphold a bamboo pole or

goad. The latter has a rusty nail,
sharp-edged clamshell or splinter of old
iron driven into the end of it, and is
to do effective work
univer- just long enough

c v»

.run

lif,

oiuii

oiodiimuiuo

42c
335.3

gold-topped comb in
hair.’’ Like the nose rings

.'ticks a
k

J coolies and the necklaces of
11

uiauians, these combs

signs

of social

are

the

standing,

the

heir owner's heart; and time
the

society

of the

country

pies

an

entire square—a tall structure

elevated several steps above the street,
surrounded by a double row of columns
and arcades, with projecting roof of
tile, the whole painted a rich, dark Indian-red.
The interior corridors are
occupied by those who cannot afford to
pay much rent, but squat in the shade
of the arches with their wares spread

long as squaws, negresses, half-breeds, who
the shoulders; and though the crouch in the sand, each guarding a
bare-footed and clad only in a little straw mat upon which her scanty
uuisole, she is seldom seen, at merchandise is displayed. There is a
abroad, without the decoration series of booths between the corridors
and the interior in which miscellanrs. So far as honesty, kindness,
ness and affection are concern- eous “notions,” mostly imported from
might search far and wide in the Europe, are sold—such as cheap handcenters of civilization to find an kerchiefs and fans, buttons, knives,
> these
discouraged looking wo- hatchets, cigarettes, matches, combs
and small mirrors. The large, square,
Ujt':
:
Paraguay.
v in
will
Asuncion, you
probably unroofed patio, or central courtyard is
at the “Hotel Hispano-Ameri- devoted to the sale of meats and fish
uid nothing will surprise you and filled with benches, racks and
t%is far-away country of sur- tables. At first glance you are aston
irtn the interior magnificence of ished to note that the buyers and seltelry. It was formerly a palace, lers are all women—even those who
>r
he joint occupancy of several cut up dead pigs and the carcasses of
members of Dictator Lopez's beef, or drive bullock carts to town
'■e
harem.
It has two stories, laden with hay and potatoes—not a
great height, with a very im- single fiolitarv man in Ricrht. And then
entrance, and marble staircases you remember that this is a “country
04 right and left, its vestibule, of women,’’ the men having been sac
and courtyard full of great, riiiced in the wars of tyrant Lopez.
1
beautifully carved pillars and Such a shrill clatter and confusion oi
ith the loveliest and rarest mar- tongues could only -be made by the
i he stucco-work embraces
sym- “gentler” sex. But we cannot quote
1 war and
peace, art, literature, Babel’s tower in this connection, foi
iid love, together with elaborate but one language is spoken here—Span
and garlands—the whole painted ish, with a patois of Guarani. Nowhere
;
cate shell-pink and sea-green on a but in the bazaars of the Levant could
wte ground. In the center of a tile- you flpd
analogies to the market-life oi
patio is a deep well, whose cop- Asuncion.
Such an aggregation oi
“'K
cut from a single block of ex- female ugliness was “never before col.
1 lsitc
marble. Around it, under palm lected under one roof” as a circus bill
1,111
Pomegranate trees growing in tubs, would say. That which surprises you
Placed marble tables, on which cool- most is that all the women, young and
lr
mlreshments are served; while a old, are smoking cigars, or chewing the
hidden behind a screen of passion ends of them; all are barefooted and
lies gorgeous with
purple flowers, ren- dressed precisely alike in garments inrs
classical music, interspersed by the sufficient to cover their nakedness but
"xl"'«isably sweet but pathetic folk- of purest white, and nearly all look illS,,|igs °f Paraguay. The marble-paved, fed, sad and
miserable, as if there were
mauy-piiiared corridors are hung with nothing to hope for in this world or an•gc octagonal
lamps of stained glass, other. You observe that those who
ihe tile-floored sleeping rooms are chatter loudest when aroused
by an apCrated from one another by parti- proaching customer
relapse into silence
/)Us which do not reach the enormous- and sadness the instant the sale is com'•
ligl1 ceiling by several feet, thus af- pleted. Ask one of them the
price of
pendant earrings

so

‘■

■

1

1

*

1

335.36
327.10
335.35
335.37

35c

590

the

20 cent

white checks and stripes,

white and colored lisle
black lisle gloves,
white lisle gloves,
black lisle gloves,

White all-over

tucking regularly

1.25
1.62
87c black
1.52

•*
*•

2 BIG VALUES.
Cluney Insertion, good
value at 50c per yard.
only 25c

5 inch Ecru

SPECIAL.
Shirt Waist Suit Patterns closed

Balance
out at one-half price.
50 cent patterns only
39 “

25c
20c

only 39c

08c

i

pieces Figured
per yard,

Dress Goods, sold for 25c

12$c

Extra quality India Twill 48 inches
good value at $1.00, for
i2-inch Canvas Cloth,

yard,
Fancy Twill, 45
larly $1.50 per yard,

Black

yard,

regularly

wide,
69c

$1.00 per
this sale 75c

inches wide, regu$1.19

BEST IN THE WORLD.
Guaranteed in every way or money refunded.
Cut down prices during this sale and if yqu want
these goods take advantage.
$1.25 quality,
98c
1.50
1.19
1.62
1.39

75o

k

>6-inch Black Suiting,
per yard, only

regular

69e

value $2.25
$1.25

56-inch Black Cheviot, worth $1.62 per
1 Piece 58-inch Gray Suiting,
$1.25 per yd, this sale
2 Pieces

if'

yd

$1,15

regularly $1.00 per

10-inch Black Prunella, $1.00 value for

WINDHAM TAFFETA SILKS.

Yard Warranted,

75o

Imported Black Cheviot, 50 inches wide,
splendid quality, good value at $1.50 per
yard,
only

12-incli Black Melrose,

value at 87c per yard.

:

Black Diagonal Suiting, 50 nclies wide,
sells regularly for $1.50, this sale only

Cluney Insertion, good

Every

HERE ARE THE PRICES

Ihe goods will show for themselves. 50inch All Wool, Black Cheviot, regular
price $1.00, during this sale,

Black Canvas Back 38 inches wide, regu49c per
lar price 62c now

3 inch Ecru

16c
17c
21c
31c

39c
39c
20c
20c

gloves,

75c per yd.
this sale 59c
69c
89c
1.37
69c
1.37

$1.00 value all-over lace,

39c

“

or our

Fancy Yoiles

1.25

yd,

regular price

to close out for per

87$c
19c

yd

We also offer

DRESS PATTERNS.

TRESFORTE SILKS
Regular

Taffeta

62 cent

quality

at

49c per

yd

Voiles, Etamines,

Twine Cloths,' Etc. Blacks,
Gray, Brown and Blue
CLOSED OUT AT *4 DISCOUNT.

[n

finish, Warranted All Silk and Wear
Guaranteed.

Oriental Waterproof Fasi Black.

100 dozen $ and $ inch hem handkerchiefs, 5
and 10c. qualities all at
4c each
25c quality white aprons,
19c
50c
39c
White and Natural Colored Linen Waistings and Suitings 36 Inches Wide.
50c
62c
25c
35c

white

quality

linen,

natural color
*■

33c
42c
15c
25c

linen,

LINEN COLLARS.
Best

Quality

Ladies Linen Collars sold all the
15c 2 for 25c—price during this
clearance sale,
10c
Several styles in sizes from 12i to 14£.
season

at

BELTS.

Japanese Habutati Silk
PERSPIRATION PROOF.

Specially adapted for long
special price during this
ask to

see

coats
sale.
it.

and

waists,
89c

All Remnants and short lengths of Cotton and
Worsted Goods, Odd Lots of Notions, etc.,
tagged at prices to sell—some rare values to
early customers.
Specially low prices on Baby’s Bonnets during
this sale.

YARNS.
Floss and Arion Ball Yarn.

12£c

arrived and

29c

we are

of colors.

Buy

Shetland

Fall Stock has

showing

a

large line

your Yarns of

4 Pieces 38-inch dress
42c per yd,

goods regular price

44-inch Mixed

marked down from

87£c
75c

Serges

25c

59c

to

quality

49c

French Flannels,

Scotch Flannel Waist Patterns, regularly
39c per yd, to close out now for per yd,

REMNANTS

Spanish, Germantown, Saxony, Scotch,

BIGGEST VALUES YET.
l1n*25c Latest Leathers,
All of our 50 cent Belts at

us.

18c

PATTERNS.
YOU ARE BLIND to your own interests if
yo„
cannot see the advantages that must accrue fr,im
the use of a lirst-ciass paper pattern at a
]ow
price. A11 women are interested in paper patterns and when they have once used The
New
Idea 10c Pattern and discovered that
notwithstanding its low price it is perfect fitting, stvlish
up-to-date and thoroughly reliable, they join the
rank of its hundreds of friends and declare it to
be the best pattern. Its low price,
general excellence and absolute reliability have made'it the
Popular Pattern. We are sole agents for Belfast.

Notions and

Dress Linings

^

Small Wares

occiij

15c.
17c
27c

20c Black Percaline,
25c
35c ““

SPECIAL.
BLACK SILK PERCALINE,
25c per
Grass Cloth,8c per

39c

QUALITY

yd
yd

BIBBONS.
This is another place where you get more than
your money's worth. 54 inch PureSilk
Taffetta Ribbons, regular price 42c per
25c
yard, during this sale,

5| inch Pure Silk Mousseline Ribbons regular price 62c per yd, this sale,
BABY RIBBON. PER YARD,
Odd lots of Ribbons closed out at 4 price.

35c
lc

500

yards Torchion Laces and Insertions,
larly worth from 5 to 8c per yard,

200

yards

reguat 4c

White Net Laces from one-and-a-half
four inches wide worth from 10 to 17c per
5c
yard to be closed out for per yard,

to

25c
50c
42c
87c
98c

16c
37c
26c
65c
69c

Applique Trimming,

PLEASE REMEMBER
is a grand clean up sale of this

only, torn sheets, size 81x90 inches,
49c
regularly 69c to close ont at
Special lot, made of Androscoggin sheeting
torn—size 72x90 inches, worth 75 cents,
59c
during this sale,
124c
Special linen finish pillow cases,
Extra special hemstitched linen finish pil-

cases,__15c
Rubber

374c

Sheeting,

50

sale,_31c

all colored brush braids, reguClosing
34c
larly 8c, for per yard,
All 50c SOFA PILLOW COVERS to close
out each,25c
out

350

twenty-five

cent

Imported

CLOTHES

BRUSHES,124c

Palmyra.

The annual reunion of the Wyllie family
will be held in George Wyllie’s Grove,
Warren, August 17th; If stormy it will be
held the next fair day.
The Calderwood family association will
hold their annual reunion in Oakland on
Wednesday, Aug. 17th, in the form of a
basket picnic with hot coffee.
The third annual reunion of the Fogg
Family association of America will be held
in Harmon’s hall, Portland, Aug. 31. The
secretary of the association, Mrs. A. J.
Fogg of Boston, has made all the necessary
arrangements and has received assurance
of a large attendance.
The president of
the association is Rev. John B. Fogg of
Monmouth. A literary and musical program has been prepared.

DOWN PILLOWS.
75c
Best Qnality
87c
Best Quality
$1.25
Best Quality
18-inch Silk Down
20-inch Silk Down
22-inch Silk Down
24-inch Silk Down

Down
Down
Down

Pillows,
Pillows,
Pillows,
Pillows,

59c
69c
98c
25o
35c
42c
50o

Pillows,
Pillows,

Pillows,

8 DOZEN LINEN COLLARS
closed out at
3 eta. each

f

^

8c

Salter’s Embroidery Silk,
Box Hair Pins,
Bone Hair Pins, sell for 10c per
15c
..
17c
20c
25c

Writing Tablets,

Best Toilet Paper per bunch,
Celluloid Combs, 25c value,
Marshall’s Linen Thread,
10c, 12c and 15c. Hat Pins,
10c Stick Pins,
25c Grip Markers,
Colored Buttons, per doz.,
Best Machine Oil,

26c
50c
25c
25c
50c
10c
50c
50c
25c

Complexion Powder,

123c

Toilet and Infant Powder,
Lavender Salts,
Concentrated Violet Water,

123c
123c

25c

-.

W4....5.

...

25c
5e
25c
25c

Sachets,
Parisian Bouquet
Toilet Water,

Quadruple Extracts,

Cologne,
oz.

bottle,

one

oz.

bottle,

25c Liquid Dentifrice,
25c Antiseptic Dental Powder,
De Pray’s Aromatic Tooth Lotion, reg. 50c
Horace Windsor Hatch’s Medicated Dentifrice, 25c size,
50c size,
50c Tooth Paste,
26c Toilet Glycerine,
26c Size Fragrant Cream,
50c
50c Curling Fluid.
25c Milk of Almonds,
50c
25c Cream of Crushed Roses,
•’
50c
50c Almond Cream,
76c Bloom of Youth,
25c Rose Cosmetine,
26c Rose Tint Manicure Powder,
75c Size Quinine Hair Tonic,
25c Medicated Soap,

MUSLIN AND LACE CURTAIN BARGAINS

1 SMALL LOT MUSLIN CURTAINS
regularly 92c per window, now
1 Small Lot Muslin Curtains reg. $1.50 now
1
1.75 now
1
“1.87 now
1
2.00 now
2.25 now
5 Small Lot Net Curtains
2.50 now
u
1
Lace
1.75 now
"
1
2.25 now
1
3.75 now

Complexion Soap,

123c
25c
123c
25c
25c

123c
123c
25c
25c

123c
25c

123c
25c
25c

373c
123c
123c
373c
123c

65c
98c
1.19
1.29
1.39
1.50
1.62
1.00
1.39
2.50

1,000 yards Ginghams, very best quality of
124 and 15c goods, to close out and clean
up

during

this sale at per

yd,

10c

500 yards Satsuma Pongee, twenty-eight
inches wide, warranted fast colors, worth
8 and 10c per yard, this sale

8c

300 yards ligured lawns in a good assortment of colors to close out per yd,

4o.

1000 yards NEW SILKOLENES, splendid
line of eolorings, regularly 124c per yd,

10c

Pieces New Cretones in an extra assortment of colorings, the biggist line
we have ever offered for 124 and lOe
per
8 and 10c
yard, during this sale only

We have about 15 colored shirt waists, all
half dollar numbers to close out
19c each
1 Lot Black Lisle Hose, absolutely Fast
and Stainless. Double Soles, regularly
half dollar quality,

38c

FINE BLEACHED TABLE DAMASK.

17c
34c

123c

#2.25
2.50
3337
3.68
3,37
4.59
4.75

all broken lots, from two to six windows of each
style, marked very cheap to close out.

123c
half

RIDDANCE PRICES.

_V00_“_

43

TOILET ARTICLES.

jflgflf you want to know who are the farsighted and lorehanded
and meet them. And if you come early in the morning, as we
ing in a mirror.
....

doz.,

3c
4c
8c
11c
13c
15c
20c
4c
8c
18c
9c
9c
5c
9c
5c
9c

QUICK

4.00
4.25
4-50
5.00
6.00

closed out at less than
cost—ONE-HALF PRICE.

1 small lot

quality

on

AT

$3.00 Umbrellas,

Highest quality goods

Sheets and Pillow Gases.

$1,00 quality ““_c
1 piece only Black Silk Finished Moreen
half dollar quality, 36 inches wide, this

Wliat you want at much less than
name the article and see what we

the price of it.
you
Shaped Collar Stiffening, sells 123c per yd,
this sale 8c
Silver Bones, sells for 10c per doz.,
this sale 5c
Marquis Dress Stays, sell for 123c doz., only 3c
this sale lc
Fiberbone Stays, sell for 10c doz.,
this sale 3c
Elite Stays, sell for 12c doz.,
lc
Bone Casing per yd,
15c
Soutache Braid, sells for 25c per piece,
3c
Gilt Braid, sells 6 to 15c per yd,
2c
Hump Hooks and Eyes, per dozen,
15c
39c Thimbles,
7c
Bias Seam Tape, 10c value,
9c
123c
3c
Black Pins per paper,
4c
Collar Studs,
2c
Corset Hooks, regular price 5c

season's
That this
merchandise. The quantities are limited and
the prices way below the standard. Be among
the early ones and you will not be disappointed.

low

You

Embroidery Hoops,

WE OFFER THE BEST VALUES IN RIBBONS
TO BE FOUND IN BELFAST.

Reunions.

Cura

A full line.
fair cost.
save

Party.”

Dyspepsia
Wiwti mat yM Mt>

quality

8c

12$c

Pongee,
quality Nainsooks,

25
30
42

The annual reunion of the Ulmer family
will be in Penobscot View grange hall,
Rockport, Aug. 31.
The Shibles family reunion will be held
in Rockport in Oak Hill Grove August 10.
A picnic dinner will be served.
The reunion of the Johonnett and Tuttle
families will occur August 17th, 1901, at the
homestead of Hon. H. G. Johonnett in

Kodol

35c
10c

15
30 inch

GLOVES.
50c
50c
25c
25c

25c

qual.

12$

75c

Family

25c

__

Black and White Mercer-

qual.

10 cent

t*

figured muslin,

ized Waisting, only
White Mercerized Waisting 50c

1

R5

all black

We shall offer about 500 yards of this season’s
veilings at a quarter off the regular price, all
this season’s goods and in one lot, for
19c per yard

35c

42c.

2

delighted with the day’s outing.
“One of

Organdies,

quality

1 piece 35c.
50c.
2

hour before. As we neared Owls Head
we passed an old sloop which was tossing
and pitching in the sea, with a big tug
Passing into the Mussellying by her.
ridges by Owls Head the tripod on Ash
Island, near where the steamer struck,
was plainly seen, and about a mile and a
half outside was the buoy on the Northeast
ledge where the City of Rocsland brought
We passed the Merryeoneag a little
up.
farther on, as she was returning, and reached the pier at Crescent Reach just before
Mr. Smith came down the
one o’clock.
pier to meet the party and informed them
that dinner was waiting for our excursion
party, it having been prer ously ordered
from P>elfast.
It was decided then that we
should leave Crescent Beach at three,
instead of four o’clock, and visit the steamer
City of Rockland, in Rick land. The
party were accordingly on board at prompt
three o’clock and easting off lines we
started homeward. On rounding Owls Head
the steamer headed for Rockland, passing in
by the breakwater and steaming up near
the City of Rockland as she lay on the
beach at the lower shipyard. After all had
an opportunity
to view her the steamer
passed out of the harbor and came up the
bay in calm waters. We reached Camden
at 4.25, which was 35 minutes ahead of the
advertised time, and the party were given
that time on shore. Our party was here
increased by several that the Merryeoneag
had left by her failure to stop on the return
trip and we reached Belfast promptly at
7 p. in. The trip was devoid cf anything to
marr it in any way, and the.management of
the excursion and Capt. Bennett and the
Golden Rod received a great deal of praise
for the pleasant trip, and the entire party
were

25c

50

an

ded into two classes—those who out or piled up in little heaps on the
All the adjacent streets
combs and those who did not. pavement.
and
are blocked by venders who
alleys
also
belles
adorn
themauger
>ith strings of gold and coral are too poor to pay any rent—Guarani
uni

French

42

■tchen. Flowers are
about the ears of the foremost ox in ami we had been told on reaching Camden
.1, worn in two little bunches,
that the wreck of the steamer City of
the procession of six or eight, yoked
knobs, either just above or
Rockland had passed into Rockland about
two abreast. The market place occunl the
and

ears;
everybody
possibly afford it, even by half
of hard work and closest

39c

57

One of the prettiest trips of the season
for au excursion party, and one of the most
successful excursions ever run out of this
city, was tliatjof July 31st on the staunch
steamer Golden Rod of the Hueksport and
Camden line, under the charter of Silver
Cross Lodge, Knights of Pythias.
The
steamer left this city at the Lewis wharf at
9.30 with a stiff southerly breeze in her teeth
her passenger limit sold, and with a very
happy party on board. Competition with
an excursion advertised on the Merryconeag
over the same route caused a little hustle on
the pier at Keifast aud the boat carried a
party larger than it would otherwise have
The steamer proceeded down the
been.
bay, saluting at the various landings and
settlements along the way, but made no
landing at Temple Heights, there being
no passengers to land or take.
From the
“Heights” to Camden the wind was very
still' and the sea choppy, but the little craft
rode it well and while some of the party
were obliged to contribute their breakfast
to the fish the trip was not a disagreeable
one
by any means. The boat reached
Camden at about 11.30 and after landing a
number of passengers, whose places were
taken by Camden parties, she continued for
Crescent Reach. The harbor had a good
sprinkling of large yachts, and the Aria
of Rangor came in as we passed out by
Xegro Island. The sea now began to
calm down and the trip grew pleasanter.

queer capital of contradictions is its
illy live upon horseback. The
market-place—a perpetual source of deat
all
barefooted
ueuayan goes
and amusement of which he never
light
!
lie men manage to hitch a
wearies. All the peculiar types of the
naked heel when on horseare here congregated, especialunvarying costume of the country
in the early morning, when the vast
iddle-elass Paraguayan \vo- ly
in front is thronged with
isewliere he considered in- open space
white-robed female figures,
stately,
,cise of its scantiness, hut is
burdens on their heads, Indian
with modesty, on the princi- bearing
women, who come in from the interior
or paddle down the great river to sell
very loose, low-necked, notheir produce and buy supplies; queer
sole icalled chemise mother

I

until

or

Veilings

A CONDITION, not a supposition to deal with
—the stock is too big. Inside of a week we
hope it will be too little.
450 yds. 25c. quality figured organdies
121c
to close out at per yard,
9c
15 cent figured muslins only
17c
Persian Lawns,
25
25c
35
35c
50
25c
42
White Organdies,

c

To the stranger with an artistic eye,
the most interesting quarter of this

JS0H.

COLORED MUSLINS, ORGANDIES, ETC,

are spacious galleries for promenading
Lives of the hunted.
frequently met
between the acts, and at all times durWild animals I have known.
beginning of
a performance more people may be
Two little savages..
in 1S8<3> the population of ing
seen in the galleries than in the boxes. Stanley, II. M.
.ms reckoned at 780,000; to327.32
My dark companions.
The cartouche around the ceiling gives
1 oss than 250,OoO—and someMoliere the place of honor over the Wesselhoeft, Lily F.
six-sevenths of that number
Doris and her dog Rodney.
335.31
proscenium, with Gounod and Massenet
Probably those figures acthe fire dog.
335.32
Jack,
on either side, and the remaining carthat
is
extraordinary care
357.17
Jerry, the blunderer.
touches are assigned to Lopez de Vega,
Old Rough, the miser.
357.35
few men remaining. The
357.22
Sparrow, the tramp.
■call in stature and appear Shakespeare, Racine, Corneille, Wagless strong in mind and ner, Alarcon, Hugo, Verdi, Goethe,
Beethovan, Schumann, Mozart, Calder- KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS EXCURSION.
,ii the other sex, excelling in
Beaumarchais and Donizetti.
.■ horsemanship—and in that on, Lulli,

i,

clearing quotations,

j

wmte
Goods

Iu
599 in
590

5S9 T3
590 T3-2
590 T3-1
Se 7

•id are most
juer.

Every Department.

must go.
We begin THURSDAY,
goods advertised are entirely closed out.
This BIG SALE contains not a few remnants and a few whole
pieces, but our entire stook, all priced as such
goods seldom are. At a time such as this, heroic measures are in order. No slight cuts will do. REDUCTION
These are some of our best fabrics and are now
must be drastic.
buyable at prices of the commonest makes. Of
course, the selection of styles is not what it is at some seasons of the year, but what remain are
good.
Below is a list that will repay perusal.

En 7

s

i

jtfcfEntire stock, remnants and regular goods, all at quick
AUGUST 4, and shall continue until SEPTET1BER I,

in

Lady

The strangest

,■etliearts.

August Trading Salel

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

Traces of the golden days when Asuncion was the greatest city in this part
it is that the women apof the world, the stronghold of the
•■mtented with their hard
Jesuits, and the centre of a great comshould
strenuously object
mercial business, abound in the ruins of
...ale relatives attempt to onuninno
work. But they seldom
Whole streets are lined with the empty
The only
ce to object.
shells of what were once palatial homes,
the typical Paraguayan
now fearfully defaced.
Another sad
middle class shows any
monument of past grandeur is the unin
r.y or perseverance is
finished church and dome known as the
■he discipline over the
Pantheon de Lopez.
Like the opera
hers of his family. The
which was intended to eclipse
house,
inled as little better than
that of La Scala at Milan, it is now a

1

FRED A. JOHNSON’S

Not far from this magnificent hotel
the melancholy ruins of a structure
occupying an entire square, which Lopez intended for a handsome modern
opera house. But fate, in the form of
the conquering Brazilians, overtook him
too soon, and the opera house never got
beyond its first story nor acquired the
dignity of a roof. The Cabildo (government house) is a vast, two-storied buildChildren’s books about animals and
birds.
ing, arched corridored and many pilAugust 11,1004.
lared, containing the halls of Congress Chambers, R. W.
and the offices of the President of the
Outdoor land. A story for chitRepublic and his Ministers. One of the
dreD.
335.39
finest modern buildings in the city is a Du Chaillu, P.
World of the great forest.
590 r>g
railway station of Paraguay’s only railHermon Lee.
road, which runs eastward about fifty Ensign,
are

Two extra

special

values for this sale.

No. 1—Extra fiuo Satin Finish Damask, retails
regularly for $1.00. 72 inches wide oniy 69c
No. 2—Very Extra Value Double Satin Finish
Damask, two beautiful patterns. 72 inches
wide, sells for $1.37 per yd, to close out
for
98c
1 Small Lot 89 cent Figured Mercerized Sateens
(reds only) to close out, at per yd,
124c
CHILDREN’S 25c SAILOR CAPS,
CHILDREN’S 50c SAILOR CAPS,

$1.00 Quality
1.25
1.98

Quality
Quality

7c

folks m this cc n

to

25c

White Duck Skirts,
White Duck Skirts,
White Duck Skirts,

1 Small Lot Muslin

98c,

124c

close,

69c
69c
98c

Night Robes, regularly

Bring This Advertisement With
Dimi},

strongly advise, you

75c

You.

cc n.c to cur stoic this week

can see Eome

of them

by glano-

NORTHPORT NEWS.

Republican Journal.

The

WESLEYAN GROVE AND VICINITY.

BELFAST. THURSDAY, AUGUST 11, 1904
Published

Dr. Luce has moved from the Burbank
to Oak Hurst on Bay street.

cottage

Every Thursday Morning by the

Sirs. Lincoln Hatch and daughter of Bangor are at H. W. Brown’s on Bay street.

Republican Journal Publishing Co,
PILSBURY.J

CHARLES A.

j$usiness

Subscription Terms: Tn advance, $2.00 a year
$1.00 for six months; 50cents for three months
Advertising Terms: For one square, one incl
length in column, 75 cents for one week am
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

Waldo

Miss Florence Walker of Boston is a
at the Buttercup cottage on Main
street.
Mrs. Cora Martin Peirce of Bangor has
at Mrs. J. W. Emery’s on Maple
street.
rooms

Liberty

FOR SHERIFF.

Amos F.

FOR REGISTER OF

Belfast

PROBATE,

Charles P.

Hazeltine.Belfast

Burton F.

Foster.Montville

Alfred A.

Small.Belfast

FOR

COUNTY ATTORNEY.

FOR COUNTY TREASURER,
FOR COUNTY

William A.
FOR

COMMISSIONER,
TO THE LEGISLATURE

Clarence O. Poor.Belfast.
A. B. Spencer.Freedom.
Simeon B. Merrithew.Stockton Springs.
Charles S. Adams ..Searsmont.
E. E. Morton.Jackson.

ground.
Miss Minnie F. Prescott of Rockland is
a guest of her father at their summer home
on Main street.

favor. For instance—Our RALSTON $4.00 low shoe for men are

Charles Cain and wife, E. W. Goodwin
and Verna Gray of Roekport are at the

$2.98,

cottage

on

Main street.

Dr. and Mrs. Percy Warren and Mrs.
H. L. Small of Boston are at the Warren
cottage on South Shore.

Portland denies that the brown tai
moth is included m its list of suunnei

good

tbeJEddington cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Bridgham and Maybelle Haskell of Boston were registered at

it."—IIou. t\'m. T. Cobb.

Miss Mamie Sanford of Winthrop, Mass.,
is among the recent arrivals at the Good
Cheer cottage on Main street.

politics
citizenship means more thar
partisanship, and the first requisite oi
good citizenship in an ollicial is to en
force the law and as a citizen to obej

President.

Before

strenuous in

equally

nation of Cleveland.

Tin-

B. Smith and family and Miss Anna
Freeman of Brewer are occupying the Una
Fragola Villa on Main street.
A.

news

that

urging

it

Mrs. A. T. Rich of Dexter and daughter,
Miss Cora Rich of Old Town, have rooms
at H. W. Brown’s on Bay street.

was

the nomi

But what of it?

John F. Vickery and wife and 0. S. Vickery and wife of Morrill are.at the Roc.kaway cottage on Clinton avenue.

from the war in the Easi

conflicting and unsatisfac
tory. Port Arthur lias fallen severa
times, but so far as we know is sti!
standing. That there lias been mucl
fighting and that the Japs have me
continues

with

by Baths

with

coming

heavy

losses

there

he

can

Mr. and Mrs. Horace Croxford, Mrs. Gertrude Croxford and Mrs. Fenderson of
East Dixmont are at the Knowlton cottage.
Mrs. II. X. Stapleford of Milo, Mrs. Grace
Wiley and Mrs. Anna Hobbs of Bangor
visited at the Shaw cottage on South Shore
last week.

in

doubt.
Lewis A.

Barker, Esq.

of

Bango

William Bryant and family returned
Monday from a cruise along the shore in
their power launch.
They went west as

was in Waldo county last week in tin
interest of his candidacy for the speak

of the next House.

far

He is tin

as

Portland.

And

gentle applications of CUTICURA
Ointment, the great Skin Cure.

For preserving, purifying, and beautifying the skin, tor cleansing the scalp of
crusts, scales, and dandruff, and the stopping of falling hair, for softening, whitening, and soothing red, rough, and sore
hands, for lame, sore, and bruised muscles,
incidental to outdoor sports, for baby
rashes and chafings, in the form oi bath*
for annoying irritations and inflammations of women, and for many sanative,
antiseptic purposes which readily suggest
themselves, as well as for all the purposes
of the toilet, bath, and nursery, CUTICURA Soap and CUTICURA Ointment

Av

A\'
...

5 nuedelo Pali;
Boston, 1S7 Coiimibua
p'v
Potter a/,iA
Drue & Chem. Corp., Sole Props.
s
\"r Mow 'o Preserve, Purify, and Beautify

Orono; Henry Parker, Bangor; Edward
Brand, Bangor; H. A. Blethen, Dexter;
Albert Bean, Bangor; alternates, W. B.
Ferguson, Mrs. Mary Ayer. Rev. 1. n. W.

eon and large charts were fine.
Rev. C. B.
cottage on.South Shore last week.
M. Mason, D. D., will be unable to come on
of
this
county.
support
Silas Storer of Morrill has bought the in- account of transportation facilities not perCandidate Cobh strikes out squarel f terestof his partner, the late Isaac H. Jack- mitting him to fulfill all his engagements,
and George M. Hamlin, president of Mailason of Belfast, in their cottage on Eroadfrom the shoulder in his initial can
lieu Seminary, Georgia, will be substituted.
paign speech. He is for fighting tli e way, and is occupying it with his family.
campaign on state issues. As to on 6
The family of E. 1. Baker, Esq., of Bos- His subject will be “Our work in the
of these, enforcement of the laws, he i
ton are among the guests at the Northport South.”
and eminentl

Hotel. Mr. Baker is absent on business
but will join the party later in the season.

M. K. Murray, general secretary of the
Christian Association at Mildoes simple justice to Mr. Cobb. X j Young Men’s
ford, Mass., has returned home after a
one who heard Ms address last Satui
short outing at the More Light cottage on
day in this city can have the leas ^ Main street.
doubt as to where he stands or as t *
R. E. F.lwellof Boston, Mr. and Mrs. F. B.
the sincerity ol his utterances.
Ii 1
Bosworth of Portland, Mrs. F. IV. Gould
politics as in business lie is a man o ^ and Mrs. Chas. 11. Russell of Lawrence,
iiis word.
He does not appeal for vote
and N. E. Rogers of Xew York were among
but stands tor principle.
the guests at the Waquoit the past week.
staunchest Prohibitionists in the Stati

to

Shernl Norton lias still some month
serve the county he has served si

1

ten years, but ii 1
advance of his retirement we wish ti 1

faithfully

for

express our
our

nearly

appreciation,

and that o

The following party is at the Rockland
cottage: Mrs. Abbie Staples, Walter Stapies, John Staples, Mrs. Alva Staples, Mrs.
Fred Covill and three children, Mrs. L. L.
Ilanscom and two children, Mrs. II. C.
Standish.

readers generally, of the good worl ;

The post office was moved Aug. 8th from
Haney’s store to H. H. Andrews’ building
This is necessary
ever had" has been .a common remark
outside the south gate.
on account of the admission fee charged to
and many recall that his father, wh<
the grounds, during the institute and campheld the office before him, was con
meeting weeks.
scientious, faithful and fearless in thi
The dances at the pavilion Wednesday
discharge of his official duties. It wai
largely through the instrumentality o and Saturday evenings continue to be well
our present sheriff that "Waldo count;
attended and the music by Keyes’ orcheswas relieved of a debt incurred b;
tra of Belfast is highly appreciated. The
^
and
enablei
administrations,
previous
steamer Golden Rod makes excursions to
to improve the county buildings. Tha
Mr. Carleton will prove a worthy sue [ these dances from Bucksport, Searsport
cessor to Sheriff Norton we have no ; and Belfast.
the slightest doubt; and the count;
The water supply at the Campground is
may well congratulate itself on thi
The
the test of the dry season.
choice it has made in both the officia j standing
he has done.

“The best sheriff we liavi s

that is and the official that is to be.
It looks as though prohibition is ti
prohibit in "Waldo county. The Prohi
bitionists in their county conventioi
maintained their well known positioi

question, demanding the sup
of the liquor traffic “by lion
est, faithful and impartial enforcemen
of the prohibitory law.” The Demo
crats came next, their county conven
tion adopting the following resolution
We believe in an honest, impartia ^
on

this

pression

and zealous enforcement of the lawi
the sale of intoxicating liquors
for the purpose of closing and with tin
intent to close, all bar rooms, and abol
ish said illegal sale in whatever manne
or form it is attempted to be carried 01 1
in Waldo county.

against

Mr. John R. Dunton, the Democratii

county attorney, placec 1
squarely on this plank of thi
platform and promised if elected to di
his full duty in the interest of goo<
citizenship.
The Waldo county Republican con
vention endorsed the platform of thi s
State convention, which contained thii l
plank:
The Republican party demands thi
faithful and impartial enforcement o
the laws of the State which prohibi
the manufacture and illegal sale of in
toxicating liquors, and we insist on thi |
positive action to this eud of ever;
public officer, the duties of whose offici I
require enforcement of these laws.
The records of Mr. Foster, the nomi
nee for county attorney, and of Mi
Carleton, the nominee for sheriff, am [
the applause which greeted the un
equivocal statement of Mr. Cobb, thi
candidate for Governor, as to his posi
tion, show that the Republicans of Wal
do county are entirely in earnest in thii
candidate for
himself

■

matter, and that a determined effor
will be made to suppress the illegal sail
of liquor in Waldo county.

YACHTS

AND BOATS.

E. L. Maeomber is at work on the last
of an order of 7 small boats for G. W. C.
Drexel.
The Virginia, a large steam yacht from
New York with a party on board, was in
the bay Sunday, and went up river. She
was

at Bangor

Monday.

Roy Coombs has put overboard the cabin
launch he built the past winter. She sits
very prettily on the water and with suitable
power must prove a speedy craft.
The schooner yacht Atalanta was in the
lower bay Mondaj' afternoon and sent her
naphtha launch in for provisions. A. A.
Howes & Co. furnished the needed supplies
and the launch took them out to the yacht,
which was then headed for Castine.
Clarence Webster, who is
spending the
summer at his cottage at Fort
Point,cruises
about the bay and river in a 17-foot
open

sail boat which he had built to order in
Portland.
The boat is very strong and
light, a modification of the canoe model,
but somewhat wider and with better bearings for a sail boat.

Capts. Ephraim E. and George W. Pendleton sailed Sunday for Orland,
Capt.
Ephraim’s home, in a 16-foot boat, built this
summer by George for Ephraim.
The boat
has an oak frame and cedar planking and
is finished in a variety of different woods.
She is fitted for sail and rnurirtor

artesian well furnishes all the water required. The well is 1(52 feet deep and Prof.
The parade of the Cc-bbosseecontee Yacht
Robinson supplemented a recent analysis,
Club on Lake Cobbosseecontee Aug. 5th
of the water with the statement, “This
was participated i n by
twenty-two launches,
water is practically pure.”
many of them handsomely decorated.
The following policemen are on duty at Prizes were
awarded to the three boats
the grounds: Charles B. Palmer, Somershowing the best conduct in responding to
E.
M.
Wharff, signals and making the finest
ville, Mass., Perkins’gate;
general apNorthport, auditorium circle; Amos King, pearance in decoration of craft and crew
Brewer, wharf; Harry Ilanscom, Thomas- and in the facility of
handling. Dr. G. YV.
ton, Broadway gate; J. W. Bowden, Orring- Hailey of
Philadelphia, in the Ottawa, won
ton, South gate; Chas. Cain, Rockport
he first prize, a beautiful club pennant.
Diflkflv erat.fi.
The boat was in red and all the occupants
Mr. VVheelden has opened his photograph in red and white. YV. L. McFaddeu took
and tintype gallery at South Shore for the second prize, a mechanical foghorn, and
35th consecutive season. He is suffering C. S. Ilichborn third prize, an anchor.
from the results of a fall which occurred at
The yacht Iris, owned by a summer resihis studio in Brewer July 4th, in which two
ribs were broken. He expects to move his dent of Castine, has been a frequent visit
or to this port, and the first of the week she
regular business from Brewer to his home
had her beading and bow scroll work gildin South Orrington in the fall.
ed by Roy Coombs. There has been some
The following are at the Hampden cot- discussion as to her rig, one expert considtage : Mrs. E. A. Norwood and children, ering her a schooner withashort mainmast.
Ruth, Elsie and Paul, Mrs. C. B. Jones and In the regular yawl rig the jigger-mast is
daughters, Katherine, Nellie and Anna, aft of the steering gear, but in the Iris it is
Mrs. H. J. Stubbs, Mrs. W. H. Goldthwait, at the forward end of the cockpit, and the
Miss Addie C. Buzzell of Bangor; Charles companionway is nearly amidships. From
and Claud Goodwin and Winfred Brown appearances she was originally sloop-rigged.
of Brewer; Miss Elizabeth Goodwin of She if evidently an able craft and in beatRockport ; Mrs. L. J. Kneeland of New- i ng up the bay has shown that she is a good
sailer.
burgh; Mrs. E. A. Norton of Winterport.
The following guests from other States
registered at the Northport Hotel the
past week: Mr. and Mrs. Silas Weiler, E.
S. and E. B. Walthrens, W. H. Flower, A.
Flower,'Frank Bartlett, Mrs. M. E. Jameson, Mrs. R. H. Thorndike, Florence F.
Merrill, L. A. McClean, Boston; Eleanor L.
Lattimore, Rochester, N. Y.; Mrs. C. H.
Merrill, Newton Centre, Mass.; C. W.
Spear and wife, Easton, Mass.; Jeanette B.
Haley, George M. Adams, New Haven, Ct.
w ere

The Cottage Owners' Association held
its annual meeting Monday, Aug. 8th. Fred
S. Walls of Vinalhaven was chosen ohairman and Henry Parker of Bangor secretary. The following were elected delegates
to the Campmeeting Association, with full
Thomas Gilbert,
powers of members:
\

some

;
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they do, right in the

kind—if you

and

AT THE DISPOSAL OF MY PATRONS.
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I

come at once.

THE MjfSIORE STORE.

j

Daring Ike month of August. t>(>. |
tween 11

n. m.

div j

a

|
20

1 from the

_

amt:] p. in.,

count of

|

indispensable.
world. Cutleura Snap, 2.V., OintMitomloylllii SOc.
cm form of Chocolate tont d
5™-,;*- P«K«u,lvrot,
v»l of 60). Depots: London, 27 Charf.-r-

fere, that he lias some claims upon tli ;

of tli

in

|

Dry Goods

1
i

per cent

amount of all

purchases, !

are

ersliip
Wliarff w'as instrueted to arrange for an
Miss A. M. Hatch of Bangor, Ellen M.
youngest of the candidates for thi
Pond of Brewer, Mrs. Ryder and daughter equitable representation of the cottage ownbut
lias
demonstrated
his
ahil
position,
ers in the Campineeting Association.
Mildred and .1. W. Bowden of Orringtonare
ity to till it, and iias already pledged ti in tlie
The meetings at the auditorium this week
cottage.
Orrington
him a strong support. Mr. Barker is t
are well attended and interesting.
Rev. D.
of
is
at
the
Mrs. E. li. Hazelton
liangor
taxpayer in this county, is eonnectei [
H. Tribou, U. S. N., was unable to give his
corner of George and
cottage,
Simpson
with it by relationship, and since tin
lecture announced for Monday evening on
\ Pleasant streets. She makes and sells “The Old and New
days of his infancy, when with hi
Navy," on account of a
doughnuts, hot rolls and pastry.
throat trouble and Rev. IV. J. Yates of Banparents he spent the summer at Satui
Mrs. Guy Butler and daughter Mildred of
day Cove, has been a regular year]; West Farmington and Mrs. Gertrude But- gor gave an illustrated lecture on Japan
and Corea. His illustrations by stereoptiHe teels, there
visitor to Xorthport.
ler of Old Town were at the Moosehorn

specific, unequivocal,
satisfactory.—Bridgton Xews.
This from Major Shorey, one

as

I

-^iniTENSE STOCK OF^

* *
<

midst of hot, simmery weather are
decidedly unusual. Of course sizes
and widths are somewhat broken.
We cannot give you all sizes in all
kinds but can give you every size

the Ocean House last week.

The Brooklyn Eagle claims to havt
been the first newspaper to urge, witl
effect, the nomination of Judge Parkei
for

Soothed

our

[

shoes for men and women are
$2.49, and our celebrated $2.50 low
shoes for women (the makers forbid our advertising this shoe at a
cut price), $1.98. These offerings,

|

at

“Tlie law means more than

summery

120 iscount
:|

two hundred

Alice Adams, Lulie Webber, Grace Webber and Ula Adams of North Brewer are

visitors.

1

footwear

(about
pairs) and marked the
price down fully a third in your

Rockport cottage.
Mrs. Inez (Moore) Chase and daughter
Inez of Lowell, Mass., are at the Moore

Bragg.Lincolnville

REPRESENTATIVES

priced

Mrs. Maud Tower has returned to Bangor
after a stay of four weeks at the Camp-

Carleton.Winterport
FOR JUDGE OF PROBATE,

George E. Johnson.

interest to wearers of good shoes
is our announcement this week.
Indications point to a good many
more low shoe days before nature
changes the garb of its foliage.
We have taken all our higher

guest

County Nominations.

FOR SENATOR,
Lucius C. Morse.

Of unusual

Capt. A. B. Conner and wife of Jersey
City, X. J., are guests of Hon. F. S. Walls.
Presiding Elder F. L. Haywood of Bucksport preached at the auditorium last Sunday.

Manager

The handsomest craft to enter this port
for a long time was the schooner yacht
Merlin of Boston, which anchored off the
steamboat wharf Monday afternoon. She
came up the bay under full sail, and preThe wind was
sented a beautiful picture.
light and variable,so that her sailing qualities could not be judged of, but her graceful model, sharp bow and clean run left no
doubt on that point.
Her sails were made
of narrow cloths in the cross-cut style, and
a bystander estimated that her main boom
was 70 feet in length.
She came in for ice,
provisions, etc., which were furnished by
A. A. Bowes & Co.
Cholera morbus is readily cured with
Brown’s Instant Relief, which stops the
pain and removes the soreness.

CHURCHES.

THE

(When

Rev. I. H. Mower, secretary of the Baptist State Missionary Convention, will
preach at the Baptist church next Sunday.

on

Prayer meeting at the Congregational
church this, Thursday, evening at 7.30;
topic, “A Hymn of Praise,” Psalm 103:1-22.

“Cut”

these

as

are

or

we

!

“cut” and

J

can >a

interesting compared with the

t

v

;

of the “Cut.”

The Sunday afternoon meetings of the
People’s Mission, No. 38 High street, are
suspended until fall. Meetings are held
Sunday, Wednesday and Saturday evenings
at 7.15 o’clock.

are

are

ENTIRE STOCK, nothing

our

important

Rev. B. C. Wentworth, the presiding
elder of Portland district, conducted the
services at Pine street Methodist church,
Portland, last Sunday evening.

Christian Science services

prices

held at J.

}
|
Hats !

I WILL GIVE THE ABOVE

F. Fernald’s, Xo. 57 Cedar street, every Sunday morning at eleven o'clock, and Wednesday evenings at 7.30, to which all are cordially welcome.

DISCOUNT ON ALL

Straw

Morning worship at the Methodist church
next Sunday as usual, at lu.43; music by
the choir, solo by Mr. Davis.
Sunday
school at 12 m.; Epworth League meeting
at 0.30 p. m.; praise and preaching service
at 7.30 p. m.
Chorus rehearsal at 7.45 p. in.

——ALSO--

Per Cent

Saturday.
The evangelistic meetings which are hel^
every night in the tent near Silver Harvest
Grange Hall, Waldo, continue with good
interest.
There will be meetings every
night at 8 o’clock, local time. Saturday afternoon at 3 there will be a children’s and
Mr. Jones will
young peoples’ service.
give an illustrated talk Sunday morning
at the Evans Corner church. Mrs. E. Storer
Barker will preach also in the tent at 3
p. m. At night Mr. Jones will speak on
the seven things God hates, illustrated by
All are
two glasses of water and poison.
invited to attend these services.

Discount

\

j

INLAID mm)\ REMNANTS
50c. per square yard, j
JAMES H. HOWES,

Odd Fellows Block,

i_

♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Belfast, Main e, j

i
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H ammocks
All new, fresh goods.
Why not look them over?

The annual convention of the Maine
State Christian Endeavor Union will be
held in the People’s Baptist church, Dover,
Aug. 30, 31, and Sept. 1. One of the foremost speakers will be William Shaw of
MASONIC TEMPLE.
Boston, treasurer of the United Society of
Christian Endeavor. Mr. Shaw is down on
the program for several addresses.
An- BELFAST,
MAINE.
other will be Dean Walker, D. D., of Southwest Harbor.
Mauy other well known To Augustine F. Hahn, one of the
Justices
speakers will be present, fin the first evenof the Peace for the County of Waldo
ing of the convention there will be a very
interesting musical and literary program in
and State of Maine:
which both local and outside talent will
take part. Another feature of the convenThe undersigned. *pew owners in the Union
tion will be the chorus of 30 voices which I meeting house, locate*! in the town of Lincoinville, request you to issue a warrant to one of
will furnish the music.
them directing nim to notify the pew owners In
said meeting hous^ to meet at said meeting house
on the third day of September, A. D. 1904, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, tor the following objects,

Dwight P. Palmer,

to wit:
First—To choose

a

meeting.

moderator to

preside at said

Second—To choose a clerk.
Third—To choose a treasurer and other necessary officers and committees.
Fourth—To see if they w ill vote to assess the
pew owners for repairs.
W. L HOWE,
J. S. CKEHOKE,
T. E. UUSHEE.

I

COAL!

COAL!

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY YOUR WINTER’S Cn\i

First Quality
We

Thoroughly Prepared

i

now prepared to receive orders for Antin
Coal, and have for sale the Scranton, Wilkesbaru
Lehigh Coals at the following prices, for the Sci.
are

and Wilkesbarre

:

$7.25

per ton delivered in barrels and
7.10 per ton delivered in dump cart.

6.85 per ton taken

Lehigh Coal 25

;

at the wharf.

cents per ton

higher,

From these prices we allow 2? cents per ton discern v
STATE OF MAINE.
The summer season will soon I Waldo ps.
within ten days from date of delivery.
To W. L. Howe of Lincolnville, one of the above
be on the wane, and wishing to
applicants, Greeting:
Pursuant to the above application you are hereWe hope to be favored with your order, which
directed to notify the pew owners of the
close out our summer stock at by
Union meeting house of Lincolnville to meet at
our best attention in the preparation and deliverv.
sa’d house on the third day of September, A, I).
once we will still offer reduced 1904, at two o'clock in the afternoon, for the purposes mentioned in said application by posting a
We also have the Maryland Companies Geore
thereof on the 01 tside door of said
j notification
prices on these goods
meeting house, and a copy thereof at the postoffice in said town, and publish the same in The
Cumberland CoJ for blacksmith’use, and a very nice
! Republican Journal, a paper published in Belfast, in said county, at least three weeks before ous Coal for steam
purposes.
said meeting.
>

Hosiery,

1

j

.-,
seal

Underwear,
Gloves,
Neckwear and

Given under my hand and seal at Lincolnville, this 9tli day of August, A.
D. 1904.
AUGUSTINE F. HAHN,
Justice of the Peace.

Pursuant to the foregoing warrant to me directed, I hereby notify the persons therein named
to meet at the time and place and for the purI

poses therein m ntioned.
Dated at Lincolnville, August 9, A. 1). 1904.
W. L. HOWE.
3W32

Commissioners' Notice.

Summer

Millinery.
hats

are beginning
Summer
to show signs of wear and we
have had many calls for the
new fall hats, so we have just
obtained a lot of the ready to
wear hats for fall and winter,
at reasonable prices.

67 Church Street,
BELFAST.

KTTA WEYMOUTH will accept engagements for facial and bodily
11 Union Street,
manage.
4w32*
Belfast, Maine.
MRS.

LOST
AUGUST 6th, between Northport Camp Ground
and Main street, Belfast, a black and green check
woolen shawl. The Under will confer a favor by
leaving It with or writing' to
MBS, M. A. BURBANK,

lw32*

|

<-'

Northport Camp Ground.

The undersigned, having been appointed by
the Hon. Judge or Probate for tlie County of
Waldo, on the 12th day of July. A. I). 1904, commissioners to receive and examine the claims of
creditors against the estate of George H. Rankin,
late of Lincolnville, in said County, deceased,
represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six
months from the date of said appointment are
allowed to said creditors in which to present and
prove their claims and that they will be in session
for that purpose at the office of W. P. Thompson,
in Belfast, on the 27th day of August. A. D. 1904,
at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, and on the 12th day
of January, a. D. 1906, at 10 o’clock in the fore3w32
noon, for said purpose.
Dated this 8th day of August, A. D. 1904.
WM. P
romr_
Lomr8'
REUEL W.

THOMPSON,)
ROGERS, {

NOTICE.
Lot owners of Elmwood Cemetery are requested to meet at the selectmen’s office, Searsport.
Saturday evening, August 13th, at 7.30 p. m., to
choose a trustee in place of Capt. J. W. McGilvery, deceased, and to see what action the association will take in relation to sinking a well for
use at the cemetery, and to act upon any other
business that may come before said meeting.
PER ORDER.
Searsport, Augu3t 6,1904 —1w32

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY

Belfast National Bank
ESTABLISHED IN 1836.

ORGANIZED AS NATIONAL BANK IN

Capital Stock $100,000, Surplus $20,000, Stock Liability $1
DEPOSIT.ACCOUNTS

Is prepared to receive pupils In the study of
25tf
Piano, Organ and Musical Theory.

120 High Street,

Belfast, Me

1

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.
Established for the benefit and convenience of those seeking an income from tin i;
TIONS and SAVING8, and yet desiring them so invested as always to be subject t«» t
INTEREST

PAID

AT

3

PER CENT

COMPOUNDED SEMI-ANN

j

v

A

»

For the safety of the Depositors in either department of this bank, are pledged itSURPLUS and the personal liability of its STOCKHOLDERS, to the extent of the pi
National Currency Act, thus affording a very great degree of security.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES for rent at $3.00, $5.00, $6.50 and $8.00 per year.
nest construction, and equaled in few instances in this country.

Taxpayers.
A 4 per cent discount will be allowed on 1904
axes paid on or before August is, 1904.
(1. B. Hours at City Hall until August 16
inter August IS In Hayford Block.
3W30
MAURICE V. LORD. Collector.

n
1

Money deposited goes on interest FIRST DAY OF EVERY MONTH, or, if preienCATES OF DEPOSIT will be given bearing interest from day of issue.

Notice to
PUPIL OF MADAME BEALE MO KEY,
OF BOSTON.

SOLICITED.

Every courtesy and advantage consistent with conservative banking extended

j

j
>

Vault is

j
j

j

DRIVING HORSE
FOR SALK.
Apply at Davis & Staples' BlaeMiB*11
rear

of Shales & Follett’s store.

isq tflw*

j

]

fjjf news OF BELFAST.
yokes

os

(|llll

were

shipped from

F. A. Hunker,

Howard,

,,f

,.xt

Mrs. J. W. Ferguson received a letter yesterday stating that sch. Laura M. Lunt, oi
which her husband is captain, bound from
Boston for Fernandina, had put into Hampton Roads short of provisions, but other-

pelf*1'1

the Baptist society will
,;1io at the vestry Friday, Aug.
i, to r, p. m.
Fuel A Hay Co. is ready to
winter’s coal. Their advt.
week.

,.i„out Society will meet with

Brackett Monday, Ang. 15th,
Members are requested to be
H-

building 6 1-ton ice boxes

is

to be sent to
Their dimensions are 6x4

government,

Forcli Sunday school will go
Be to Pitcher’s Pond Friday,
ing the church at 8 a. m

1
""

.«■

officers of Northport met
Jesse T. Priest as travtlie September term and
ckey for grand juror for the
new

oar.

:

went to Brooks last
ved a serous abscess from a
nation rarely resorted to. It
Biccessful.
1

wa»

•1

1

An article

the 7th page tells of the big
granite operations inaugurated at High
Island.
Last week a gentleman was in
Belfast looking for twelve carpenters to
work on buildings projected there.

to

in

...

|

The gas is now on throughout the city.
Pearl Brook Farm stables won three
stake races at Pittslield, Maine, last week,
the purses aggregating $1,000.

'.nling

the fish and game commising 100,000 land-locked salSwan lake was circulated
a report
and Swanville last
i' has finished his season’s
mill on the shore near the
line. He has cut this sea;ne and spruce into timber,
1 boards.

■

mackerel were caught in
mi- last week and Saturday
Moil..id off Steele's ledge.
taken in nets and on the
re of good size.
ii

icccimj

jmuuru

a.

liidii-

views, including bow, stern
.•ws o£ the schooners Polly
M, two

the

of the oldest vessels
Orizon, and several

of the New England
; .mates the hay crop in the
:'o per cent, greater than
i:is is better than any report
mm other towns in the coming a smaller crop than last
■

lent

■

The

The music teachers’ festival at The Weirs
N. H., closed Aug. 5th.
A special to the
Boston Herald, speaking of the evening
concert, says of Miss Roche, who is to sing
in Belfast this evening: “The selection
from “Orpheus,” by Miss Margaret Roche
of Boston met with great favor.”

I

pond next below the lot of W. M. Randall.
The lot includes a point affording fine views
up and down the pond. E. L. Macomber
has begun work on a boathouse which will
include two rooms for the owners’ use.
The Centre Lincolnville Telephone Co.
has received its machines and will soou be
ready for business. Telephones will be
put into the following houses at once: Lon
Paul, E. L. Freeman, Jos. Wheeler, Fred
Young, Leslie Richards, Ernest Young,
Joseph Mullen, Joel Fernald, D. II. Heal,
Capt. Witherspoon, Dora Moody, Dr. Leach,
Chas. Moody, Parker Young, Arno Knight,
Robert Hardy, Janies Thomas, L. 11
Knight. The central office will be in John
Santon’s house.
Miss Abbie Poor of this city has compiled
a complete history of the Belfast Band from
clippings of The Journal, hand bills, proThe booklet is of linen paper,
grams, etc.
neatly bound with ribbon and is decorated
in water colors by Percy A. Sanborn. The
years are separated with a blank sheet
containing the year date in colors and the
months and days are marked with ink. It
is of present interest and will be of future
value for reference.
A North Searsport corre“Haying is about over, or

The crop is a little short from
should be.
last year, but of very fine quality.
The
two weeks of fine liaj weather the first of
July gave those who began early a good lot
of choice hay.
The last rain put a new
face on the looks of the crops. Corn is

coming along finely, but potatoes are not
getting along very well; too much dryweather. Eggs are scarce and high. Butter is in good demand. Poultry is bringing
a good round price.
In fact, all the farmer
has for sale brings good prices.’’
Hello! The New England Telephone
A Telegraph Co. will, until further uotice,
1'nnple Heights,
give all day service Sundays at the Belfast
society of California held a exchange. The exchange is now in operation at all hours, day and night. The new
> at Shelmont Park, Oakland,
eh S50 persons were present. catalogues of subscribers are out, and subscribers will find it much more convenient
were Mrs. Susan (Kimball)
Mrs. Elsie (Kimball) Dusen- to call by numbers. There are 2P(i names
;. of Belfast,now of Oakland; on the Belfast exchange. The increase of
llarkness) wife of B. M. New- patronage has outstripped the ability of
iy of Belfast, now Berkley, the linemen to set poles, string wires and
in .new instruments, and there are 20
‘lager of Berkley, formerly of put
■

Castine will make two
and from Belfast to Temple
lav. to accommodate persons
;■■
attend the forenoon and
vi'f.
She will also make an
Bark Harbor in the afterm.i.len Rod will make an exi;.y from Camden and Lin-

'.:.>■r

l

The president of the society is
•if San Francisco, formerly of
Items.
Sch. John T. Wilivndleton Bros, fleet arrived
ist Thursday from Crow Cove,
here she had been since last fall
beach for repairs. The WilIt at Brooklyn, X. Y. in 1857,
g. -i‘2 tons gross, and is said
ii her day the fastest coaster
--Sch. Maria Webster ar1 from Bar Harbor and is to
the Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
after receiving slight repairs,
cle and Sunnyside were in
k on their regular packet busihaven and Stonington, respec■h. Mary L. Crosby was launehhrest’s marine railway Aug.
Lizzie Lane taken on.
The
i>c given extensive repairs....
Maxwell arrived Aug. 5th from
•v ith coal for the Belfast Fuel A
mbs. Harriet Rogers aud Orizou
nth for Swan’s Island to load
ooper A Co—Schs. Willie L.
.die Willcutt and Mary L. Crosih- past week for eastern ports to
for New York
The 1-masted
Marine G. Perry arrived in tow
"imr
Aug. 9th to repair at GilSch. Polly arrived yesterdav
imrv, Mass.
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Tonight. The announce*
to be given in the Belfast

"iicert
-i'

this, Thursday, evening,

un-

•■etion of Mr. J. F. Hanshue, is
nsiderable interest in social and
'•les.
Tlie artists to appear in/.ella M
Cole, soprano and
>.
Sallie Durham Hanshue, soMargaret E. Roche, contralto;
i ue, tenor; Mr. L. Willard Flint,
Miss Helen Dunton, accompani-'oie is an exceeding talented
being not only a brilliant
out also having a sweet, flexible
\
"Uglily pleasing soprano voice;
Hi taste and expression.
Miss
n.id the advantage of study, in
! piano, with leading masters of
1 Europe.
Miss Roche, the conphenomenal voice, a real conmd rich, with great power and
-inging from low F to high 11 Hat
and with a marked sympathetic
rarely heard. Miss Roche has
Mid success in concert, festival
"i
in engagements, having
I
recently
dilford. Mass., Keene and Concord,
""-Hows Falls, Vt., and is this week
at The Weirs festival, N. H., and
hookings for the ensuing season,
'hue has been long and favorably
us soloist, conductor and
teacher,
,!,i- years
ago sang in several fine
'in Belfast.
Mr. Flint, basso, is a
;,; Anger, and will be pleasantly re;« "-""d for i,|s excellent
portrayal of
in Faust under Mr. Hubbard’s
."’ un Some time ago. Mr. Flint has
1 *
position as one of Boston’s leading
ha* sung for the best oratorio
v^sts
"
"
-s in New
England, including the
j,
and Haydn of Boston (three times)
;i". uence, Salem, New Bedford, Glouces"Ithaca, N. T., and in
tIJf,'bwburyport,
-'incerts in and around Boston.
\j
who
needs
no introduction to
»Ic i11 "ton,
usst audience, will assist in accompany1 lie
program will include quartets,
lb.,11;; I’insuti;. “Sanctus,” St. Cecilia
g.'.-Gounod; “Annie Laurie,’’ arr. Potal|u the great Rigoletto quartet, Verdi;
1

■

■

k, ; Break, break, break,” Anderton,
1st u "!fi an<l Roche and Mr. Hanshue;
s
finis est homo,” Stabat Mater, Rosp.jb, iHsesis Cole and Roche; duet, “Noonlong past over,” Thomas, Mr.
tinl
Tl .,rs Hanshue; “Miserere scene,”
Miss Cole, Mr. Hanshue
Verdi;
in4 ,tt"reWu ,lus 5.8°ngs by Miss Col# and Miss
I.Piano selection. Miss Cole, “Salve
W?, from Faust, Mr. Hanshue; “The
tan" ’tsnadiers,” Schumann, and “VulPhilemon and Baucis, Gonnod,
S,

year will be one of the prettiest of the season....Mr. Dickey is arranging for a large
party to visit Kineo Sept. 15th and will conduct another excursion from this city to
Togus during the last week in the month.
The Castine will make an excursion to- I
day, Thursday, to Castine for the benefit of

—

BURIAL GOODS.

All Wool
1 yard

|

Prepared at all hours to do EMBALM.
ING aud

FUNERAL WORK.
Iy7
by telephone both day and night.

Silk and Lisle Gloves,

The undersigned offers his residence, No. 8
Church street, for sale. Brick house with tower
and bow windows, large veranda in front, bath
room, hot water heater, large and commodious
rooms, 13 in number, 3 library cases of oak and
black walnut. Kitchen and dining room have
oak floors. Screen doors, double windows, and
range go with the house. Will sell on easy terms.

.JOURNAL OFFICE BLOCK.

I

Apply

yard,

yard, \\ yard in piece.

For

per

piece,

'}Zr
I

Zr
10L.
lZr
lOL.

Brussels Remnants, sold for $1.35 per
yard, I' yard pieces. For piece,

|

j

i

to

GEO. W.
Room

24

BURKETT,
2, Odd Fellows* Block.

| Heavy Printed and

LITTLE GIANT SEPARATOR
--AND-

HORSE POWER.

KEMP MANURE SPREADER,

per

Tapestry Remnants, usually $1.00

I

For Sale.

Hattie M. Black’s,

Carpets, worth 70c.
lengths,

Agra Carpets, actually worth $ 1.00 per
yard, 1-2 yard Remnants,

72 Main Street, Belfast.

FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS AT

Inlaid Unoleumns.

IN BELFAST, MAINE.
GREAT INVESTMENT.

BARGAIN.

SYRACUSE CHILLED PLOWS.

MASON & HALL, Bollnst

of the most successful merchants of

Hogs Wanted
I shall ship a lot of hogs from
Belfast, Saturday, August 13th.

Iw32*

\V.

Always sold for $1.00 and $1.50 per square
yard. Remnant price.
per square
(Lf\r
UUL.
yard.

Twenty beautiful acres on Xorthport avenue,
fronting on Penobscot Bay, bounded north by
"Old Battery Road/* Or will divide into forty
lots. It is just below the new Belfast Park.
311126*
Apply I*. O. Box 895, Belfast, Me

Caution Notice.
Whereas, my wife, Annie C. Berry, has left my
bed and board without just cause, ‘I hereby forbid any one trusting or harboring her on niy account, as I shall pay no bills of her contracting

after this date.

H. ARNOLD.

Searsmont, Maine, July 26,1004.
3W30*
ANDREW BERRY.

town treasurer.

Our Increased Sales the Last two Weeks
Show that People are Appreciating
our Cut Prices.

SCOTT’S EMULSION

i

food because it stands so emphatically for perfect nutrition.
And yet in the matter of restoring appetite, of giving new
strength to the tissues, especially
to the nerves, its action is that
of a medicine.
a

4

Send for free sample.
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
New York.
409-415 Pearl Street,
50c. and$1.00; all druggists.

Gingham Petticoats,

was 63c.,
2?c Gauze Vests and Pants,
Odd lot $Oc. Cotton Pants,

All of

1 lot

17c

now
“

our

“

Muslin Wrappers,

“

Muslins,

10c

<

■

Only

j

pieces of

the

Skirts,

8c. Gingham left.

>

4>

goods,

(•

on.

but shall cut

Come

August 16th, 17th and 18th.
38c
19c
39c I Reserved Seats, cushion chairs, 75c. All ;:ther Reserved Seats, 50c.
Admission, 35c.
75c
9c
Seats on sale at Stephenson & Sargent's, Honday. August 8th.
6c
98c

JJ Ladies’ Nice Dress Skirts.
^

INDER THE AUSPICES OF BELFAST IMPROVEMENT SOCIETY,

Cost Prices will Continue on White Shirt
Will be given at the Belfast Opera House,
Waists Until they are Closed.
luesday, Wednesday and Thursday,

A few Polka Dot Dress

JI

TheGrangers Daughter.
WORDS AND MUSIC BV MR. R. P. CHASE,

_

We like best to call

THE NEW OPERA,

SOME PRICES FOR THIS WEEK.

burned.
This is the fourth fire withiu a
short time of property owned or occupied
by Mr. Wight: the G. R. Ellis, house, occupied by the Moore’s; the Emery schoolhouse, which Mr. Wight had bought for the
Moores to live in; the John Campbell
house, and this lumber pile, and it is probable that other arrests will be made. Judge
Rogers ordered Mrs. Moore to give bonds
for $500 for appearance at the September
term of Court.
She was committed to jail
in default.

^

ROBES and

Wrappers,

LEVEL TREAD

Carpets

Carpet Remnants.

CASKETS,

Connected

lighted
pile.
match, but the material did not take
fire and Mrs. Davis lighted a second, which

l%

and

R.H. Coombs & Son,

Shirtwaist Suits,

Pittsfield for a great many years, recently
closing out his extensive dry goods business
and accepting the management of the
Sebasticook Power Co. He was selectman
ill 188(1, chairman in 1887 and 1889. In 1900
and 1901 he was re-elected chairman of the
board without opposition. lie has also
as

Small Wares

UNDERTAKERS.

Muslin Shirtwaists,

Chas. E. Vickery unaninioiisly nominated
for Representative to the legislature by the
Democratic class convention for the towns
of Pittsfield, Palmyra and Detroit, was born
in Unity 53 years ago, but for the past 37
lie
years has been a citizen of Pittsfield.
was educated in the common schools and at
the Maine Central Institute, and has been

^

MRS. B. F. WELLS,

Testimonials.

Reduced
Prices

ai uiai unie.

served

tor

Dry Goods,

IS Main Street, Belfast.

formance of The Granger’s Daughter are
requested to be in their seats promptly at
8 o’clock, as the curtain will positively rise

the East Belfast church, leaving Lewis’
wharf at 9 a. m.; Campground at 9.30. ReThe
turning leaves Castine at 4 p. m
Casti ne’s excursion last Sunday to Camden
and Vinalhaven was largely patronized and
was an enjoyable trip.
There were 100
!
passengers on boad between Camden and d
Vinalhaven.The Golden Rod had a v
profitable and pleasant excursion last Sun- <
day from Temple Heights to Verona, touch- ?
ing at Belfast, Searsport and Sandypoint. A
It was the opening day of the Verona t?
A
campmeeting. An excellent dinner was \
served at the Park Hotel.
New Advertisements. Fred A. Johnson’s August trading sale is still going on
at his dry goods store in Masonic Temple
and is attracting a host of buyers daily.
There are a few changes this week in his
advertisement on the 3d page, but no change
i u the general features of the sale. The reductions apply to the entire stock, remnants
and regular goods, and the reductions in
price are such as must ensure quick sales.
_The regular August cut price sale of
summer shoes will begin at Colburn’s shoe
store to-day, Aug. lltn, and all of the summer shoes will be
sacrificed, including
ladies’ and gentlemen’s fine goods as well
as the common grades.
Broken lots of
other goods will be sold equally as cheap.
A. D. Chase JfcSon advertise this week
a sale of carpet remnants and of heavy
printed and inlaid linoleums at remnant
price....The Dinsmore Store makes this
week an announcement of interest to the
wearers of good shoes.
They have marked
down the price of their higher priced sumThe patronmer footwear fully one third.
age of their new repair department is increasing daily.Lost, a black and green
check woolen shawl.Harry W. Clark &
Co.’s annual red tag mark down sale is now
in progress and will continue all this
month. See advt. for a few of the many
bargains offered—The Swan & Sibley Co.
are now prepared to receive orders for coal
for winter use. They have all kinds— W.
H. Arnold wants to buy hogs for shipment
next Saturday—H. W. Healey offers his
power ice cream business for sale—Mrs.
Etta Weymouth, 11 Union street, will accept engagements for facial and bodily
massage—Mason & Hall have the Little
Giant Separator and level tread horse power, Kemp manure spreader and Syracuse
chilled plows.

Send

The Granger’s Daughter. The event
of next week will be the presentation Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, August
16th, 17th and 18th in the Helfast Opera
House, of the new opera, words and music
by Mr. R. P. Chase of this city. The music
is bright and catchy and all the details have
been carefully worked out by the composer.
The opera is given under the auspices of
the Helfast Improvement Society, and the
large advance sale indicates that it will be
a financial, as it will surely be an artistic
All persons attending the persuccess.

—

—

Norway Medicine Co., Norway, Me.

|1|

-ON-

one

Excursions. The steamer Castine will
make an excursion to Bangor to-morrow,
Friday, from Temple Heights, Horthport
and Belfast under the management of Orrin J. Dickey. The steamer will leave Belfast at 9 a. m., arriving in Bangor about
noon and giving four hours there, returning at four. The trip at this season of the

I

|

Republicans

An attempt was
Incendiary Fire.
made Monday night to burn the buildings
of Janies I’. Wight on Lincolnville avenue.
Llewellyn Moore, who drives a team for
Mr. Wight, was returning home late in the
evening and discovered a brisk fire in a
lumber pile at the back of Mr. Wight’s
i barn. He called help and the fire was exbefore it reached the buildings.
names on the Belfast list where the instru- tinguished
There was a fresh southwest wind at the
ments are not yet installed, but will be very
time and the flames were blowing directly
soon.
towards the buildings. Suspicion fell upon
The roof is on the new grand stand at
the wife of Moore, and when questioned
the fair grounds and all work there is proclosely she acknowledged that she set the
The
three
new
feagressing favorably.
fire. She said siie had no grievance against
tures of the fair are creating considerable
Mr. Wight and could give no reason for her
interest: the cat show, the dog show and
I act, She was lodged in jail that night, and
the floral parade. In the cat and dog shows was
arraigned in the Police Court yestera cup valued at $25 is offered in each on the
day and pleaded guilty to setting fire to the
beat exhibit not less than 10 in number, board
pile. No charge was made of trying
and blue ribbons, medals and diplomas in to burn the
buildings. Mrs. Moore said,
the various classes.
First and second after the
trial, that her mother, Mrs. Davis,
prizes of $15 and $10 are offered for the came to her house and got a sack, which
best exhibit of decorated carriage by a lady she saturated with kerosene, saying she
or company
of ladies.
Full particulars was
going to have a bonfire. The two then
can be obtained of the secretary, Fred went to the board
Mrs. Moore

Rackliffe, Belfast.

I Tastes good, stops al! suffering, and quickly
■ cures children s illness. Many parents have
■ sent us letters of gratitude. Buy it to-day
■ and prevent sickness.
13 MONEY REFUNDED If it fail, when
■ used as directed. All dealers se^

Serious Accident. Joseph Stevens of
East Knox was thrown from his carriage
Monday afternoon and seriously injured.
He was starting for home and when on
upper High street his horse suddenly turned into Green street, upsetting the carriage
and throwing Mr. Steveus forcibly into the
road. He was carried to Dr. Kilgore’s office and did not recover consciousness until
3 o’clock the next morning. He was able to
be carried home, 12 miles, in a hack, Tuesday afternoon. When Dr. Kilgore left him
late in the afternoon he was comfortable
and conscious, but his condition is critical.

one

scalp. If dandruff exists treatment should be
begun at once, for this is but the advance warning of graver trouble. Dandruff is curable only
by persistent and off-repeated effort. I use a
brush made especially for the scalp that will not
irritate but disturbs the follicles, thereby causing
them to be invigorated and kept in activity. My
soaps are pure and free from alkali. My medicines are of the purest material procurable.
Made by a scientific Dermatologist and Specialist
of many years successful practice, and I have
every convenience lor doing the work in a firstclass manner. When in neeu of such work please
call upon

RELIEF

of Belfast met in oaucus Thursday evening, Aug. 4th, to nominate a representative to the legislature.
The caucus was called to order by Charles
E. Kuowlton, chairman of the city committee. Tileston Wadlin, Esq., presided and
George A. Quimby was clerk. On motion
of Mayor L. T. Shales, seconded by Judge
R. W. Rogers, Clarence 0. Poor was nomiuated for a second term by acclamation.

.■

There is a proper method for performing everything in order to produce the best results. This
is especially true in the treatment of the hair and

few INSTANT

F. G. Mixer is to run up the building he
is renovating three full stories. The Misses
Ellis will occupy the store, as formerly, the
front of the second story will be fitted up
for an office for Dr. John Stevens, and the
rear for F. G. Spinney’s clothing business,
and the third story will be occupied by W.
L. Hall, photographer.

Treatment.

Scalp

LITTLE
ONES.

WI '\\ BROWN’S

The Belfast Improvement Society has
a number of substantial hardwood
barrels about the streets for collecting paper and rubbish that would otherwise be
thrown in the street.

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending Aug. fi:
Ladies—Mrs. Ella 0. Gilman, Mrs. Ella M.
Gilman, Pamelia Miller, Miss N. Irene
Murphy, Mrs. Ada Savage; gentlemen—,
A. Alpert, Mr. R. D. Conners, Fred Foss;
Thos. C. Pettit.

spondent says:

KMjWf

placed

wise all well.

The Drexel-Biddle party were so pleased
with Pitcher’s Pond on their first visit
there that last week they bought of Lewis
Pitcher the two lots on the shore of the

IpfgWA REMEDY Shampooing and

G. A. & E. A. Matthews have bought H.
11. Maddock’s paint business and now have
all the departments of the Washington
street carriage works. J. A. Johnson is in
charge of the paint shop.

on

Farm News.
Nominations. The Demvounty have made the fol; ..ns for Representatives to
.lii.-s G. Abbott, Belfast; Win■•toil, Islesboro; Frank A.
F.
-niunt; Eben
Littlefield,
n

The members of Seaside
Chautauqua Circle meet Monday afternoon, August
15th,
with Miss L. A. McDowell.
Roll-call, select quotations.

prices

J1’X *!■

this week—too many to

quote prices

and see us

<•
<

J
,

FREE!

FREE!

|

V

GIVEN AWAY.

A PRESENT TO EACH CUS-

TOMER FOR 6 DAYS, OR UNTIL AUGUST

18,

Steamer Notes. The Grand Army Enin our
campment to be held in Boston this month,
from the 15th to the 20th, ificlusive, means a
We have one table of selected goods worth 10c., 15c., 25o., 35c. to 50c. each, and for
glut of passenger traffic from every section each $1 00 worth of
goods purchased at regular price the customer may select one piece
of the country.
The Eastern Steamship
of the goods on this table which will be given to the customer FREE OF ANY CHARGE
Company is sure to have it’s full share of whatever. -PLEASE NOTICE—For each dollar expended for any of the goods in our
patronage, and Mr. Calvin Austin, the gen- crockery department for the next 6 days you will receive a PRESENT FREE.
eral manager, has made ample preparations
in anticipation of the extraordinary tide of
STICKS w111 be maiked down 50 per cent.
travel on the various arms of the service.
For the Bangor and Mount Desert Division,
HAVE THE LARGEST LINE IN TOWN OF
the fare from landings on the Penobscot WE
river and bay will be, for the round trip,
one fare plus one dollar, and tickets will be
I*- 5UI)VcfNIK UUUU5 ^
issued on August 13th to 19th, inclusive.
They will be good to return as late as IN CHINA, GLASS AND WOOD, AND PHOTOGRAPHS OF
August 22d—The Hallowell Register says:
NORTH PORT AND BELFAST,
“It is the impression that the Ransom B.
Fuller will not return to the Kennebec
Prices 10c and 25c.
route, but will go to the Portland and BosREAO IT OVER AGAIN.
ton route after finishing special work on
the Bangor line. The steamer is too much
of a boat for the river business.’’—Asa
ea^To help to complete your stamp book we will give to EACH AND EVERY
result of the recent disaster to the City of
CUSTOMER in our DRY GOODS DEPARTMENT Friday and Saturday, August 12 and
Rockland od Gangway and Northwest
ledges the Eastern Steamship Company has 13, $5.00 worth of stamps FREE with each first purchase of $1.00, or $10 worth of stamps
decided to erect a fog bell on a tripod on with the first purchase of each customer amounting to $2.00.
Otter Island, to the eastward of Gangway
Strictly cash sale. Goods on account will be charged at regular price.
ledge, at its own expense, and a lighthouse
Prices quoted this week are for one week only.
tender has moved the oan buoy near the
Watch for.next week’s prices, it will pay you.
Gangway ledge to its proper position. It
had been shifted to the eastward by the ice
Trading
stamps with all goods in dry goods department during this sale.
and should have had attention before—
Yours truly,
Farr
of
steamer
was
Capt.
Merryconeag
called to Rockland last Thursday by the
serious illness of his mother. Capt. Shuts
had command of the steamer during his
absence—The Merryconeag took an excursion from Hampden to Castine and
Northport Tuesday, and the Castine was
on the Bueksport aud Camden route.

CROCKERY

DEPT.

« CANDLE

CARLE & JONES,

2 Stores—5 Floors—Main Street, Belfast.

>

ITiE BANKS’ BUSINESS COLLEGE, BELFAST
^

4*

How to Get Interest.

It

If you wish your money to
draw interest, bring it to this bank.

2 per cent
3

“

“

Subject
in

to Check

Savings Dept.

Peoples National

I

|

Capital >50,000.

Surplus $25,000,

MANICURING.
Tor

a first
class manicure for
twenty-five cents call upon

MRS. B. I. WELLS.

*

^
£

|
t

Bank

\

Deposits $365,000

§

FOR SALE.
Union made Plano lop Buggy,
tlmosl good as new. Will sell at a bar
lain. I nquire of
UKO. W. BURKRTT,
Room 2 Odd Fellows’ Block.
24
One

“Don’t Give up the
■The Shipping Question the

Left for Dead

Arm,

Important
People.

Host

Issue Before the American

an

ou

tlie Field.

Is Minus

an

Eye and Three-Quarters of his

Lungs.

Capt. W. Irving Adams of East
Boothbay, Me., recently celebrated
the launching of ttie 100th vessel from
his yard.
The vessel was, of course, a
schooner for the coasting trade and it
was eminently proper that the event
should be celebrated, for it is not every
individual ship builder »vhu lives to
complete his hundredth vessel. The
speeches were many and significant*
but probably the most important utterance of all was the following letter
from Congressman Littlefield of Maine:
“It is certainly a fitting occasion for
calling attention to our merchant
marine, and especially the existing
decadence of our foreign-going mer-

!

THE PARKER

NOMINATION.

_

What A Kansas Paper Says Of It.
j
The candidacy of .Judge Alton B. ;
Parker is in many respects the dullest'
I
j and most uninspiring incident which
j ever occurred in politics. There is
no more justification for the promiI nence he attained than there would be

,

One of the first Grand Army visitors. to the convention is a man who
was left for dead two days on the battle-field of Gettysburg, carried in the
dead wagon to the trench where the i if he had secured it by lottery, or if he
soldiers were buried, and for weeks i had been imposed hap-hazard upon the :
hovered between life and death, appar- people by a datto of Sulu, totally ignoently a doomed man. He is Capt. | rant of our affairs and who, out of
John F. Chase of St. Petersburg, Flor- several guesses at random, guessed
ida, and while he has only one arm, wrong. If an unknown man like Parker without any other recommendation
one eye, and a quarter of his old breathing capacity, he is still very much alive, than a negative and unassailable obscurand preparing for the greatest time of ity can gain the presidency of a country
his life at the biggest Grand Army con- as big geographically and intellectually
as the United States is, then it means
vention ever held.
“I want to let the boys know I am that our ideas and even our system of
here through the old war paper, The government are undergoing a change !
Boston Journal,” said Capt. Chase, as that should arouse the interest and i
he shook hands with all the staff in the concern of the patriotism of the land, j
Journal office, and spoke of the great Formerly no one dared to offer himself
convention—"the biggest gathering of as a candidate for presidential honors
the most famous army the world has who had not proved and distinguished j
ever seen or will see.”
himself in peace or war. There are a
couple of exceptions, but they are
ROMANTIC STORY.
extraordinary and accidental, while
“They all know my story,” he went Parker's case shows deliberation and
BBOOliS, MAINE.
ou, “wounded forty-eight times, left for design.
A national reputation has
dead and unconscious for five days, so i always been required. Local or state DRY end FV*i V
GOODS,
torn and shattered by shot and shell celebrities did not appear as
aspirants
the doctors could see through me, and in the national arena. The people inIH LLIMf-DE PARTMENT
with seven ounces of iron picked out sisted upon knowing whom they voted
of me, when they found to their amaze- for. But Judge Parker, whom ninement I might get well.
tenths of the delegates at St. Louis
“I was in the Fifth Maine Battery, convention had never heard of nine
and was one of the last men working months before, whom no one
thought
the guns after our horses were all shot of making governor of Xew York or
I did not
and most of our men dead.
mayor of Esopus, will be president of
get my medal from Congress for my the United States if Roosevelt is not
small part in that battle, but for being elected. The cunning and daring work
one of the last two men to keep firing David B.
Ilill, backed by Belmont and
our last two guns, when the Fifth
Wall street, similar to the rustling and
Maine Battery was almost wiped out "rooting” practiced by would-be leadat the battle of Chancellorsville, just ers upon the hordes of mutual strantwo months before the Confederates gers at the land opening at Guthrie
came near cooking my goose for me at and Oklahoma
City in 1889, brought
Gettysburg. It was not their fault about these anomalous and unparalled
that they did not, for they sent enough results. If the recipient of this sudden'
cold lead and iron scraps into me to and uexpected renown is defeated lie
kill a dozen men, but the old man is
undoubtedly will disappear as completeI don’t see how I stay on
still here.
ly as have the ephemeral celebrities
living with nearly all the rest of the around Oklahoma’s first land office. At
boys gone, and I expect this to be my the time of his nomination the politilast convention, but I won’t give up ical convictions of
Judge Parker, if he
heart till I stop breathing for good.
had any, were carefully concealed, and
GIRL JILTED HIM.
only enough of them is now being
“My first visit to Boston was on mv disclosed from time to time as is deemed
his managers for camway home from the war, after spend- expedient by
ing eight months in the hospital. The paign effect. The Democrats have
done
funny things, but this Parker
newspapers told how terribly I had
been wounded, and while 1 was sur- nomination is the funniest of all.—
prised and glad when they told me I Kansas City Journal.
would pull through, I had’ one bitter
disappointment. My best girl—for we
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
all had one—stopped writing to me
when she heard how badly I was disSHIPS.
figured, and that hurt me worse than
Abner Coburn, arrived at San Francisco
the rebel shells or the surgeons’ knives.
We sell SHIRT WAISTS and
“Of course my mother and my sister Feb 22 from Baltimore via Montevideo.
A G Hopes, I). Rivers, sailed from KahuDRESS SKIRTS.
wrote, but I felt very badly, as boys lui
May 4 for Delaware Breakwater.
will feel, over the way I had been
A J Fuller, cleared from Sydney, X S W,
treated by the one I eared for most. 1 June 4 for Newcastle and San Francisco.
was only 19 years old then, but big and
Aryan, A. S. Pendleton, sailed from Honostrong for my age, weighing 200 pounds lulu June 7 for Delaware Breakwater.
before I was wounded, although I was
Bangalore, Blanchard, sailed from Kahlului May 21 for Delaware Breakwater.
a skeleton of eighty-seven pounds when
E B Sutton, arrived at Hong Kong July
discharged.
19 from Cheefoo for Honolulu and Dela“Before I went home I fixed up in ware Breakwater.
Boston, got a false arm, a false eye,
Fort George, arrived at Honolulu Aug. 1
had my hair treated, tor I had a fear- from Newcastle, X. S. W.
ful attack of erysipelas, and when I
Gov Robie, arrived at San Francisco Maystarted for home I wasn’t such a bad- 15 from Baltimore.
Luzon, Park, sailed from Honolulu June
looking fellow after all. My sister had 1 for
Delaware Breakwater.
arranged a little reception, and the old
Mary L. Cushing, sailed for Port BlakeFor Ladies* Suits, Skirts and Sh*rt
friends were gathered to welcome me
|Jj
ley July 10, from Port Townsend for Syd- ■B
Waists, Direct from Loom to ihe
when I got home, and among them was
ney, N. S. W.
Manuel Llagu.no, I) C Nichols, cleared ■I Free
my faithless sweetheart.
5®
Samples on Application.
from New York June 4 for Cheefoo.
SQUARED ACCOUNTS.
M Great Bargains, Send for samples re!
Puritan, A. N. Blanchard, sailed from
She was surprised, I tell you, to see San Francisco Nov. 2 for Hull.
how different 1 looked from what she
Paul Revere, Whittier, arrived at Ausexpected, and she tried to make amends, tralian port prior to June 28 from Manila
but I treated her just like my other for Newcastle, N S W.
Reaper, arrived at Honolulu May 30 from
friends, and would have nothing more
N. S. W.
to do with her. A girl who will for- Newcastle,
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from
sake a man in trouble will never make
Newcastle, X S W, Dec. 12 for San Francishim a good wife, and the mother of my co.
‘STROUPS
seven children, who was proud of my
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at Seattle
scars instead of ashamed of them, was
March 5 from Manila.
sunriER
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
a far better wife than my first sweetat Honolulu July.23 from New York.
heart would have been.
SNAPS.”
Wui 11 Macy, arrived at San Francisco
“They tell me that when I came to March 20 from
Ladysmith.
the first words 1 said were, ‘Dill we
Is :tn illustrated booklet
BARKS.
win the battle?" and John It. Sweeney,
just out. describing tr.o
Edward May, sailed from Makawell June
big bargains in New England’s Money Maka Maine miller, wrote a song on that
ing Farms. It will be mailed FREE.
29 for San Francisco.
of
which
1
am
,
question,
very proud.”
A few on easy torm> with stock, tools and
Ethel, Williams, sailed from Newr York
Capt. Chase, who prefers to be called
growing crops included to settle estate
29 for Charleston.
quickly.
“The Cannoneer,” will have his head- July
cleared
Mabel 1 Meyers, C X Meyers,
It you want a quick sale write us for our
quarters at the American House, and from New York July 13 for Bridgewater,
FREE description blanks.
meet old comrades there while in Bos- NS.
We require no payment in advance.
We use our own money to advertise your
ton. lie will lecture in Harwich on
Penobscot, arrived at Buenos Ayres Juite
property.
Boston.
Sunday, and will be a prominent figure 9 from
More than 400 sales in Maine alone since
Rebecca Crowell sailed from Frankfort
at the smoke-talks of the veterans.—
1901 to men from 2<> States is our guarantee
July 29 for Havana.
to you that our methods are right.
Boston Journal, Aug. 3d.
Rose lnnis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
>1. S. STILES,
I
Pensacola April 26 for Axim, W C A.
You need clean healthy bowels just as
Thomas A Goddard, sailed from Buenos
for Waldo County
Brooks,
Manager
much as pure, wholesome food, without
June 2 for Rosario.
either, you cannot keep well. Hollister’s Ayres
A.
E.
SCHOONERS.
Rooky Mountain Tea eliminates all impurities. Tea or tablets. 35 cents.—R. H.
150 Nassau St., New York City,or
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, at HurriMoody.
cane Island July 19 for Philadelphia.
I
Tremout Temple, Boston, Mass., or
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from NewKent’s Hill,iMaine.
w. v.
x.
u. ai via vrcuara.
S.
C.
15
for
Charleston,
News
July
port
Gladys, 11 B Colson, arrived at Savannah
Old Orchard, Me., Aug. 3. Mrs. July 25 from Promised Land.
WALDO S S—Supreme Judicial Court
John E Develin, E L llichborn, arrived
Katherine L. Stevenson, president of
the Massachusetts W. C. T. IT., con- at Brunswick July 27 from San Juan P. R.
April term 1904.
John C Smith, sailed from Bangor Julyducted the department round table at
Israel V. Miller vs. Lottie A. Quinlan.
20 for New York.
the morning session of the interstate
And now on suggestion to the Court that the
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at RockW. C. T. U. institute and temperance land
lefendant, at the time of service of the writ was
July 30 from Philadelphia.
lot an inhabitant of this State, and had no ten
conference
R W Hopkins, llichborn, sailed from Port
today.
Superintendents
uit, agent or attorney within the same, that her
representing State or county depart- Limon June 23 for Mobile.
roods or estate have been attached in this action,
ments contributed what they consid;lmt she has had no notice of said suit and atered the newest and best aids to the
tachment, it is ordered that notice of the LenA CUKHLLllUn.
iency of this suit he given to the said defendant
work of their special department. The
)y publishing an attes.ed copy of this order, tomothers’ meeting as a factor in the
gether with an abstract of the plaintiff writ,
work of the W. C. T. TJ. was followed
To The Editor Of Thf. Journal. A three weeks successively in The Republican
a newspaper printed at Belfast in the
by an open discussion on Young friend of Master Edward C. Walker, sou of' Journal,
bounty of Waldo, the last publication to be not
Woman’s Branch and a Loyal Temper- the late
ess than thirty days*-before the next term of this
Sheriff
L.
Deputy
Walker,
Augustus
ance Legion.
Mrs. Cornelia B. Forbes,
Jourt, to be holden at Belfast, within and for the
wishes to correct an erroneous statement
Jounty of Waldo, on the third Tuesday of Sqppresident of the Connecticut W. C. T.
ember 1904, that said defendant may then and
in a recent issue of The Journal concerning
at
the
U., presided
concluding session
here appear, and answer to said suit if she
this evening. A symposium on “What that young gentleman. The little fellow is
shall see cause.
Attest:
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
is the woman’s Christian Temperance only thirteen years old, and has handled
LTnion doing?” was opened by an ad- the span of high spirited colts ever since
dress by Mrs. Gertrude Stevens Leav- his father’s death, nearly a year ago, and
(Abstract of Pltf. Writ:)
itt of Portland, daughter of the naAssumpsit upon an account annexed to the
with perfect success.
He has never had
vrit
tional president.
for.twenty-seven dollars and seventy-two
She spoke of the
an accident while handling them; in fact,
■ents ($27.7*2)
general work in Maine. RepresentaAd
damnum
$75.00.
tives of the other New England States everybody who knows the facts of the case
Writ dated the $8 day of February 1904, reas a driver
his
to
and
entered at the April term 1904.
urnable
readily
acknowledges
ability
as
their
names
were
called,
responded
Plaintiff's attorney, Frank P. Wilson.
and told what was being done in their and the great proficiency he has shown in
A true copy of the order of Court with abrespective States. All of today’s ses- all his duties since his great loss of a loving stract of the writ.
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk.
Attest:
sion was held in the open grove and and tender father. A week or more ago
3vv 31
were well attended.
Eddie hauled nearly four tons of hay to
Searsport for his widowed mother, and on
'Tis said a bottle and a glass
the return from one of these trips got off to
Will make a person mellow,
Hut Rocky Mountain Tea’s the drink
confer with Mr. C. R. Nickerson about
That livens up a fellow'.
material with which to construct a hay—R. H. Moody.
rack. While thus away from his horses
his cousin, a young gentleman visiting from 1
By the Playground.
Boston, endeavored to turn them around,
BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS
Which of the summer sounds
and turning too short upset the hay-rack
Is sweetest to tired hearts ?—
leaving him, not Edi^ie, is quite a
body,
The low, unwearying hum
tnd Fish Dinners served at all hours.
precarious predicament. Eddie was safe on
Of the bee in the clover bed ?
terra firma chatting with Mr. Nickerson.
The hymn of the thrush at dusk ?
3m28
Telephone 31-15.
Robins that call in the rain ?
The writer is a firm believer that credit
Cool waves slipping away
where credit is due, and
should
be
rendered
From the boat as she sails through the sea ?
so has stated the facts in this case as they
Whisper of wind in the wheat?
Or, from the fresh-smelling field
exist.
When the heaven is thick with her stars,
Veritas.
FOR SALE.
The cricket’s comforting chirp
Swanville, Aug. 1, 1904.
Telling of welcome and home ?

Since the quarantine was
in Massachusetts we have
bee:

ing

Fibroid Tumors Cured.
A distressing case of Fibroid Tumor,
which baffled the skill of Boston doctors.
Mrs.
Hayes, of Boston, Mass., in
the following letter tells how she was
cured, after everything else failed, by

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Mn. Hi*yea’ First Letter Appealing to Mrs. Pinkham for Help:
“Dear Mbs. Pinkham: —I have been under Boston doctors’ treatment for a long time without any relief. They tell me I have a fibroid
tumor. I oannot sit down without great pain, and the soreness extends
up my spine. I have bearing-down pains both back and front.
My abdomen is swollen, and 1 have had flowing spells for three years. My appetite is not good. I cannot walk or be on my feet for any length of time.
“The symptoms of Fibroid Tumor given in your little book accurately describe my case, so I write to you for advice.’*—(Signed) Mrs.
E. F. Hates, BOB Dudley St, (Roxbury) Boston, Mass.

“Every well informed man realizes
that a large merchant marine is an indispensable foundation for a large and

efficient navy. We have made tremendous strides in the last two decades
toward a huge navy, and during that
time our merchant marine has been

gradually decreasing and dwindling.
“A gre'at difference of opinion exists

to the causes which have brought
about these conditions and as to the
remedies to be applied.
There cannot
but be, however, a common agreement
upon the part of intellectual and wellinformed people as to the necessity of
ascertaining the cause and the true
remedy. It is a source of satisfaction,
however, to know that we still have
some enterprising, energetic and successsful ship builders like Capt. Adams,
who proposes to celebrate in a proper
manner his century vessel.
May his
shadow never grow less, and may his
as

Note the result of Mrs. Pinkham’s advice—although she advised Mrs. Hayes, of Boston, to take
her medicine—which she knew would help her
her letter contained a mass of additional instructions as to treatment, all of which helped to bring
about the happy result.
—

“Dear Mrs. Pinkham:
Sometime ago I wrote to you describing my symptoms and asked your advioe. You replied, and I followed
all your directions carefully, and to-day I am a well woman.
“
The use of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
entirely
expelled the tumor and strengthened my whole system. I can walk
—

emu-

lated.-’
The Marine Review submits that
miles now.
there is no issue before the American
“
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound is worth five dolpeople today except the shipping question. The money question Is not an
I advise all women who are afflicted with tumors or
lars a drop.
issue.
The gold standard has been
female trouble of any kind to give it a faithful trial.”—(Signed) Mrs.
irrevocably established and the finanE. F. Hayes, 252 Dudley St, (Roxbury) Boston, Mass.
cial question will not be given a moMountains of gold could not purchase such testimony— or take
ment's consideration.
The country,
the place of the health and happiness which Lydia 11. Piukham's
ton. is committed to the fiscal policy of
Vegetable Compound brought to Mrs. Hayes.
protection and there is no serious intention of adopting any other.
The
Such testimony should be accepted by all women as convincing
revival of shipping is the only question
evidenoe that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound stands
of importance before the people. It is
without a peer as a remedy for all the distressing ids of women; all
the first question to be considered when
ovarian troubles; tumors; inflammations; ulceration, falling and discongress meets in December and it is
to be hoped that it will be settled beplacements of the womb; backache; irregular, suppressed or painful
fore it adjourns. All about and everymenstruation. Surely the volume and character of the testimonial ietwhere over the middle west the people
ters we are daily printing in the newspapers can leave no room for doubt.
axe talking about shipping.
It is reMrs. Hayes at her above address will gladly answer any letters
markable liow much knowledge is being
which sick women may write for fuller information about her illness.
displayed about it. Business men dis- j Her gratitude to Mrs.
Pinkham and Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
cus- it on the street cars and deplore :
Compound is so genuine and heartfelt that she thinks no trouble is too
the absence of American ships from the
great for her to take in return for her health and happiness.
high seas—not from patriotism or national sentiment, but from hard headed,
Truly is it said that it is Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Combusiness reasons, saying specifically 1
pound that is curing so many women, and no other medicine; don’t forthat they cannot reach
the south !
get this when some druggist wants to sell you something else.
American market with their products
FORFEIT if w®oaanot forthwith produce the original letters and signature*of
because there is no communication betestimonials, which will prove their absolnte genuineness.
) VWVV
U11 ij
tween this country and South America.
Lydia E. Pinkham .Medicine Co., Lynn, MMS.
Every pound of export destined for the
rich countries of South America goes
MAIJ3E JNEVVS ITEMS.
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
first to Liverpool, where it meets in
competition the product of British facAmong the visitors at the Wadsworth
tories.
Does anyone pretend to say
Georges River Grange, Liberty, lias adopLongfellow house in Portland last week
that the American product is favored ted the following resolutions:
was one from Belfast, Ireland.
over the British product?
Whereas it has pleased Almighty God in
A copy of the Prohibitory Law (comIt is probably true that more interest i-His wise providence to take from our midst
is being taken in the shipping question jour dear sister, Abbie P. Dennis; tbere- plete) is being mailed free of charge by the
Christian Civic League of Waterville tc
today than has ever been taken before I fore, be it
Resolved, That the members of Georges every sheriff, deputy, constable, selectman,
—and it is being taken by the right inmarshal and editor in Maine.
city
dividual. not the ship builder and ship 1 River Grange extend their sincere sympathy to the husband and relatives, and
The Republicans of Warren, Union and
owner, but the manufacturer and the that llowers be laid on the
Grange altar at Washington have nominated Herbert L.
“man in the street.” Tney are begin- our
meetings for thirty days.
Grinnell of Union as the candidate of that
ning to inquire why it is that a country
Resolved, That these resolutions be class for representative to the legislature.
like this, great in manufacturing and ! spread on our records, a copy sent to The The Democrats of the same class have nomessentially maritime, should have no Belfast Journal, Bangor Commercial aud inated Elijah II. Burkett of Union.
ships: why it is that its great export Bangor Daily News for publication.
A movement has been started by James
trade should enrich the coffers of
E. Dunning, editor of the Portland Daily
Committee
f
on
foreign ship owners. They don’t have
Press, Evening Advertiser and Sunday
to travel far to get at the reason. It
Resolutions. Times, to raise the $5000 required by Commander Robert E. Peary, U. S. N., to start
lies in the higher cost of construction
Arbutus Chapter, O. E. S., Liberty, has on another Arctic venture with the hope of
and higher cost of operation that obthe north pole.
Small contribureaching
tains in tiie United States by reason of adopted the following resolutions:
tions are asked.
tlie protective system. It lies in the
Whereas, our Heavenly Father in His
Among the semi-annual dividends on
fact that other nations subsidized their wisdom has deemed it best to remove from
stocks and bonds payable in Boston August
shipping until trade lanes were estab- our fraternal home to an inheritance eter- 1st were Kockland-Rockport Lime Company
lished.
Great Britain went about it nal, Sister Abbie P. Dennis; therefore, be 5's, issue $995,000, two and one-half per
it
cent., amount due $24,875; Knox & Lincoln
magnificently, and fairly threw money
Resolved, That in losing our sister, Araway until its steamers were touching butus Chapter has lost one who was ever 2d 5’s, 24 per cent., 1921, $400,000, amount
due
at every port in the globe. Has she
$10,000; Maine Central 4’s, $600,000, 24
ready to do all in her power for the good of
got it back? Her steamship earnings .the Chapter; who was always social and per 2cent, $13,500; Belfast 4’s, 1918 R, $477,are her glory.
Even the railways of ! cheerful, and faithful in the discharge of 000, per cent., $7000.
The State assessors have committed the
the United States have notin certain her duties as an officer.
Resolved, That however much we shall taxes on the 16 express companies of the
'•ouibu
uivnc
ui.au
tile
Biupo U1
the total being $10,957.18.
The tax
State,
miss
her
cheerful presence, and her willBritain. Even the great wheat crop of
ing readiness to help, we feel that our loss last year was $10,794.56. The assessors
the United states, which raises to pros- is
also
fixed
the
commitment
the
Pullagainst
her eternal gain and so we bow in humperity a considerable portion of our en- ble acquiescence to the will of Him who man cars doing business in the State at
The taxes last year were $772.25,
tire population in years of fine yield, is doeth all things well.
$1084 36.
not much greater than the earnings of
Resolved, That we tender to the bereaved showing a gain this year of $312.11. Taxes
the great fleets of steamers flying the husband and sorrowing relatives our sin- were also committed on the 5560 corporations, the total being $101,200. The corporBritish flag. But the earnings of the cere, heartfelt sympathy.
Resolved, That in consideration of her ation tax last year was $84,640.
steamers are only part, and a very
This description of a North Anson farm
love for the beautiful we decorate our altar
small part, of the aggregate wealth
might reassure anyone who is worrying
with flowers for two meetings.
created.
Look at Britain’s export
about
the beef strike. The Kennebec JourResolved, That these resolutions be spread
trade in manufactures! It is wonder- on our records, a copy sent to her husband, nal says: “Mr. G. W. Spalding has on his
farm
this
season, 14 acres of potatoes, 1400
ful: but it has been made so simply be- also to The Belfast Journal, Bangor Daily
cause her customers have known that News and Bangor Commercial for publica- apple trees loaded with choice fruit, two
acres of strawberry plants containing 10,000
she could deliver the products.
It is tion.
plants, 1500 blueberry bushes, some of them
Ada M. Ring,
not an idle thing to say that the manuCommittee
)
being 7 feet high, 4 acre of carrots, A acre
on
Mart E. Norton, >
factured exports of the United States
of rhubarb.
He has just worked about 15
Orf.n W. Ripley, ) Resolutions. tons of French dandelions.
would increase one-third had this counEvidently there
is no danger of Maine people starving yet.”
try the same facility for delivering
them that Great Britain has. What
A Swvet Breath
The next annual reunion of the First
Maine Cavalry Association will be held in
would it mean to, increase our manuis a never failing sign of a healthy stomach.
Boston
the third week in August during
factured exports thus? It would mean When the breath is bad the stomach is out
the National encampment.
Headquarters
huge dividends in the pockets of every of order. There is no remedy in the world will
be established at the National Lancers
person in the United States. Xo one equal to Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for curing
on Bulfinch street, near Bowdoin
Armory
could escape its benifieence. All would indigestion, dyspepsia and all stomach dissquare, where the business meeting will be
be included—capitalists and laboring orders. Mrs. Mary S. Crick of White held, and all comrades are requested to rePlains, Ky., writes: “I have been a dyspepand register.
Efforts are being made
men; but the laboring men would get tic
for years; tried all kinds of remedies
the greater part for a manufactured
y the members in Boston to give the atbut continued to grow worse. By the use
comrades
a
day’s outing during the
article is chiefly labor.
of Kodol I began to improve at once, and tending
For further information members
It was a good thought to create the after taking a few bottles am fully restored week.
will apply to C. A. F. Emery, 74 India
Merchant Marine Commission. It has iu weight, health and strength aud can eat
street, Boston, Mass.
done much to bring this important sub- whatever 1 like.” Kodol digests what you
and makes the stomach sweet. Sold by
ject to the attention of the whole eat
Sanfordites in Lincolnville.
R. H. Moody.
people. It has got them thinking and
talking. One has only to look over the
The big launch Overcome, auxiliary to
diverse interests that have appeared
The Phantom Coasters.
the Wanderer, the floating gospel schooner
before the commission to realize that.
of the Holy Ghost and Us society of Shiloh,
Men in all walks of life have testified, The coasters of the
came ashore at Rockland after provisions
past are back.
and it is «bt the ship builders and ship
last Friday afternoon. The Wanderer with
The Emblem, Effort, Enterprise:
owners by any means that have given ’T was long ago
to rack;
went
thirty Sanfordites aboard had been fog
they
bound in Tenant’s Harbor since July 24th.
But lo, they loom before my eyes.
the most invaluable testimony.
The
They are in charge of E. K. Perry and are
commission is now in the Pacific coast, Below
the cliffs that saw them strike
bound to Lincolnville where they will give
where it will be for the next two weeks.
And foaming breakers round them fold,
a series of revivals.
It will have framed its report by the Their skeletons
are hiddeD, like
time congress convenes.
The pirate’s Bible and bis gold.
Meanwhile
A Summer Cold.
the mass of data obtained will be put
A summer cold is not only annoying, but
in readable form for public digestion. Tet now, as in their golden prime,
not
relieved
if
The oiroles of the sea they sweep
pneumonia will be the probThe keynote of the ’report should be:
One Minute Cough
able result by fall.
pass behind the veil of time
“Don’t give up the ship.”—Marine Re- They
Cure clears the phlegm, draws out the inAnd traverse the primeval deep.
view’.
soothes
and strengthens
flammation, heals,
the lungs and bronchial tubes. One MinAbout them how) forgotten gales;
ute Cough Cure is an ideal remedy for the
Above are pre-historic skies;
OASTORIA.
The fleet of Greece beside them sails
children. It is pleasant to the taste and
Bsui ths
yf Tl» Kind You Hsn Always BootfM
A certain cure for
And Troy town’s wreck behind them lies. perfectly harmless.
—Edward N. Pomeroy, in the August At- Croup, Cough and Cold. Sold by R. H.
Moody.
lantic.
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Live Stock
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profits.

If you have live st.,
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j

Dow,
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it is worth dollars to you ;

business was established
Our salesmen have had

I WOOLEN
| CLOTH g

j

(

Milkmen and Butchers \v
for the shipper the
3peuUt0„'

j

Ilarcelius J.

<

We sell each week live,,.
at Brighton market direct

j

V

a

'

ness.

j

chant marine. Industries like that represented by Capt. Adams are becoming
very few and far between on our coast.
It is no doubt true that steamers are
to a large extent, so far as over-sea
commerce
is
concerned, taking the
place of sailing-vessels, and it may be
true that this development is necessarily incident to changing conditions. It
is a source of great regret that we are
being practically eliminated from the
carrying trade of the world, especially
so at a time when our foreign commerce is increasing very rapidly, and is
vastly greater than ever before in our
history. I believe that it is essential
to our permanent commercial and industrial development that the ship
building, ship owning and ship sailing
industry should receive the most careful attention to the end that we maybe able to regain our proper place
among the maritime nations of the
world.
It is neither wise nor safe for
us to be obliged to depend for the transportation of our products to foreign
countries upon a foreign merchant

inspiring example be successfully

I

GETTYSBURG VETERAN.

A

Ship.”

our

methods.

experience.

Our ;1Ve..
>

We guarantee

returns at market valueif you have

us

Sp);

a

live stock

We will keep you post.
market. See our market
this paper.
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BURNHAM,
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SUMMER SCHEltl II,
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Trips

a

Week to Boston

Commencing Monday, May

\

leave Belfast:
For Boston, via Camden and
days at 3.00 r. m older days,
4.30 t*. m.
For Searsport and Hampden, 1
days and Sundays at 7.45 a. m.
For Bueksport. Winterport
except Monday, at 7.45 a. m., h
teamer from Boston.

j

f
\
j

KETt'KM.Xi

j

From Boston dally, except >
From Kockland, via Cniudf
Mondays, at about 5.00 a. m
From Hampden and Searspor
nesdays and Friday-.
From Bangor, via Winterport
Mondays at lJ m., other day1.30 i* M.
All freight via the steamers
UMired against lire and manii
FRED W. POTE. Agent, Belfa-t.
A. 11. HANSCOM, (i. l’ a
AI.V1N AUSTIN
\ ice President and < .< n
V.

Woolen co.j§

j

BELFAST

| Gas I

Electric up a

Electric Wiring of Alt

Electric, Gas Fixtures
Office Washington Street

Telephone number,

44-2.

Mr. McKENZ h.

STROUT,

1

have

Brown’s

Northport,

SPRING

Hot winds bearing the noise
Of a city’s traffic and cries,
And from the little square
The voices of children in song.
Hundreds of children at play,
Circling and singing their glee;
Glad in the gift of today,
The sunshine and warmth of the earth,
The joy of youth but begun!
Chorus of mirth and good will,
Childhood’s treble of hope—
This is the summer sound
The sweetest the tired heart knows.
—Mary White Ovington in Outlook.
Mothers loose their dread for “the terrible
second summer” when they have Dr. Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry in the
bouse. Nature’s specific for summer complaints of every sort.

When you go to buy Witch Hazel Salve
look for the name DeWitt on every box.
The pure, unadulterated Witch Hazel is
used in making DeWitt’s Witch Hazel
Salve, which is the best salve in the world
for cuts, burns, bruises, boils, eczema and
piles. The popularity of DeWitt’s Witch
Hazel Salve, due to its many cures, has
caused numerous worthless counterfeits to
be placed on the market.
The genuine
bears the name E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago. Sold by R. H. Moody.

DMINISTRATOR’8 NOTICE.
The subscriber
□L hereby gives notice that he has been duly ap! pointed administrator, de bonis non, with the
rill annexed, of the estate of
FREEMAN WENTWORTH, late of Knox,
A

n the Connty of Waldo, deceased, and given
>onds as the law directs. All persons having denauds against the estate of said deceased are delired to present the same for settlement, and all
ndebted thereto are requested to make payment

Freedom, July

Ordinary household accidents have

PIGS

■

mmediately.

ADDISON B. SPARROW.
12,1904 —3w30.

no

terrors when there’s a bottle of Dr. Thomas’ Electric Oil in the medicine chest
Heals burns, cuts, braises, sprains. Instant relief.

I A# A

_Men

women, local
ww#%H I CU
representatives for
ligh class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
irfzes Write J. N. TRAINER, 80 East Wash8tf
igton Square. New York, N. Y.
or

\
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superfluous hau
only removes the hair i>«•: h
minutes, but will, if applied
move the hair permanently.
strength of the hair, the leimt
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MRS. B. F. wa I S
15 Main !S>
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Me,

BELFAST LIVERY CO.

DeWitt is the Name.

so

my friends are ready t
me.

THE ELITE,

Shore Acres,

talked

BoyalStomaa

WRIGHT & HALL
Opera Mouse Block. Bell..
-DEALERS IN

PLUMBING, HEATING a"d
GAS

SUPPu£S'

furnish all of the L*1,
late goods in the above liue*
We

can

1

prices.
All labor and material gin*,M'

factory before paid for.

THE

WAQI<i|T

ISORTHPORT CAMP

HRS. L. C. ROSS,

■

NOW OPEN FOR

Lobsters, clams, Bsh ’constantly'
Special attentionglven topaitn"

V
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county
SKARSMOXT.
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;
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mer came near being killed
.tternoon. He was riding on
!,:*11 a wheel strirck a rock,
lie struck on his head
uid was otherwise injured,
is very dry, brooks are
Rain is
t wells have failed.
Many of our farmers are
a good crop has been
,i nd
Kittie Stephenson and
;tiul, w ho have been visiting
\V. Wentworth, visited her
iah Ramsay, last week...
:. went to Belfast last Satmad of feed, which he is
ale....Mrs. Winfield Lunt
is visiting her parents,
ii

Volney Thompson—Mr.

I; liicliards and children of
Md,, are spending the month
,!. 0. Bartlett's.Among
:n attend Freedom Academy
Robert Gay Pearson, Clement
.Miss Georgie Frye is
Mrs. Isaac H. Jackson, in

■
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THE NEWS OF
BBOOKS.

Correspondence.

KliKY.

-Miss

Jennie Prince of Camden is the
guest of Mrs. Mary Bean—Miss Doris
Wentworth, who has been spending her
vacation in town, has returned to Boston.
....Mrs. G. B. Dyer entertained Miss Lulu
Mason of Belfast and Miss Laura Bartlett
of Montville at her cottage last week....
Dr. 0. Vickery of Syracuse, N. Y. istoput
a naphtha launch on Lake Quantabaeook
Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Beifast and 11.
Merriam of Morrill enjoyed the hospitality
of Camp Nepenthe at Lake Quantabaeook
last Friday_The Saturday night hop at
Dirigo Hall was largely attended.
A. S. Heal and wife of Belfast were in
town Sunday_Miss Alice Jipson and
Miss Sargent of Boston arrived Wednesday
and are at Green Acres
A party of
boarders from Miller's Corner took a ride
to Bald Rock,
Sunday_Miss Georgia
Miller is visiting relatives in Camden_
Charles Ross is a guest of his brother, N.
Mrs. Carrie Feudletou, who
D. Ross
was called
to Boston by the death of a
sister, returned Sunday, accompanied by
her sister and mother, Mrs. Bernard, who
are guests at E. T. Churchill’s—George
Plaisted and family of Boston are among
the arrivals of summer boarders in town.
—

—

and Ruby Burnham and
an of Lanesyille, Mass., vishere recently—Miss Ethel
SWANVIIAE CENTRE.
visited friends here last
Mrs. Waldron is slowdy gaining.
Her
ami Mrs. Alfred Stinson of
t visited Mr. and Mrs. Thos. brother, Wilson Pease, from Carmel is with
last week... Frank Bas- her—Mary Cunningham is able to walk
George of Boston, Mass., out and is gaining quite fast.Joshua
Mrs. L. I). Berry’s—Mr. Littlefield had
a sheep shot dead by some
I fierce and daughter Mary
careless hunter..Richard Brown and
.rives here.... Mrs. Melvin
were
of E. A. Robertson Sunguests
family
point visited her mother, day— Isaac ftloKeen has returned to
ii riman,
last week.
Woburn, Mass_Miss Robbins is visiting
Simeon Ellis of Stockton
Nellie Marr_Fred Stickney, who has
Mr. and Mrs. L. I>. Berry
been visiting at Ephraim Knowlton’s, has
.Frank E. Harding is at
returned to his home in Stoughton, Mass.
it vacation from Sharon,
_Wallace Grey has returned to his work
_ne> Ward of Prospect is
on Mt. Waldo.
Mr. and Mrs. Grace and
G.
ances Harding.I.
Miss Lane have returned to Bangor_Mr.
Shute of Bangor spent
and Mrs. Charles Beal of Frankfort were
their families
The enof Mrs. Beal Sunday.
i!il Home Week at the guests
\t'a. Kith. Tile program TIJOV
sharp. All are cordially
Haying is a thing of the past with the
oicnic in < 'apt. .1. S. I lar- I
i' 1,
Mr* Pi-o.l 1.' l,
majority of farmers in this vicinity, and a
v
visiting friends here, 1 bountiful crop lias been harvested. Fight"f Qui’K*}. 'lass., called
ing potato bugs is now in order—Mrs.
bt-rry last week.
Lou Whiting and daughter of Pittslield
have been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
.Smith for a few days ...Mr. ami Mrs. Da;er and daughter Stella
na Warren of Bangor have been visiting
Mrs. Mrs. Warren’s sister, Mrs. K. F. Stone, the
in Vinalliaven
Mrs. Sarah Dross of Thornand
hicago
daughter past week
Mrs. dike is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
vug her mother,
1 vs 11 inla Williams lias Feruald
Mr. and Mrs. Deurge Estes have
Mr. and returned from a few weeks' stay in Mont-it to boston
:■ and soil Fred of IIoulville. .Fred Carter of Montville called on
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman friends in tow n Monday.... Mr. Mansur of
and Miss Sedgwick, who Pittslield was in town a few days last
ai Capt. benj. Atwood’s
week, the guest of Dr. and Mrs. M. T.
■:
for boston on Frida} *s Hodge.
i'avur of boston is the
Rankin. She was one SWANVI M.i:.
m the City of Rockland,
Mrs. Frank F. Nickerson and daughter
Deane of Kverett, who
Gertrude of Everett, Mass., are guests of
Mrs. John Kelley, and
town... Mrs.
Janies her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 11. M Chase....
C visiting his wife’s Miss Grace Noble, who has been visiting
11. Abbott, and sister, her aunt, Mrs. F. A. Robertson, has returnLittle Frances Torrey ed home....Mrs. F. 11. Nickerson left
h birthday Saturday by Thursday morning for a visit to friends in
lo her little
playmates. Presque Isle, her girlhood’s home....Mr.
under the trees, a very and Mrs. C. P. Ferguson of Searsport were
—rved by her grandniotli- guests at Maple Terrace Farm last week....
Mr. Charles Webb of Boston is in town
o
r. and the whole affair
yed by the little folks. Miss Vina Nickerson has been visiting her
Sunday school at
observed his 5th birthday sister Celia in Belfast
billing generous slices of 10 a. in. next Sunday; preaching at 11a. in.
of
Belfast—Mr.
Rev.
A.
A.
Smith
by
his
unong
companions
•d and wife returned from Grant of Winterport was through the place
Miss
Lena
Lane of
with
lish
Monday
trip Monday afternoon.
Bangor has been visiting at Llewellyn
will
Knowlton’s....Comet Grange
resume
IKr
y:
its meetings Aug. 8th
C. L. Walker,
i, the very popular manager
Swanvilie's successful butcher, is doing a
y here, being about to leave
nourishing business and his friends wish
of the new creamery in him continued prosperity....Mrs. ('. AIJ
and little daughter
ahbors and friends gave a Wallace of Boston
Daisy are visiting her mother and sister,
token of respect to himself Mrs. C. B. Wallace-Mr. F. A. Miner of
spacious grounds at the Boston, who has been engaged cutting his
E smith.
The lawn was sister's hay on the late A. L .Walker’s farm,
-ided by Japanese lanterns.
will return home on Thursday's boat. His
mb led and passed a most son, Mr. Albert A. Miner, who has been
dug in social converse. A visiting his aunt, returned to Boston last
iiseoursed most excellent week.
bnudant supply of ice cream
! pleasure to the occasion,
STOCKTON SPRINGS.
eratulatious and expressions
Mr. Charles II. Bean of Ilallowell arrived
we are so soon to lose our
26th to join liis aunt, Mrs. Olivia McG.
imighburs all retired to July
Mudgett, at the home of his cousin. Mr.
ng that they had enjoyed
Mrs. Tapley, the
be remembered—Rev. Harry R. Hichborn
1
of Milo passed Friday three Miss Tapleys and Miss Goldsboro of
the
company of hoardLynn, Mass., joined
■t-ier, L. A. bradford
ers at Pleasant Point early last week, com<m passed a few days revives
in belfast.John ing entirely without baggage, as their
has been spending a few trunks were on board the ill-fated steamer,
5;ves and friends, started | City of Rockland, upon which they were
turn trip for Mexico. Mrs. passengers. Sunday morning two trunks
•main for a while longer were received, the contents water-soaked
Mrs. Sarah Thompson, in and largely ruined. Nothing has yet been
and Mrs. J. II. Say ward heard of the other missing and most necesand Mrs.
way relatives from Morrill sary pieces of luggage-Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Fred Blake of Orland were in town Thursof
Mrs. B.'s
funeral
attend
the
to
.>*.
were guests recently of
day
Thomas Keene.Daniel father, Mr. Oliver Treat, at his late home.
:.
Mass., and his daughter, _Miss Harriet i>. Hichborn returned
d of Montana, were guests Thursday from a ten
days’ visit with
« t
Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim maternal relatives in Orland and BucksG. Hichborn
Mrs.
Herman
b. 1*. Hurd went to Fort- port_Hr. and
arrived from Cambridge, Mass., in their
:<» attend the funeral sericle, Edward Forter... Miss automobile Thursday to find their trunks
is passing a few days in awaiting them in a sorry condition, having
shared the fate of all baggage on board the
; * re by the serious illness of
Miss Lena Wescott of
City of Rockland
her, Mrs. Rebecca Files.
Castine arrived Thursday to visit with her
uncle, Capt. L. M. Partridge, and family...
went to
t. Either died at the home Mr. and Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster
Bangor Thursday to spend several days
Mrs.
Leu
ter,
Comforth, July with Mr. and Mrs. Manley Lancaster
-hurt illness of paralysis, ai Miss Emma Hinckley of Bluehill arrived
Friday to visit her school friend, Miss Susie
ears aud 5 months. She was a
A. Cousens...Mr. aud Mrs. Ilutchiugs of
1
'tephen and Elthea Chase and
Somerville, Mass., aud Mr. aud Mrs.
umly of ten children, two of Charles Grant of Searsport spent Friday
tier. She married Rufus B.
Dr. 1. P. Park,
with Mrs. Rav Bowden
ed May 19, 1889, at the age of
wife and little son left Friday for their
mouths.
Her health has home in
Mass. Rather a brief
Revere,
her for several months, and
the Dr.’s boyhood frieuds call the
tenth did not come unexpect- tarry,
Erskine and little
one_Mrs.
recent
uard to give up the hope that
daughter of Natick, Mass., were guests of
pared a little longer. During Mrs. E.’s
aunt, Mrs. Daniel Thompson,
die was an intense sufferer.
from last Friday to Tuesday.Saturday
however, were peaceful and Mr. Willard Berry took three buckboaid
!
away like one falling into a loads of Pleasant Point guests to Mount
The deceased was a friend to
Waldo for a picnic dinner, 1,062 feet above
'■ady to administer to those in sea level. The weather was ideal for such
stress, a kind and thoughtful an excursion, and Mount Washington,
good mother. She leaves two
Katahdin and the Green Mountains
Mrs. William Kelley and the Mount
were plainly visible from that high point of
hose house she died and who
viewr. Miss Mary Hichborn accompanied
sufferer in her last hours ; also the
as the guest of Mrs. W. J. Luther
Thomas and Charles Chase, of party
Attleboro, Mass... Dr. and Mrs. Truman
loss of one whose memory
Griffin of Pittsfield, with two daughters,
cherish and to whom the arrived
to spend a few’ days with
"lathy is extended. Funeral the Dr.’sSaturday
aged mother, Mrs. Deliah Griffin,
held at the home, Rev. G. L.
and other relatives—Mrs. R. P. Goodhue,
■g... Mr. Nathaniel Knights
Mrs. Sarah Pope and Miss Mary Pope left
: from a visit of several weeks
the Goodhue summer cottage Saturday to
in Newburgh
Mr. and
homes.Mrs.
return to their Boston
d Tozier expect their sou
Olivia McG. Mudgett and Mr. Charles Bean
ly from Concord, N. H., this left Sunday to attend the funeral of their
Sarah Thompson met with a L :1 __lAknW
dent last Monday, slipping
very, at his late home in Searsport. From
i-step and breaking her ankle, there
went directly to Hallowell, where
’mg the patient is comfortable. Mrs. they
M. will remain until her return to
Mallet from Springfield. Me., California in October—Sunday’s Boston
1
Miss Leila Smith’s millinery
boat brought Capt. Albert Colcord,^ whose
"'""lime ago, is receiving good
vessel had just arrived from Tampa, Florida;
Mrs. Rose Gahegan, who is several summer
guests for Pleasant Point,
Wakefield, N. H., was at home and Mr. Harvard F. Colcord of Brooklyn,
"' a few
days-Mr. and Mrs, N. Y., to spend his business vacation with
«i?6r from Fairfield were the his grandmother, Mrs. Sarah R. Clifford.
St 1 : M‘ and Mrs. Eugene Stewart and _Miss Agnes VYescott came Sunday
-Mis. Daniel
V
Murry a short time from the Castine Alumni building at Sandy"I" son, weighing 9 pounds
to the home of her uucle, Capt. L. M.
11 dm
!
home of Mr. and Mrs. Alonzc
’artridge, for a short visit—l)r. Stevens
18111_-Mr. and Mrs
’iikV,""
was called Sunday afternoon to Ilersey’s
were called to Fairfield
h
Retreat at Sandypoint to set the bone of
|'dchell
hiy ]ast weet on account of the the arm—broken
at the elbow—of a young
1
of their daughter, Verm
Vi; '"mss
Bangor lad, who had fallen from a ham*.1>° underwent an operation foi mock_Mr.
Kenah of Boston arrived Tuesrecently. Mrs. M. is stil day at Pleasant Point—Miss Simons of
it:;.',*■ fighter. At this writing she ii Attleboro, Mass., came by traiu Tuesday
Hong as well as can be expected
to join her friend, Mrs. Rowe, ana
iV"1 «*cur»ion to Waterville wai evening
i,\
Miss Susie A.
family at Pleasant Point
quite a large party from thii
hft;.
and guest, Miss Emma Hinckley,
Cousens
1 here were
55 round trip ticketi 1 Miss Clara Mudgett and Miss Ethel Col<)ov Garcelou from Lewiston 1
Uilsn,, irieiuls
,
cord left Tuesday morning to spend several
in town last week_Mrs
,m„
days with old schoolmates at the Castine
r 'slier
is preparing for a trip to
I'm
Alumni Camp at Sandypoint—Mr. and
Sin-,i i" visit her brothers and sisters Mrs. Ralph Uarriman of Ashland, Mass.,
'!
return in September_Mrs. E. E
are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
K: ,M!’ 'yho visited relatives in Lowell > Harriman. We are glad to be able to reM
month, was accompanied on he port the latter gentleman as improving from
W..
“ister-m-law, Mrs. John S his recent ill turn, due, apparently, to the
wh« will spend the summe
in,:
effects of the over-heating from the sun
IHre for her health.
while at work in his garden—Our enterprising citizen, Mr. John Lancaster, is improving his residence by giving it a coat of
paint—Our gardens, lawns and flowers
are still crying out for rain! An occasional
shower and a good deal of fog does not give
the needed root-moisture.
,ii
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Miss Loie Jacobs of Camden is
visitinge
at YY. O. hstes.
T. I Huxford made
Foxcroft recently.
Ethel Woods has been
Mrs. A. E. Kilgore.
The hay crop in this
of excellent quality.

...

CENTRE I.INCOLNVILLE.
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|

Lane haS retur,led from
Aroostook

is

a

business trip
v tc
1

visiting

vicinity

her aunt,

E. A. Carpenter has finished
haying and
again on the road.
a

visit

The Eastern Star Chapter meets August
10th for the initiation of candidates.

Miss Mattie Kelsey, w ho has worked for
the last year in Taunton, Mass., is visiting
her father, Moses Kelsey.

Maine’s buckwheat fields in 1903 avvalued at
per acre,
valued at $11.17.
We could go all along down the entire
list of staple and by-products of the
farm and show by comparison that the
Maine farmer produces more in product and in value per acre than his

eraged 27.8 bushels per acre,
*15.20; Illinois, 15.3 bushels

Mr. and Mrs. Piper of Belfast called on
Mrs. Esther Roberts last week. Mr. Piper
was at one time a barber here.
Charles E. Rolfe arrived home Tuesday.
He is bookkeeper for the Portland Packing
Company at Grand Entry, Magdalen Islands.

x

Those who wish to take advantage of the
cheap rates and visit Boston during the G.
A. II. encampment will do well to see Mr.
Files as soon as possible.

The herds of Maine produce annually 20,000,000 pounds of butter, and the
dairy products amount to yearly $10,000,000. Iler farms support 307,857
head of cattle, 313,982 sheep, 123,773
horses with a value of $10,573,812,
greater than the important stock raising states of Montana or Colorado, and
the quality of her orchard products is
not excelled by any other State.
At the fairs in Maine last year there
were exhibited 1,592 horses and colts,
7,299 head of cattle, 1,571 sheep, 702
hogs and 2,311 coops of poultry. Her
agricultural societies paid out in premiums and trotting purses $45,857.
Could a state which lias "little farming land to speak of" produce such

The time for Sunday services at the vilhas been changed back to 2
p. m. There will be no evening service
next Sunday, as the pastor preaches in
Jackson.

lage church

is vis-

iting ins brotlier, 11 ira.111 l'illey, who is
slowly improving in health. Mr. l’illey
was on the steamer City of Rockland the
night of tlie accident, but saved all liis baggage.
A
new

petition is in circulation to open two
streets, one to begin between Union

hall and the residence of Mrs. < \V. Lord
a square, enter the old Jacksou road between the pants factory and the
residence of Mrs. A. it. Fogg. The other
begins at the residence of .). F. Jewell and
making a square enters the Knox road near
the residence of A. li. Huff. These roads
are needed, as there are no available building lots except at a considerable distance
from the business centre of the village.

iiiiiuxa vuuoni.

and, making

i

Golden Crown Lodge, K. of ]’., had an installation of their officers last Tuesday
evening and entertained as guests the Pythian sisters and friends.
Following is a
list of the officers: A. B. Paysou, C. C.; K.
li, Edwards, V. C.; E. G. Roberts, K. of R.
and S.; Harry Brown, M. of F.: M. .1. Dow,
M. of K.; Janies Jewell, Chaplain ; Herbert
Hamlin, M. of Work; Alfred lluxford, M.
of Anns; George Miller, Outside Guard;
Lew is Cook, Inside Guard. A graphophone
entertainment was given, after which a
bountiful supper was served.
Harvest Home Grange has adopted tlie
following resolution of respect:
It having pleased an all-wise and beneficent Providence to remove from among us
our much beloved and respected brotlier,
Rufue Lancaster ; therefore, be it
Resolved, That we deeply deplore liis
death and that in passing to the great beyond we as a grange have lost a much beloved and exemplary member and the community an upright and conscientious citi-

flavor.

and

#3,000,000

Five Hundred 3Ien Will lie Em-

It

is

a

thos.

Cyrus W. Mathews of Chelsea, Mass., arrived Sunday and is visiting his mother,
Mrs. Marion Mathews.

It will interest

a good many Maine
to know that the work of the
memorial window to the late Marj
Abbie Dodge, the Gail Hamilton of lit
erature, recently placed in the village
church at Hamilton, Mass., was the
work of Cyrus Hamlin Farley of Port
land, a nephew of the late Dr. Cyrrn
Hamlin, the eminent missionary anc

people

Most of the farmers about here have
finished haying and report about two-thirds
as much hay as last year.
W. A. Rich, who is a traveling salesman
for Dinsmore & Son, Belfast, is visiting
liis mother, Mrs. Geo. A. Flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Dodge’s Corner.
P. Farnham -of Boston are spending the
Mr. Farnhaui
summer at G. E. Chapin’s.
brought a line canoe with him to use on the
lake.Mrs. Martin B. Thompson and
daughter, Miss Anna, of Lowell are visiting at C. 0. Feruald’s-Mr. and Mrs. A1
lnond D. Rivers and son of Stoneham,
Mass., are visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Marden—Dr. Charles Hills ol
South Natick, Mass., arrived last Friday tc
accompany his daughters, Marian auc
Edna, home.

founder of Robert college, Constanti-

nople.

MORRILL.

Rev. and Mrs. Wesley Wiggin and sor
Storer, from Whitinsville, Mass., are spend
mg a three weeks’ vacation with hei
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer. Thej
were passengers on the wrecked steamei
City of Rockland—Oscar Storer, Esq.
arrived from Boston last Friday for a shori
visit....Mr. and Mrs. George Weymoutl
from Islesboro are visiting relatives it
town_Mrs. Alvesta Hatch and daughtei
Bertha and Mrs. M. P. Wood and famitj
have returned from a sojourn at Northpor
Campground....We learn that Mrs. C. W
Achorn has gone to a Massachusetts hos
pital for treatment....Mr. and Mrs. I. D
White have been spending several dayi
with their son Laforest at Dark Harbor
Islesboro....Master Harry Carter fron
Belfast has been spending several weeki ,
with his grandmother, Mrs. Sophia W
Hartshorn.

The New York World says: “One o]
the most interesting authorities on the
subject of horses in Maine is Samuel L
Boardman of Bangor. He has made
the subject a special study for years
knows the pedigrees of all the wel
known animals, and some years age
published a book on the nomenclature
of the horses and the track.
Mr
Boardman is a gentleman of the olt
school, and it is rather as a studenl
than as a sport that he comes by th<

knowledge.”
Salaries of K. F. D. Carriers.

Washington, D. C., Aug. 2,1904. Ii
the adjustment of the salaries of rura
carriers in the postal service, it hai
been decided that all carriers appoint
ed prior to June 30, 1904, who were en

titled to the maximum pay of $60< 1
under the rules which governed the es
tablishment of routes at that time
shall receive the maximum pay of $720
but that the schedule which becam<
effective July 1, 1904, and recently an
nounced, shall prevail infixing the com
pensation of all carriers appointee
since June 30.
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REAL ESTATE AGENT,
House
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READ OFFER

Beautiful

©Be NEW IDEA
Woman’s Magazine

City

NEW IDEA PUBLISHING CO

with

BANNER LYE
To make the very best soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner Lye in cold
lbs. of grease, pour the
water, melt 5
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
aside to set.
Full Directions

S. F. Smith farm, 10-room D story house and
ell, barn 40x85 feet, lien house for 400 hens, with
acres of land, running water in house and
barn; loo fruit trees of all kinds. Thisiis one of
the finest places on the coast of Maine, overlooking the Penobscot bay and Mauds. There are
ten steamers passing this place every day. Buildings in thorough repair. This place would have
to be seen to be appreciated.

50 Acre Farm,

Lye

would make an ideal summer borne or a nice
farm. This pi ace i-> under good cultivation and
well adapted for everything. Also has the view
of bay and islands, with plenty of sea weed and
clams at your own shore. Come and see it, for

business.

STATE OF MAINE.

_

TO LET.
Store in Williamson block. Will be put in order
suit tenant. Apply to
H. T. FIELD,

Boston, Mas*

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Whereas, William Sabine <>f Frankfort, in the
County of Waldo ami Slat* <•; Maim-, by his
ami recorded
mortgage deed dated Way ic. 1
m Waldo Registry of I>*-eil>. Book ‘ji'.s. Page 11*:,
conveyed to K. ii. DaHu. tbo undersigned, of
Bangor, in the ( eiinty of lvm»h*r«»t and State of
Maine, llie following deseril.rii pared ot real estate. situate in said Frunkiort. in said County of

Small House

Beautiful Home

Northporl avenue, at the end of the square, 2
story house, ell and stable, 4 acre of land. House

On

rooms and bath.
Furnace. Cemented
cellar.
A fine view of I Belfast bay and islands.
This is a fine summer, or all the year round
home. Will have to be seen to be appreciated.
Apply at once.

Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation,
Belfast, August 1, A. D. 1904.
Waldo ss.
Upon the annexed libel, it is ordered by me,
Court,
the undersigned, a Justice of said
that notice be given to the libelee by publishing
an attested copy of the same, or an abstract
thereof, together with this order thereon, three
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a
newspaper printed in Belfast, in the County of
Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days at
least before the next term of said Court, to be
holden at Belfast, within and for said County,
on the third Tuesday of September next, that he
and anmay then and there appear in said Court
swer thereto if he see fit.
WM. P. WHITEnOUSE,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
3w29
A true copy of Libel and order of Court thereon.
Attest:—T1LEKTON WADLIN, Clerk.
3w 31

Works, Philadelphia

Charles Richardson & Co.,

On Cedar street, near Franklin street. House
ell and stable with 22 square rods of land, with
all kinds of fruit. This is right down town and
ought to go quick.

A Snug Little Home
On Bradbury street, containing 6 rooms, 14 story
house 25x28 with ell. 4 acre of land, two nice
wells of water, 10 minutes walk to P. O. This is
handy to town and would make some one a nice
home for a little moi ey. If you are looking for
a farm or house, or any other kind of business
call at my office and I can help you out.
2 1-2 Miles Out.
A good little place; house 5 rooms, woodshed,
hen house and stable. All in good repair. Nice
well of water at the door. This place has 8 acres
of; land, cuts 4 tons of hay, has 85 apple trees,
all young and good fruit. Has some hard wood
Will be sold
Good neighbors.
on the place.
very reasonable.

mar-

Every Package

’—free.

The Pecn Chemical

Double Tenement House.
No. 197.
Located on Northport avenue, one of Belfast’s
prettiest streets, within easy walking distance of
the shops, schools, churches, stores, ete. Has a
magnificent view of the bay and islands. House
contains 14 rooms and is fitted for two families,
is in good repair, good well of pure water, stone
cellar: barn 24x32; city water in house. This is
a good place to buy for either a home or an investment. Price oni\ $lsoo.

Tuesday of September,

on

Banner Jye is pulverized. The.can
may be opened and closed at will, permitting the use of a small quantity at a
It is just the article needed in
time.
It will clean paint,
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, sotten water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipes.
Write for bookLt "lees cj Ben net

99

Two-story. 7-room house and ell, barn 40x42
feet, ail in tin** repair. Brook running through
the pasture. Wood enough lor the place. This

Belfast, Maine

New York

Soap=Making

Machine Shop or Factory.
We offer for sale the brick building formerly
the Howard Screw Driver Co., located on Washington street, Belfast. Lot contains
8,000 feet, has a separate engine room and would
be a good place for any kind of a manufacturing
business. In good repair and will be either sold
or let.
Price si,out).
Fast Side Property.

we mean

Broadway.

Easy and Quick!

occupied by

I

636

Residence.

This property is located on one of tlu* b» >t residential streets in tin* city and consists of 1 a?re
of hind, two story 9-room house, cemented cellar,
hard wood linisli, city water, furnace in cellar,
stable, 30 apple and 4 pear trees. A magnificent
view of bay. Good drainage. B'inds. screens
and outside windows. One of the most desirable
properties we have ever offered. Price $3,500.

O 3l I

lawfully

BELOW

is. without ex
tMn.the •>.•*«’ 5<»-cent majrazineptiblishe 1.
It is an —t:.• r:f.
.1 ;. ,:ters pertaining!
!re>s. an 1
contains the latest an m. st ra-:: al styles t.. I
t. m,
am whert in the mar.a-ii..-u
i. If y u wish t« dress »-•’.!
at a
rate « ■;
••.the\fV Il-HA Wi-MANs MAGA■
ZINE is a
a. h issue contains Hlustr.
iihc i.e. e<>:ty.
1 r..
>
lions in
It treats also fall subjects interestinc
•»
women it.
:r 1
n.c !i!e. Send y.nir name to-day witi
cents uni v
i'l uter y
s
rmtmn for one year, anil
i.ui' also the I-1.1! Mery Outfit shi wn above.
He sure to mention this paper when you write.

Shore Lots Almost in the City Limits.
Thirteen acres of perfectly cleared smooth hay
land, free of rocks and running with a gentle
slope from Northport avenue to the shore, within
one mile of Belfast post office.
Taken altogether
this is the most desirable piece ot land In the
market at the present time as it is all right for an
investment as the crop of hay every year will pay
the interest and taxes and leave a profit. Will
sell this in whole or In part. Price Moo per acre.

SALT.

was

GIVEN~AWAY

Thi3 Handsome Embroid&ry Outfit, stamj e I on u > ! nn-.
tern!, will
fr
fc h ir^e. It
nsi
of
CrysauthetnuM enter.' e ei II M in.: with fi !> ilies
e.v.l. 5x5 in.
iinty i‘ I'.tr-. 2 Anchors for sa:'u suit. 1
r. '.! >..
B -•kmark. 2 liutternies
2 Autumn I.e.'oes ami
S Conventional Designs for shirt-waist ornamentation.

bargain.

J

Wald.*, and hounded and described as follow s, to
Wit:
Beginning on the road leading from Frankfort
to Pro-pcct past tin- Mount Waldo Granite Works
wharf at the southeast corner of land now or
formerly occupied by N. K. Downs; thence southerly on the west line of the above named road
about three hundred and eighty-five 385; feet to
a stake; thence westerly two hundred and fifty
(250) feet to a stake; thence northerly one hundred and forty (140) feet to a stake; thence easterly one hundred and thirty 113<>> feet to a stake;
thence northerly two hundred and forty-five (245V
feet to a stake at the southwest corner of land
occupied by the said Downs thence easterly on
the south line of said Downs' land to the above
named road and place of beginning. Being the
same premises conveyed t" William Sabine by
Amos W. Carter, by bis deed recorded in Waldo
Registry of Deeds, »'<w>k 2«»7, Page tit. And
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, now. therefore, by reason of tin* breach
of the condition thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure of
said mortgage.
Dated at Bangor. Maine, this twenty-second
K. 11. DAKIN.
day ot July, A. D 1904.
3w30
Bv W. B. Peirce, his Attorney.

Facial

Massage.

>

Look at This.
If you are in want of any kind of property call
at my office. Shore lots all. prices. Farms from
Houses from $401) to $20,000.
$400 to $6,000.
Come in and we will talk it over. Will be glad
to show you any property 1 have on my list.
Office over Moody’s drug store.

guilty

to

TO BE

for Sale.

For Sale.
Brick store on Main street, thoroughly built
from top to bottom, -jo lect of land back, and
right of way to Cross street. It lias counters,
shelves, drawers, all ready for any kind of business, centrally located, .-ill right tor dry goods,
grocery or hardware, in fact for anything, us it is
light in the centre ot the city. Will be sold at a

Coro

ried to the said Arthur G. Thompson at Unity in
said County on the fourth day of June A. D.
1899, by James Libby, Esq,, a Justice of the
Peace in said County. That two children have
been born to them, to wit, Vivian B. Thompson,
aged four years, and Albert Thompson, aged one
and a fourth years old. That ever since said
marriage, said'libelant has conducted herself
towards her said husband as a chaste, faithful
and affectionate wife.
Vet the said libelee, wholly unmindful of his
of cruel and abumarriage vows, has been
sive treatment towards said libelant.
That said libelee in December A. D. 1901, committed tlie crime of adultery with some woman
to your libelant unknown and thereafter in said
December, A. D. 1904, communicated to said libelant the disease know as Gonorrhea.
That the residence of said libelee is unknown
to said libelant and cannot be ascertained by
reasonable diligence and she avers that she has
made reasonable diligence and cannot ascertain
the same.
Wherefore she prays that she may be divorced
from the bonds of matrimony now existing between her and her said husband and that the
care and custody of her said minor children may
be given to her.
LILLIaN B. THOMPSON.
August 1, 1904.
August 1,1904.
Waldo ss.
Personally appeared before me. Liman B.
Thompson and made oath that the above allegation relating to the residence of said libelee is
true'
W. P. THOMPSON,
Justice of the Peace.

lbs Kind You Have Always Bought

BELFAST.

Here is a Bargain.
farm, i)-ro m house. U story and ell,
barns, clay loam, cuts 45 tons of bay, orchard
of too trees, it; acre wood lot, pastures -jo head of
cattle, water in pasture and house, land nearly
level. Buildings in good repair. Good neighbors.
Three miles from city. A bargain for somebody.

A. D. 1904
B. Thompson of Burnham in said
County, wife of Arthur G. Thompson, re-

LILLIAN

06

Liluileu lickels for Boston aie now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast anil all stations on Branch.
Through tickers to all points M ost and North
west, via all routes, for sale hv L. W. Chough
CEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager,
F. E. Bootubv. Gen’l Pass, anil Ticket Agent.

1 has 10

spectfully represents*that£she

00

A 60-acre

STATE OF MAINE.

on

M

21
31
60
08
17
26
40
60

tFlag station.

Here is a Good Trade.
One and one half story house and ell, Ifi rooms,
good cellar; barn 40x40 with cellar. This farm
has clay loam, well adapted for any kind of crops.
Has been a milk farm for years. Outs 35 tons of
hay. Hus so apple trees, mostly Baldwins. Pastures 14 cows, lias from 4oo to 50o cords of hard
wood.
Three miles fr< m city, one-half mill* to a
small village. Good school and church. This is
worth looking at.

WALDO SS.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court next to be held at Belfast, within and for the said County of

Waldo,

t4
4
4
6
5
t5
5
t5
t6
6

+9 30 tl2 17
19 40 M2 37
9 45
12 45

Belfast, arrive

Five minutes’ walk from Main street. House
30x36,
stories, o rooms, good cellar with brick
underpinning. Two woodsheds. Large enough
for two small families. Will be sold at a bargain.

"I had stomach trouble tour years,'* says
Bee. ILOolbath Alpena, Hick., "which was
Be had that at times I was reread to remain
la had. At last I waa ladaoad to try Kod«
Dytpepala Cara from which I received Immediate relief aad a taw hottlaa effected a
complete euro.'*

^

Waldo..

City Point.

F. S. HOLMES,

Why is it They so Seldom
Agree With Us?

Dyspepsia

Benton. +7 06 t9 20
Clinton. +7 15 +9 35
Burnham, depart. 8 30 10 20
Unity. 8 48 10 50
Thorndike. 8 57
11 15
Knox. +9 06 til 30
9 20
Brooks.
12 00

FOR SALE BY

of every ‘descripion. Furniture,

!

bedding, carpets,
stoves, e,tc. Antique furniture a
specialty. If you
___have anything to
;
sell drop me a postal card and you will receive
WALTER II. COOMBS,
a prompt call.
Coiner Cross and Federal St., Belfast
ly52

MY FACIAL WORK I use a medicated pad
for steaming the face, and a cream i'»4 massaging that is composed of the purest ingredients. It has a beautifying and cleansing effect. It not only erases tin* lines but heals
the skin and removes from the pores the impurities that accumulate and make the skin rough
and unwholesome, li has no equal for softening,
cleansing and nourishing the skin and developing
the tissues when properly massaged.

IN

MRS. 15. F. WELLS,
13 Main Street, Belfast.

$35.65 World’s Fair. $35.65
IP day round trip ticket, including P
days’ accommodation at the American
Hotel for the above price. First-class li

A

FOR SALE.
The house and lot on Belmont avenue, in Belfast. owned by Will R. Howard, is for sale and
can be bought at a bargain.
Inquire of
20
JOHN R. DtJNTON, 14 Main Street.

Finale Mills Wailed
At Taunton Insane Hospital,

Taunton, Mass.
Wages $16 per month. Advance in wages may
be expected if service is satisfactory.
19tf
J. P. BROWN, M. D., Supt.

Rocky

IVlounlain Tea

Nuggets

A Busy Medioine for Busy Feopla.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.
▲ specific for Constipation, Indigestion. Live
and Kidney Troubles. Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form, 85 c°nts a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Dwco Company, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
R. H. MOODY.

%

t

K. ticket

over

noted scenic route via V lute

Mountains, Montreal, etc.
Room 5 days at “Inside Inn” for $‘2.5
2titf

extra.

BEE KM AN’S TICKET AGENCY,
Maurice W. Lord, Agt.,
Hayford Block.
r k nn

r An

r>

lAlilVl

TUI!

oALL.

■ r

The GEORGE H. RANKIN farm in Lincolnrille. known as the Snow fain
It contains 80
acres, with buildings, and can b*» bought at a
bargain. Address or inquire of
15tf
JOHN R. DUNTON,
Administra tor on the estate of Geo. LI. Rankin

KID GLOVES
C LE AN8ED to look

HOLLISTER’S

_

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.

the

Real Estate

THINGS WE
LIKE BEST

ble at

none.

origi-

PH

3
13
t3
4
14
4
6
5
16
16

p

___

magazines—barring

7
...17 38
45
53
15
35
45
20

Thorndike. 7
Coity.
7
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clmtou. 8
Benton. 8
Bangor..11

Watervilie. 7 00
7 00
Bangor

3, 35, 37 Front St.,

strong, sweet, pure story of real people
and is full of human interest and pa-

yalll°.f7f5
Brooks.
26
Kdox

A

Ida Thompson and daughter of
Lowell, Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
C. 0. Fernald.

FM

1 30
11 35
1145
1 f-6
12 1-8
2 15
2 23
2 45

am

Blacksmith

Mrs.

BELFAST.
.04

COLUMBIA CONSERVE COMPANY.

Anthracite and

Mrs. Don Gates and two daughters of
Dixfield are visiting her sister, Mrs. James
W. Smart.

FROM

Ros-on

IMPORTERS OF

‘Holman F. Day’s story, The TrouBishop’s House, in the August
Frank Leslie’s magazine, is by far the
best piece of fiction in the mid'-summei

follows:

run as

Bos.ou,jw.u.

Groceries.

Sixty Year*.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has beei
used for over sixty years by millions o
mothers for their children while teething
with perfect success. It soothes the child
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wini
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggist
in every part of the world. Twenty-fiv
cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable
Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Sooth
lng Syrup, and take no other.

Our

perfectly ripe

Grain, Feed, Feeds,

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Harrimanof Brewer
visited Mr. and Mrs. Janies W. Harriman
last week.

Boston, will

new

flavor of

delicious

Kodol

litararv Npws Anri Nntat

pure

Belfast, depart
7 CO
City Point.17 < >6

process retains the
nal color and

ployed.
The preparations now iu progress at
High Island, South-Thomaston, are indications of tiie extensive granite operations to be conducted there by AV. J.
Gray & Sons of Philadelphia, one of
Cures All Stomach Trrablaathe largest granite firms in that city.
only hy ACDaWm AOo. Ohioans.
All is bustle and activity on High Prepared
Tie II. bottle eootalaa SH time* the tbc fin
Island these days and a force of 300
r ■ fleer
laiorivo
workingmen is employed. The firm
will have expended over $100,000 before KWiirsumc UIKI
W9UK9
they are ready to begin on the $3,000,- ! |ki la mom Uttla
foe
pill*
aooatipaUoa.
000 contract which will take a force of
500 men three years to complete.
The
R H MOODY, DRUGGIST
contract is to furnish granite for the
erection of the mammoth new AVanamaker store in Philadelphia, which is
»*THEH
to be the most magnificent and costly
zen.
iu
this
fambuilding
to
to
the
dry
goods
country,
we
extend
Resolved, That
The stone found on High Island is an
ily in their hour of deep affliction our sinexcellent pink granite. G. G. Glover
cere sympathy and kindest feelings of re& Co., now has a big gang of carpenters
gard.
Resolved, That our charter be draped in on High Island building two boarding
mourning; that these resolutions be spread j houses and a cutting shed. The latter
upon our records and published in The is situated near the waterstand
alongRepublican Journal; also that the secre- j
a big granite wall recently comtary be instructed to transmit a copy of side
JOBBERS OR
It .will he 125 feet long, 90 feet
these resolutions to the family of the de- 1 pleted.
wide and 3$ feet high.
About 200
ceased.
Committee
C. F. Fti.es,
1
A large
cutters will be employed.
on
Vesta Rose,
granite wharf is built for the loading
Josephine Lane, Resolutions. of schooners. A traction railroad is
laid from the quarry to the wharf.
NORTH SEAKSPORT ITEMS.
Another pile wharf has been constructFred Nickerson of Waldo was in town ed close bv. The
company has installed
last week.
its boilers and engines and compressed
George Hicks of Plymouth was in town air plant and sheds will be built around
last Saturday and Sunday.
them shortly.
Across the narrow channel is the
The dance at Janies W. Harriman’s last
once famous liix Island, where some
Friday night was well attended.
*
35 years ago 1500 men were employed *
There will be a social dance in James li. on
granite contracts. The buildings are
Mardeu’s ball next Saturday night.
now used by the laborers on
High Dealors in the finest quality of
Miss Helen Littlefield of Prospect is Island, but when the two boarding
working fur Mrs. Florence Cleaves.
houses are completed they will live
■
Mr. and Mrs. A. I). Rivers of Stoneham, there. AATien the Owl’s Head road
Mass., are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Janies E. reaches South Thomaston village a
Marden.
ferry will be established between High
The railroad
Miss Helen M. Carter of Chelsea, Mass., Island and the mainland.
will
be a source of convenience fot
ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
is visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Marion
Mathews.
freight and passenger handling.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mathews of Bangor
visited her sister, Mrs. Herbert II. Felker,
last week.

a

in color!

product

tomato

What's the reason the things we Ilka
beet so seldom seem to agree wtth 0*7
Maybe lt’a because we overeat of them.
Then follows a flt of lndlgi "Uoa.
Only lasts a day or two perhaps Bat
a most uncomfortable day a* two.
lt|s
We don’t mean to abuse our atoraaoha
but wa all do It more or leaa. We see
things we want nod cant resist
the longing for them. When ltt too
we regret our rashnesa.
But
j lata
there’s a way to eacape the oonseof
such
Indiscretions.
A
doss
quenoea
of a good digestaot like Kodol DysCure
will
rellava
at
once.
you
pepsia
Indigestion is always due to the
lame cause. Your stomach Is too weak
results?
Maine lias upwards of $,000,000 acres to digest what you eat. It needs rest.
of improved farming lands, and many You can’t rest It by going without
thousands of acres now unimproved food. That would mean starvation.
which could lie brought under cultiva- But Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will rest It.
tion ami made to yield satisfactory re- It does the stomach’s work. In tha
mean time the tired organ Is gaining
turns.- Xew England Farmer.
fresh strength. Before long It will be
u strong as ever.
You don’t have to
HIGH ISLAND.
diet. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure will dikind
of wholsome food.
A
Granite Contract To I5e Cut gest any
Tliere.

is

Catsup,”

$12.41.

T. I. Huxford, 1. S. Staples and A. II.
Payson are delegates to the Republican
county convention in Belfast.

Pilley or Norwood, Mass.,

ored

speak of in this state.”
Such a display ot ignorance is unbecoming to a journal which professes to

duced 10,322,508 bushels of potatoes,

entertained her
and sent the

On ami after June 6, 1904, trains
connecting
Burnham and Watervilie with through train,
lor and fmm Bangor, Watervilie. Portland and

at

valued at *7,432,249—an average of only
72 bushels per acre.
Maine's wheat crop in 1903 averaged
254 bushels, valued at *24.44 per acre.
The average yield of wheat in Illinois in 1903 was 8.4 bushels per acre,
valued at $0.28.
Maine’s barley crop in 1908 averaged
29.9 bushels per acre, valued at $21.23.
Tbe.Illinois barley crop in 1903 averaged 28.2 bushels per acre, valued at

Sunday school class last week
little ones home happy.

Bennett

Columbia, “The Uncol-

of 190 bushels per acre.
Illinois in 1903 on 143,307 acres pro-

Mrs. F. L. Thompson of Boston is visiting
her mother, Mrs. Mahala Forbes, and other
relatives in Brooks.
Merritt

Sets The Writer
England Farmer
Eight.
The Chicago Inter-Ocean in a recent
review of real estate said of Maine:
\s to farming land there is little to
The New

above paragraph.
Maine produced in 1903, on 87,077
acres, 17,004,092 bushels of potatoes
valued at $9,557,572—an average yield

A. E. Chase and wife returned from a
trip to Portland and vicinity Saturday.
Ray’Mosman of Lisbou Falls is spending
the summer with his uncle, C. A. Hobbs.
L. P. Judkins and wife of Livermore
Falls are visiting their daughter, N R
Cook.

Mrs. Frances

Read
the
neck
band.

be the leader of western conservatism
and intelligence. It shows, however,
how little the old middle west knows
Reference to the
of the modern east.
census reports and statistics of the U.
S. department of agriculture will give
the editor of the Juter-Ocean a different opinion of Maine as an agricultural
State than the one he expresses in the

is large ami

Millard Chase has returned from
with friends in Lewiston.

A WESTERN VIEW OF MAINE.

as

good

MRS. B. F.
251

Home

5 Main

as new

at

WELLS,

Street, Belfast.

Lmployment Bureau.

Room 209, Savings Bank Building, Waterville,
Me. Fir st-class help furnished with good positions in all lines, both m and out of town. Let
us know what you w ant and we do the rest.
No
charges unless successful. Call or send stamp
for blank
tfil

Miss Mabel Towle of Minneapolis is the
guest of Mrs. D. S. Beals.
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Sweetser of Dixfield
•re visiting relatives in town.
Miss Ada Mahoney of Vinalhaven is the
guest of Miss Henrietta Gerry.
Mr. Phillips Williams was in Waterville
day last week on business.

one

Mrs. Esther Griffin arrived home from

Koxbury, Mass., by boat Tuesday.
Misses Emmie and Eunice Whi turn arrived Friday uight from Augusta.
Misses Midieand Alice Blanchard spent
Thursday with friends in Bucksport.
Mr. Louis Pendleton left bv boat Wednesen route for Minneapolis.

day for Boston,

Mr. James F. Woods and son Harold arrived Si1 iday and are at Mrs. J. Webber’s.
Mr. Fred Smith and Mr. E. A. Gross are
to serve on the jury in the September term
of court.
Mr. E. A. Barker of Cambridge, Mass.,
the guest last week of Mr. and Mrs. F.

■was

S. Dyer.
Miss May Kent of Koxbury arrived Tuesday ami will spend her vacation at “The
Stevens.”
Mr. and Mrs. William Ford and children
left Monday by boat for their home iu Roxbury, Mass.
Miss Ethel Wentworth, who has been
spending her vacation iu town, returned to
Boston Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. William K. Morison of Mina
neapolis arrived Wednesday to spend
•
month in town.
Cant Melvin Xichols arrived Sunday
from Seattle, Wash., and will visit friends
until September.
Miss Celia Sargent of Bath is spending a
vacation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Leander Sargent.
Fred Blanchard is at home for a few
days with his parents, Capt. ana Mrs.
William Blanchard.

this race:
Wilson, b

g, by
Bayard Wilkes,
(Boggs).1

Misses Jessie Nickerson and Ellen Farsum returned Monday from a week’s visit
in Bar Harbor.

Rosie Wilkes, hr m, (Ireland).2
Nelsonita, cl> m, (Bartlett).2
Robby Wilkes, ch g, (Gentner and

1
2
3

1

2
4

Holmes).t! fi 3
Elsie Snow, b m (Chenery).4 4 5
Dewey Dumas, b m, (Kyle).3 5 t»
Time, 2 264, 2.234, 2-26.
Thursday’s races were exciting and a big
crowd was present. Only one Belfast horse
participated. The Kennebec Journal report

Mr. Ralph Whittier of Bangor made a
brief visit last week to his aunt, Mrs.
Hannah l’endletou.
Mrs. Cyrus Colson and children, who
have been visiting friends in town, left
Friday for Island Falls, Me.
Rev. R. G. Harbutt of Castine was ir
t >wn last week to attend a meeting of the
Cordon Cemetery Association.

says:

The 2.20 stake was the first race called at
2 o’clock and the field was composed of
seven horses as follows: Bisbee’s “Decima
Dean;” Johnson’s “Day Brook;” Humphr< yville’s
“Fairview Chimes;” Burrill’s
“Blanche I’;” Richardson’s “Earl FBonnallie’s “Joe Hedge;” and “Isabelle” of
the Pearl Brook Stock Farm.
This race
was the hottest race ever seen at the Pittsfield track. Isabelle captured the first two
heats with Fairview Chimes a close second
in the second heat In the third and fourth
heats Fairview Chimes secured first place
while Isabelle dropped back to second and
third places respectively. In the fifth heat
affairs
took a new turn and Decima Dean
I
forged ahead and won the heat and the
sixth one as well. Day Brook, of the Calais
Stock Farm string, driven by Mayor Johnson himself, went lame in the fourth heat
and had to he drawn. At the close of the
sixth heat of this race it was sunset and as
no races can be started after sunset the

Mrs. F. W. Smith, who has been tin
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. S
Smith, returned Friday to her home in
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos D. Carver, Miss
Blanche Nickels and Master Clifford Car
were in Bangor for a few days las
week.
ver

F. II. Park, Henry Kneelard and II. N
Colcord were delegates from Mis town t(
the Republican county couveu Jon in Bel

fast, August

0.

Mr. George W. Blanchard of New Tort
Wednesday and Thursday iL
spent
town, the guest of his sister-iu-law, Mrs
Elizabeth Blanchard.

Among the arrivals from Boston Sunday
were Capt. Han Goodell, Mr. Bert Kent
Mr. Leo Hamburger, Mr. Henry Black
and Miss Mabel Towle.

postponed.
The first race Saturday afternoon was the
final heat of the 2.20 stake, which was postponed from Friday night, with Isabelle,
race was

Mr. and Mrs. J E. Poor and Mr. A. II,
Groescliner of Watertown, Mass., whc
were on an automobile trip to Bangor, were
delayed m town Sunday by the breaking
A worn out cog wheeJ
down of the auto.
was the cause.

Decima Dean and Fairview Chimes each

A.

having won two heats. Isabelle, the handsome bay mare from the Pearl Brook Farm
North Belfast, was the successful steed and,

Our Semi-Annual Red Tag Hark DownU

Bailey. Id Belfast, July 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred W. Bailey, a son.
Crocker. In Hancock, July 4, to Mr. and Mrs
Frank B. Crocker, a daughter.
Cunningham. In Penobscot, July 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harland D. Cunningham, a daughter.
Torrey. In Deer Isle (Beach), July 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. Daniel W. Torrey, a son.
Torrey. In North Deer Isle, July 28, to Mr.
and Mrs. Wellington Torrey. a son.
Wood. Id Belfast, Augusts, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Wood, a son.
Webster. In Searsport, August 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elmer Webster, a daughter.
..

Clothing and Furnishing Goods

marmed.
Houston-Cowing. In Dedham. July 30, Alton J. Houston of Bucksport and Miss Ida Cowing of Dedham.
Lunt-Lunt. In Long Island. July 29, John
B. Lunt and Miss Eva Lunt, Doth of Long Island.
Vinal-Comery. In Warren, August 2, Dr.
Chester A. Vinal of Lynn, Mass., ana Miss Mar-

*

Is

in full blast, and will continue all this month. Having decided on the policy of clearing out
absolut
entire stock at the end of each season, regardless of cost, we have marked the red tags at
low prices. We have on hand about nine or ten hundred Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s Suits, Overcoats and
coats, which we are willing to sell at less than the cost of manufacture. Read below a few of the
now

wonderf,*''

our

gene M. Comer y of Warren.

DIED.

we have in store for you.
Cut out what you see that interests you; make it a
Adams. In Rockland, August 2, Evelyn Ausale. The saving effected will surprise you.
gusta (Fisher), widow of George Adams, aged 52
years, 7 months and 20 days.
Black. In East Hampden, August 3, George
Jesse Black, youngest son of Mr. aud Mrs. Wallace B. Mack, aged 1 year.
A BARGAIN FOR THAT BOY.
MEN’S SUMMER
Blake. In South Hrooksville, July 23, Sarah
A., wife of Seth E. Make, aged 67 years, 9 months
Boys’ Knee Pants Suits, sizes 4 to 16 years,
and 29 days.
OUTING SUITS.
regular price $5.00, reduced to
Bunker. In Islesboro, August 8, Betsey A.
60
Bunker, aged
years.
53.95
Gerrish. In Vinalhaven, July 31, Benjamin | We have used the knife unmercifully on these.
F. Gerrish, aged 74 years, 7 months and 5 days.
Just the time when you want to wear them,
$3 and $3.50 Suits reduced to
Hatch. In Stonington, July 14, Cornelius M.
too. $10 and $12 Suits, made from tine home$1.95
!
Hatch, aged 76 years aud 11 months.
Heald. In Appleton, August 1, Horace Heald, ;
spuns and flannels reduced to
aged 59 years and 9 months.
$7.95.
Jameson. In Northport, August 8, Charles B.
PANTS ARE CHEAP HERE.
$7, $8 and $9 Suits reduced to
Jameson, aged 28 years, 1 month and 15 days.
Libby. In Deer Isle. July 29, Mrs. Deborah W.
$5.93 Men’s $4.50 to $5 Pants reduced to
Libby, aged 71 years, 5 months and 14 days.
$5 ami $6 Suits reduced to
$3.95
Lowe.
In North Deer Isle, July ^9, Mrs.
$3.95 $2.50 and $3.0C Pants,
Marietta Lowe, aged 6& years and 10 months.
Miller. In Lmeolnvilie, August 4, Lucy A.
$2.29
Miller, aged 70 years, 8 months and 15 days.
$1.60 and $1.75 Pants,
Norwood. In Union, August 2, Mary A. (Cole),
MEN’S REGULAR SUITS.
$1.39
wife ot Lysander Norwood, aged 68 years.
Nichols. In Penobscot. July 26, Mrs. Rachel $15 and $16 fine Kuppenheimer Suits, equal to
Nichols, aged 66 years.
STRAW
HATS
ALMOST
custom made clothes in every way, reduced to
Packard. In Clayton, N. Y August 2, Hanson T. Packard, aged 54 years and 18 rays.
GIVEN AWAY.
Savage. In Fairfield, August 3, Mrs. Sabrina
$11.95
Savage, aged 88 years.
$12.50 and $13.50 Suits, worsted and fancy pat- All of our best Hats that sold for $1.50 to $2.00,
Work. In Jackson, August 5, Ernest E. Work,
aged 22 years and 8 months.
terns, very stylish, reduced to
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Wood. In. Belfast, August 8, Robert Eugene,
Now 95c.
A crew was signed at Boston last week son of Eugene and Mary E. Wood, aged 3 days.
$8.75
75c. and $1.00 Hats now
for bark Adam VV. Spies, which had just
$6, $7, $8 and $9 Suits reduced to
completed loading a cargo of 915,000 feet of
45c.
lumber at Bangor for Buenos Ayres. This
$5.95 and $3.95 35. and 50c. Hats now
is the record cargo of dry lumber ever load19c.
ed by a vessel at Bangor.
MARVELLOUS VALUES.
The bureau of navigation reports 118 sail
and steam vessels of 10,171 gross tons built
BARGAINS GALORE IN
in the L’ uited States and officially numbered It Will Repay Residents of Belfast to
RAINCOATS.
during the month of .July. The largest steel
Follow This Citizen’s Advice.
SOFT AND STIFF HATS
vessel included in these figures was the
and $15 Coats reduced to
That good old adage—“Think twice and act $13.50
steamer Ontario, built at Camden, N. J.,
All of our $2 and $2,50 Stiff Hats now
mind
when
one
reads
the
to
$11.95
once’’—is
brought
for the Merchants & Miners Transportation Co. She is 3,082 tons gross.
$139
following account of the experience of a Belfast $10 and $12 Coats reduced to
All of our $2 Soft Hats
Philadelphia, Aug. 8. Sch. Celia F, which citizen. Mr. Johnson made a public statement
$8.75
arrived Sunday from Boston with a cargo on tlie
$1.29
subject years ago, and at this time reof empty barrels, was run into by an unhis former testimony with renewed emERTRA SPECIAL.—50 Soft Hats, in litrlit and
known four-masted schooner July 26th, at peats
dark colors, sold at $1.50 to $2, reduced to
TOP-COATS.
ll p. m. during a dense fog off Cape Cod, phasis.
F. IS. Johnson of Poor’s Mills says: “I had
bearing SSE, about 9 miles distant. The
95c.
$12 Coats, nobby styles, reduced to
sch. Celia F was damaged slightly above kidney trouble for two years. The secretions of
S8.75
waterline on her port bow, and carried the kidneys were highly colored, scalding and
NEGLIGEE SHIRTS.
away ring-stopper and shank-painter and so frequent as to be very annoying both night
Lot of nice Shirts, some with collars, reduced to
port anchor.
COLLARS.
I was told that my kidney trouble was
and day.
Atlantic City, Aug. 5. The schooner Recaused from the nature of my work in the mill,
42c.
All of our 15c. Collars (for this sale) reduced to
becca M. Smith from Rockport loaded with
on account of re$1.00 Lion Brand Shirts now
paving stones is ashore on the rocks at but it was closed all summer
79c.
Little Egg Harbor.
10c.
The prospects for pairs on the dam, yet my kidneys bothered me
floating her are poor. The vessel is pound- just the same. Finally 1 was compelled to look
hard
and
it
is
feared
she
will go to for relief. I liad two doctors treat me at differ
ing
pieces. The captain and crew were landed ent times, but they gave me little or no assistin safety by the life saving crew.
ance.
1 saw Doan’s Kidney Pills advertised and
Rockland, Me., Aug. 8. A special from
Norfolk, Va., says the schooner Ella Fran- I got a box at Edmund Wilson’s drug store.
cis of Rockland was sunk olf Cape Coil, They gave me more relief than the medicine from
Saturday, by the steamer Nantucket, bound both doctors.”
from Boston to Norfolk. Out of a crew of
For sale by all dealers.
Price 50 cents a box.
the captain and four men, Mate Wentworth Foster-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
was the only man on board the schooner
who survived. Those who were drowned for the United States.
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and t ike no
were:
Captain Cyrus Thorndike, 45 years substitute.
of age, of Rockland. Seaman Herbert h.
Gray, 24, of Rockland. Seaman Harry .McNally, 23, of Nortliport. Seaman M. A.
Seaton of Rockport, Maine. Capt. Thorndike owned one-eighth of the vessel, the
only share that was insured, lie leaves a
widow and four children. The Ella Francis
was bonded at $5X00.
She was bound from
New York for Rockland with a cargo of
four hundred tons of coal consigned to Farrand tk Spear, her agents and principal :
owners.
— ABE MADE BY the
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burj,

many

point

to visit this store

Men’s

and Boys’ line all wool

dur:nL>

SWEAT! RS.

|

w.

Now 89c. and

SUMMER

si,j,

UNDERmea"

Reduced to

42c. and
jj.

MEN'S FANCY

HUSE^

Special lot of drummers’ sample

>

25c.
SPECIAL LOT
STEEL ROD

UftH5RELi.4|

Reduced to 43c
WORKING SHIRTS
Men’s 50c.

Working Shirts

red

42-

_

FINE SUSPENDERS

13c.,

2 pairs
25;

BLOUSE WASH SUITS
For

Boys, age 3 to 8, good patt-i.

_39c
BLOUSE WAISTS
4 to 14 years,

uow

_!9c
Mail and

stage orders careful!.

Your money hack if good*
ly .satisfactory in every way
#1.00 here goes

as

far

;i

a*

j

v

stores.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO..

The Main Street Clothiers, Tailors and Outfitters. Belfast

won the race after a scrappy mile’s contest
with her two opponents, who proved by
Friday’s race that they had an equal amount
of speed. Richardson’s Earl F. was awarded fourth money.
Elm Bud captured the 3-minute stake
race in three straight heats. The \\ aterj
ville favorite, Dyspepsia Cure, who won !
the 2.32 class, Friday, took second piace 1
each heat, and Rich’s Frank Rich and
Frank Chase’s chestnut horse, Frank C.,
lieldjthird and fourth places, respectively. Report of the Live Stock Market
The fastest heat was trotted in 2.204.
Paine, Philadelphia.
Only four horses started in the free for
Brighton, Mass.,
all. Fred Warren’s bay mare, Helen II.,
A drama, **Tlie Cool Collegians,” will b<
which
For
tli**
hails
Week Fmling August !♦.
from
X.
won
in
in
S„
Union Hall Friday evening, unde]
Spriughill,
given
three straight. Gilman’s Dan Q. was right
the auspices of the Christian Endeavor So
out
for
but
the best he could do
business,
ciety. Mr. Dennis Shea of Boston wil
9r
give a reading before the drama and home was to keep his nose even with Helen ll.’s
sulky, in the first and third ln-ats, taking From
made candy ;will be on sale during the
evening. Following is the cast for tm fourth place in the second heat. Early Maine. 92
20
475 400 105
1 Bird, Jr., was third and Miidura fourth.
drama:
New Hampshire... 57
31
295 195 ISO
Darn
eredith, Phillips Williams Fieri On account of the heavy track the fastest Vermont.Ill
19
460 ISO
150
heat was 2.104*.
!'arks, Robert Grinnell, (college boj s.
52
67
00
70
The last number on the card, the 2.27 Massachusetts. SO
Mrs. lluniooii Fred’s aunt),
New
York.
00
00
00
00
(X)
class,
was cancelled by the mutual consent
Miss Martha Ross,
| ot all those who had horses entered, both
Fannie Morrison (niece of Mrs. lluntoon,
Total.340
122
1297 775 565
Miss Henrietta Ross, I on account of the late hour of beginning
the races and the heavy track.
MILCH COW TRADE.
Molly Wainwright (friend of Fannie's),
The milch cow trade about like last week.
Miss Elizabeth Carver.
Muggins (colored servant), Rupert Colcord. ! One of the Evening Mail’s carriers, Law- The best milkers are in good demand and
Kate (Irish servant),
sold at satisfactory prices.
Henrietta Gerry. rence Bowler, accompanied by his
sister,
Extra cows sold at ©50 to ©55 each; good
Reserved seats are on sale at Clement A ! Merle Howler, has gone to Unity to spend
cows sold at ©40 to ©45 each; fair milch
Adams.
vacation.
his
—Waterville Mail.
Admission, 25 cents: reserved
cows sold at ©30 to ©35
each; common cows
seats, o5 cents; children, 15 cents.
sold at ©20 to ©25 each.

Tne following people registered at the
Searsport House during the past week: E
W. York and wife, Browuville: J. H. Peace
Richmond, Yu.; S. B. D>er and J. II. Ca
pen, Portland: J. II. Baker, Wiuterport
M. S. French, Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Lebbie
A. A.
Cunningham, New York; Mrs
Cunningham, Surry, Me.; Miss Annie
Cunningham, ( astine; Mr. and Mrs. J
Phillips Reynolds, Jr., and Miss Reynolds
Boston; F. J!. i'aine, New York; L. G

BOBN*

RACES.

I Kimball (new), Milbridge, to load stone for
New York.
Elm Bud and Henry Titer Among the WinCamden, Me., July 30. Ar, sob. Henry
B. Fiske, Cummings, Brunswiek.
ners
Vinalhaven, Me., Aug. 1. In port, sch.
A four days meet opened at Union Park,
Mollie Rhodes, Dobbin, for New York
Pittsfield, Aug. 3d, and the honors went to (loading).
Saco, Me., Aug. 5. Cld, sch. Pochasset,
Belfast horses. In the 2.29 trot, purse $300,
and New York.
Elm Bud won the third, fourth aud fifth Lunt, Stonington
Sargentville, Aug. 6. Ar, schs. Horace
heats and race. Frank Rice won first and A. Stone, Bangor, to load ice for Baltisecond beats and second place. Eola third; more ; Mary F. Barrett, to load do. for do.
Charleston, S./C., Aug. 1. Ar, sch. Flora
Dewey Guy was distanced in the first heat. Rogers,
Boothbay via Delaware BreakwaSix others started. Best time, 2.204.
2, sld, sch. J oseph W. Hathorne, New
ter;
In the 2.18 trot, purse $200, Henry Titer
won in straight heats.
Decima Dean, sec- York.
Newport News, Aug. 2. Sld, schs. Auond; Park Campello, third; Bay Dean,
Welt, Bangor; Edward T. StotesSalinus, Genevieve, Tony G. and Miss Ster- gustusBoston
; Prescott Palmer, Punta Gorbury,;
ling also started. Best time, 2.174.
sch. Alice B. Phillips, Bangor;
4,
da;
sld,
Henry Titer, the winner of the 2.18 race,
is seven years old and is owned by L. L. ar, sch. Lucy E. Friend, New York; 5, ar,
Wm. E. Downes,
Gentner of Belfast, and has a track record sens. Gov. Ames, Bangor;
of 2.174. He was driven in the race by Mr. New Haven; sld, sch. Lucy E. Friend, PlyGentner’s sou, Henry, 18 years old, wlio mouth ; 6, sld, sch. Gov. Ames, Bangor; 8,
also trained him and fitted him for the ar, schs. Thomas W. Lawson, Boston; Lytrack. This horse has so far entered 24 1 man M. Law, do.
Norfolk, Aug. 2. Cld, schs. Wm. K.
races, winning 23 first moneys, and one secPark, Portland; Margaret Haskell, Boston;
ond.
sld, sch. Pendleton Satisfaction, Boston.
8,
August 4th the 2.24 stake race was won
Brunswick, Ga., Aug. 3. Sld, bark Wilby Tom Phair in three straight heats. Best lard
Mudgett, New York ; 4, sld, sch. Jonn
time 2.18.
E. Develin, Philadelphia.
During the second heat of the 3-ininute
Washington, Aug. 2. Ar, sch. Lucia Porclass a slight accident occurred. Just before
St. John; 8, ar, sch. Ellen M. Golder,
reaching the stretch the first time around, ter,
Rock
port.
one of the reins with which young Gentner
Machias, Aug. 2. Ar, sch. Melissa Trask,
was driving “Hobby Wilkes” broke and he
New
York.
went over backwards from his sulky in a
Port Royal, S. 0., Aug. 3. Sld, sch. Ella
very lively manner. It happened so "quick- M.
Willey, New York.
ly that it surprised the young man considBridgeport, Ct., Aug. 5. Ar, sch. Susan
erably, but luckily he escaped without being injured beyond a slight shaking up. Stetson, Bangor.
Key West, Aug. 5. Ar, Pendleton SisThe horse ran around the track ahead of
the bunch of horses that were in the race ters, Philadelphia.
Edgartown, Aug. 6. Ar, sch. Harold C.
and was secured after the close of the heat.
The judges ruled that it was an unavoid- Beecher, Penobscot.
Mobile, Aug. 6. Sld, sch. R. W. Hopkins,
able accident and the horse was allowed to
New York.
start in the next heat with Holmes acting
Port Reading, Aug. 6. Cld, sch. Kit Caras driver.
This same horse, although at
the tail end of the procession the first two son, Bangor.
Charleston, S. C., Aug. 9. Sld, sch. J. C.
heats, proved that he was a good one in the
last heat aud made a sensational finish in Strawbridge, Weymouth.
FOREIGX PORTS.
third place, thereby winning fourth money.
The horse is a speedy animal and is a stayHillsboro, N. B., Aug. 2. Ar, sch. Marer, and had there been another heat with- garet B. Roper, Jonesport.
out doubt would have made a'big hid for
Accra, W. C. A., Aug. 3. Ar, bark Rose
first place. Following is the summary for Innes, Pensacola.
THE PITTSFIELD

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

THE REASON WHY THE BEST

Iron and Brass Castings in New England

at!

1

^ ||

H H It t§ 1

|

$

j

MARK DOWN SALE

-

__OF_

DUPLEX ROLLER RUSHING GO. Summer Shoes
Is that we use

only

the best materials and know how to mix them.

_—at__

Saw Mills, Stave Machines, Stone Polishers,
PLOWS, SHAFTING, WINDOW WEIGHTS, SLED SHOES, ETC.,

■

TllP hull

frump

lucfr

Priiluv

U'iil)

FOR sale;

rlici Cos

tines was well attended and proved to be
<»f the best, of the season. The town
boys placed unusually well and Then Miller of Brooks was in -the box. For seven
innings it was practically a contest between
the pitchers and not a score was made.
Man after man came to the box and after
watching the ball sail by him in all sorts of
curves would retire in favor of the next one
on the list.
In the eighth inning a (Justine
man made a run and
the spectators beto
feel the strain of the moment. The
gan
hum of conversation ceased and the diamond was watched in silence. At thebeginning of the ninth inning the Searsports
were in the tield and Miller in his usual
skillful way struck out his Ihree men and
the audience seemed to feel somewhat
cheered up, although odds were still in favor of the visitors.
But when the home
nine went to the box Miller and Henry
Tripp made runs in quick succession and
the game was Searsport’s with a score of 2
to 1.
The Searsport nine wish to extend
thanks to the ladies of the CongT church
who kindly served the visiting boys with
supper at the Union hall. Next Saturday
the Searsport team will play with Brooks if
the weather is suitable.
one

The musicale given in Union Ilall last
Friday evening by the ladies of the Congregational church was a great success, both
from a social and a financial point of viewr.
The receipts were about $60. The following program was given:
Trio—Who is Sylvia?
Mrs. Charles Colcord, Miss E. M. Curtis,
Miss Deborah Williams.
Solo—My Love is Like a Red, Red Rose,
Mrs. James Butman

Solo—Protestations,

Miss Deborah Williams and violin obligato by Miss Edith Williams.

*«=*•

-*-•

*

i* mittius auu

axis, nu Lilian

Solo- Sunshine and Rain,
Mrs. Charles Colcord
Solo—A Maid of Japan,
Antoinette Webber
Violin Solo—Evening Star,
Miss Edith Williams
Solo—The Lost Chord,
Rev. T. P. Williams
,T

Reading—Ilerve Riel,

Mrs. Prudence Putman

Duet—Tuscan Folk Songs,

Miss Mildred Shute and Miss llattie RoulProf. Sweetser of New London was the

accompanist.
Clement. The Clement family will hold
their annual reunion August 18th in the
Grange hall at Knox Station. All relatives
of the family, either by birth or marriage,
are cordially invited and
urged to he pressent and make the day one of
pleasure.
Picnic dinner. If stormy in the morning the
reunion will be held the next day. Annie
A. Clement, Thorndike, Me., R. F. D. No.
FREEDOM.

The local W. C. T, U. held a medal contest
at the church, Thursday evening, Aug. 4th,
under the management of Mrs. Anna Stephenson, superintendent of that department.
The readings were exceptionally fine, and
with excellent music by the male
quartet,
piano and violin, a first class entertainment
was given. Josephine M. Brown received
the silver medal.

! Power

GALVANIZING and

Doing a good business the year round.
tf32
Apply to

H. W. HEALEY.

PATENT SHEAVES DO NOT WEaR OUT.

The beef trade is in bad shape, and prices
have declined since last week.
The best beef oxen sold at 4| to 5i cents,
live weight; good oxen, 4i to 4J cents, live
weight; fair beef oxen, 4 to 44 cents, live
weight; thin cattle, (called liolognas) sold
at li to 14 cents, live weight.

Women

BELFAST.

SH

ARRIVED

Williams,

Pendle-

ton, lslesboro; Circle, Staples, Vinalhaveu.
Aug. 4. Sch. Maria Webster, Turner,

Bar Harbor.
Aug. 5. Schs. Willie Maxwell, Bowden,
New York; Sunnyside, Barbour, Stoning-

ton.

Aug.

9.

Sch. Katherine G.

gor.

Aug.

10.

Perry,

Ban-

Sch. Polly, Ryan, Amesbury.
SAILED.

EEP

Like

Everywhere

women

easy action of

praise

the

simplicity and

TUBULAR SEPARATORS

regular August cut price sale of
mer shoes will begin

who helps about the diary has a right to insist
All other separators are hard.
Let me

AND LAMB TRADE.

sum

Thursday;! August! ii

on.

give

No change in the market for sheep and
lambs.
Best spring lambs sold at 6 to 6J cents, live
weight; good spring lambs sold at 5 to 54
cents, live weight. The best fat sheep sold
at 4 to 44 eents, live weight; fair sheep sold
at 3 to 3$ eents, live weight.

you a
arators.
H. 5.

catalog explaining the Tubular Sep-

COLMAN,

Searsport, ITaine.

This is not

fake sale with goods marKei
up to fictitious prices to make it appear thai

HOG TRADE.

Hogs sold a little lower than last week.
The best hogs sold for
cents, dressed
weight; fair hogs, tij eents, dressed weight.

beef next week and believe that beef cattle
will bring more in two or three weeks than
they will next week.
Sheep and yearlings have sold just fairly
this week. Wo look for a very low market
on dressed sheep and yearlings soon for the
reason that the western packers are killing
very heavy and we have no doubt but what
they will glut Boston market and that prices
will be a great deal lower. We believe that
prices will be lower next week than the following week.
Receipts of hogs at all the markets have
been very liberal, and prices are somewhat
lower. The outlook is that receipts will
continue to be liberal, and should not be
surprised to see a decline of J to J cent per
pound in the near future.
The Libby Company.

Our

Why? Because they’re easy to feed—easy to
keep clean—easy to turn—Points every woman

REMARKS AND PREDICTIONS.
Aug. 8. Schs. Mary L. Crosby, Swan's
Island; Sadie Willcutt, Buck’s Harbor.
The beef market is off about J cent per
Aug. 9. Schs. Harriet Rogers and Orizon, pound. The strike at the western markets
Swan's Island; Circle, Vinalhaven; Willie is practically over, as far as the
killing is
L. Maxwell, Stonington.
concerned. We look for lower prices on
AMERICAN PORTS.

Colburn’s

Tubulars.

Why?

The veal trade is just about like last
week.
The best veal calves sold at 6 to 6J cents,
live weight; fair veal calves sold at 5 to 54
cents, live weight; drinkers sold at 34 to 4
cents, live weight.

SHIP NEWS.
Schs. John T.

BELFAST, MAINE.

TELEPHOHE 54-3,

VEAL TRADE.

Aug. 3.

WORK

BEEF TRADE.

Ice Cream Business.

PORT OF

SHIP

THE WELLMAN AND MclNTIRE

they

are

mer

shoes

a

marked
are

to

down, but all of ou
be sacrificed, includ ng our

New York, Aug. 5. Ar, schs. C. J. Willard, Bucks Harbor; Herman F. Kimball,
Rockport; Frances Goodnow, Long Cove;
Almeda Willey, South Amboy; 7, ar, schs.
Edward 11. Blake, Charleston, S. C.; AdeBookkeeping and Actual Business Practice. Shorthand, Typewriting. Penmanship, etc. Gradulaide Barbour, Fernaudiua; Anna Pendleates aided to positions. More applications for office help than we could fill last year. REOPENS
ton, Brunswick; 8, ar, seh. Edith G. FolSEPTEMBER util. ONE WEEK FREE to all who enter on opening day. Write for catalogue.
well, l’unta Gorda; 9, ar, schs. Morris &
Cliff, Stonington; E. L. Warren and Win.
3m31_HOWARD <£ liROWN, Proprietors.
F. Campbell, Bangor.
Boston, Aug. 4. Ar, bark Addie Morrill,
Philadelphia; fl, ar, schs. George W. Wells,
Baltimore; Theoline, Brunswick; sld, sch.
Mary F. Barrett, Sargeutville and Baltimore; «, ar, schs. B. I). Haskell, Fernandina; Mary Willey, Bangor; 8, ar, sch. Lizzie Lee, Bangor; sld, schs. Frank Barnet,
people appreciate the
as
as
common
Brunswick; Clifford N. Carver, PhiladelAT BOSTON
superior service we are
phia.
Philadelphia, Aug. 2. Cld, sch. Edward
giving them in our
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
August I5ih to 20th, Inclusive.
J. Berwind, Bangor; 3, cld, schs. Grace
Bavis, Perth Amboy; Merrill C. Hart, Sa-'
tile continuance of the encampment the
During
for
The
Corrected
Journal.
Weekly
J
lem; 4, cld, sch. Van Allens Houghton,
Prices Paid Producer.
Providence; 5, ar, sch. John Proctor, Hills- Produce Market.
as
Eastern Steamship Company
50 to ooiHay 4* ton,
boro, N. B.; 6, cld, sch. Henry R. Tilton, Apples l?bu.,
10.00® 12.00
5 Hides 4» tb,
dried, 4> lb,
54
Portland; 8, ar, sch. American Team,
2.25 Lamb ^ lb,
a
Beaus, pea,
Frankfort.
Will sell tickets front August 13th to 19th, inclu2.2.5 I.anib Skins,
medium,
50®75
is clearly shown
sive, at GREATLY REDUCED RATES, as
Baltimore, Aug. 3. Cld, bark Kremlin,
j
2.75 Mutton 4* tb,
Yel’eyes,
6®7
follows:
Fort de France; ar, sch. Paul Palmer, Butter
30
40
its
bu.,
16®l8;Oats 4*
tb,
Ip lb,
by
increasing
daily
Punta Gorda.
75
Beef, sides, IP lb,
6@8|Potatoes IP bu.,
6 Round Hog,
patronage.
Portland, Me., Aug. 8. Ar, schs. J. W. Beef fore quarters,
Searsport or Belfast to Boston
5i
7.00
60®75 Straw P ton,
Balano, St. Simons, Ga.; W. E. and W. L. Barley p bu.,
Remember we call for
...
and return,
$4.25
13J Turkey IP lb,
22®25
Tuck, New York; Westerloo, Sullivan for Clieese p tb.
20 Tallow IP tb,
and deliver all
IP tb,
2®4
do.; Railroad, Friendship; Ralph K. Grant, Chicken
Calf Skins, per lb. 10@11 Veal 4* lb,
8®9
will
until
1
Tickets
be
to
return
and
includgood
Prospect Harbor; Emily S. Staples, Winter- Duck qp tb,
repairing free of charge.
14®16 Wool, unwashed, 18®20
F. W. FOTE, Agent,
ing August 22, 1904.
port; cld, sch. C. H. Woolston, Stonington Eggstpdoz.,
24 Wood, hard,
4.0004.,51.
2W32
Belfast, Maine.
and New York.
14 Wood, soft,
Fowl fc> tb,
3.00
Bangor, Aug. 3. Cld, bark Salvatore Geese 4* lb,
14®15
(Ital.) Palermo; sld, schs. Menawa, GreenRetail Market.
Retail Price.
wich; July Fourth, Fall River; 4. ar, schs.
corned, p lb, 8®10 Lime IP bbl.,
90® 1.00
Katherine D. Perry, Newport News; Lizzie Beef,
20 Oat Meal Ip tb,
Butter Salt, 14 lb,
4®5
C. Rich, Boston; 5, sld, sch. George E. Wal- Corn 4* bu.,
68 Onions IP lb,
6
cott, coal port; <i, sld, schs. Horace A. Cracked Corn, p bu, 68 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,15@l6
Pollock
68
Corn
p
Meal,
b,
and
IP
bu.,
4f,q5
Stone, Sargentville
Baltimore; Sadie
16 Pork Ip lb.
10
p lb,
Corey, Pawtucket; Odell, Narragansett Cheese,
1.13
Seed, p cwt., 1.65 Plaster p bbl.,
Pier; 7, sld, schs. Florence & Lillian, Cotton
a salesman in a well established
3
Codfish dry, p lb,
A lot of carriages, harnesses, double and singh
5@8 Rye Meal 4> lb,
The residence of the late T\ i>
schs.
Bridgeport; Gamecock, Boston; 8, sld,
wholesale and retail profitable business,
10 Shorts p cwt.,
1.36
sleds and pungs used in mv livery stable, will b 3 ated on Mount
Cranberries, p qt.,
Ephraim street
Annie P. Chase, New York; Andrew Neb- Clover Seed,
one
who
can
take
five thousand dollars interes t sold at bargains. I will keep
6
Sugar
4>
a transient stabl 3
13@14
mile from Searsport village;
lb,
Brick house on Congress street, corner of Pearl
in
firm
at
six
Address
the
per cent.
40
inger, do ; 9, ar, sch. Isaiah K. Stetson, Flour, p bbl., 6.0086.60 Salt, T. I.,Jpbu.,
at the same place as formerly, where horses wi 1 hou.se and ell and barn; one h<
Also to let a suite of rooms at 68 Oaurch street;
5
1.90 Sweet Potatoes,
H. O. Seed p bu.,
be fed and carriages cared for.
wm. c. Marshall.
3w30*
Lynn.
P. O. Box 301, with name, Portland. Me.
nq uire of
MRS. TYI.FK ci““
Apply to
10 Wbeat Meal,
HENRY DUNBAR, Washington Street.
2w81
3@4
Belfast, August 4, 1904.—31tf
Frankfort, Aug. 2. Ar, sch. Florence A. Lard, P lb,
'
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